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Minor Revision (May, 1960)

This edition, A24-1005-2, is a minor revision of the preceding edition, but does not

obsolete A24-1005-1. Principal changes in this edition are:

PAGE SUBJECT

28 Cycle delay, pickup

3 5 Wiring (Figure 31), Steps 4 and 5

3 8, 39 Wiring (Figure 3 J), Steps 4 and J

107 Item 16, Cycle delay PU

110 8 J Timing Chart, Note 1

111 85 Timing Chart: DI, Error Stop

113 87 Timing Chart: DI, Error Stop

(£) 1958, 1960 by International Business Machines Corporation

Copies of this and other IBM publications can be obtained
through IBM Branch Offices. Address comments concerning the
content of this publication to:

IBM, Product Publications Department, Rochester, Minnesota.
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IBM 85 and 87 Collators

THE IBM 85 Collator and the IBM 87 Collator are

filing machines that arrange cards in the order desired

for subsequent operations. These two machines are

essentially alike in design, features, and operation; the

main difference is that cards punched with numerical

characters can be processed in the 85 Collator, but

cards punched with numerical, alphabetic or special

characters can be processed in the 87 Collator. After

the cards are arranged, they are either processed

through another machine, such as an accounting ma-

chine to prepare a printed report, or they are filed

for future reference.

The principal function of the collator is to feed

and compare two files of punched cards simultane-

ously to match them or combme them into one tile .

At the same time, cards in each file that do not match

those in the other can be separated automatically

from the rest of the fileT"
~'—

-

Two hoppers and feed units are provided to accom-

modate the two files of cards, and four pockets are

provided to stack the cards in the desired groupings.

When cards are fed from the hoppers, the punching

in them is compared, and card feeding and stacking

are controlled by this comparison.

The basic operations that can be performed on the

collator are: selecting specific cards from a file; check-

ing the sequence of cards in a file; combining two

fijes into one complete tile, with or without the selec-

tionof cards: matching two files of car(;ls by selecting

anv unmatched cards from each file; and detecting

unpunchpd fnlnmrta—TVipsp operations, and combina-

tions of them, are explained in the following para-

graphs and illustrated throughout the manual.

Basically both the 85 and 87 Collators function in

the same manner. In this manual, the wiring for each

operation is illustrated for the 85; however, most

operations can easily be adapted to the 87. Any change

required for 87 operation is described for each dia-

gram.

OPERATIONS

The operations of the collator fall into six general

classifications:

Card Selection

Checking Sequence

Merging

Merging with Selection

Matching

Blank-Column Detection

Card Selection. A particular card may be selected

from a file of cards. The type of card to be selected

may be an X-card, an NX-card, the first card of a

group, the last card of a group, a single-card group,

a zero card, a card with a particular number, a card

with a particular name, or a card out of sequence.

Checking Sequence. The collator checks a file of

cards to determine whether or not they are in order.

As the cards are fed through the machine, each card



is compared with the one ahead and, if it is out of

sequence, the machine stops and an error light

turns on.

Merging. The collator combines two j&les of cards,

already in sequence, into a single file. The cards in

one file are compared with those in the other, and

feeding from the two files is thereby controlled so

that the combined file is in numerical sequence.

Merging with Selection. Cards in one file that do

not have corresponding cards in the other file are se-

lected as the two files are merged. Cards can be selected

from either or both files and, when the operation is

completed, there may be three groups of cards: one

merged file and two groups of selected cards.

Matching. The collator compares two files of cards

to determine that there is a card or group of cards in

one file to match each card or group of cards in

the other file. Unmatched cards in either or both files

are selected. "Wlien the operation is completed, there

may be four groups of cards; two groups that match

and two groups of selected cards.

Blank-Column Detection. Cards in both feeds can

be checked for blank columns. Whenever a blank

occurs in a field wired for detection, card feeding

stops and a blank-column-detection light turns on.

Blank-column detection can be combined with any

of the other operations.

Figure 1. Keys and Lights

Run-Out Key. The machine stops after the last

card is fed from either hopper. The run-out key must

be held depressed to move the cards remaining within

the machine to the pockets^

Error Light. The red error light turns on when the

machine stops because of an error condition recog-

nized by control panel wiring. For example, the ma-

chine can be controlled so that it will stop if an error

in sequence is detected.

Reset Key. When the error light or a blank-column-

detection light is on, the"reset key must be depressed

before the machine can be restarted.

A^ACHINE FEATURES

Ready Light. The green ready light turns on when-

ever the main line switch is on and cards are not pass-

ing through the machine.

BCD 1 (Blank-Column-Detection 1). This red

light turns on whenever a blank column is detected

in a field wired to blank column detection en-

try ONE on the control panel.

BCD 2 (Blank-Column-Detection 2). This red

light turns on whenever a blank column is detected

in a field wired te blank column detection en-

try TWO on the control panel.

Main Line Switch

The main line switch, located on the right side of

the machine, controls the power and must be on be-

fore the machine can be operated. This switch must

not be turned off while cards are being fed.

Operating Keys and Lights (Figure 1)

Start Key. Depression of the start key will start

card feeding. It must be heltj down for three cycles

before automatic operation begins.

Stop Key. The stop key is depressed to stop card

feeding. It has a slightly raised surface for easy iden-

tification.

Hoppers

The collator has two separate feed units— primary

and secondary. The secondary feed is located above

the primary feed. Cards placed in the primary feed

hopper are called primary cards, and those placed in

the secondary feed hopper are called secondary cards.

Cards are placed in the hoppers face down, 9's to-

ward the throat. Each hopper holds about 800 cards

and is equipped with a hopper stop contact . As soon

as the last card is fed from either hopper, the ma-

chine stops. Additional cards can be placed in the

hopper, and card feeding can be resumed by depress-

ing the start key.



Figure 2. Primary Feed Brushes

Cards fed from the secondary feed hopper pass

only one set of 80 brushes (Figure 3). These brushes

are located on the top of the machine and become ac-

cessible when the release lever is moved to the ex-

treme right and the brushes are raised.

Pockets

After cards are read by the brushes, they pass into

one of four pocKets, or stackers (Figure 4) . Eacii

pocket holds about 1,000 cards and is equipped with

a contact to stop the machine when the pocket is full .

The four pockets are numbered 1 to 4, from right

to left. Cards fed from both hoppers will be stacked

in pocket 2 unless directed by control panel wiring

fp on<^ "f XW nthfr three, pockets. Cards fed from the

primary feed hopper can be selected into pocket 1;

those from the secondary feed hopper can be selected

into pocket 3 or 4. Thus, pocket 1 is for selected pri-

mary cards, pocket 2 is for merged cards, and pockets

3 and 4 are for selected .secondary cards.

f^i ^A c -f^^ -f *-Atv^ i-r\£ nar fpoA VintAT

sets of 80 brushes — sequence and primary. The

brushes are located on an angle when locked into posi-

tion. They become accessible when the access door on

the front of the machine is opened, the release lever

is moved to the right, and the brush frame is low-

ered (Figure 2).

Operating Speed

Each feed can operate at a speed of 240 cards per

,minute. When
.

both feeds are operating simultane-

ously, 480 cards per minute can be fed. The number

of cards fed will range between 24*0 and 480 cards

per minute depending on the control of the feeds re-

quired by the operation.
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Operating Principles

MOST of the operations mentioned previously (such

as checking sequence or merging) require that two

numbers be compared. This is true regardless of

whether the operation is performed manually, or au-

tomatically by the collator. In checking sequence for

example, the number in one card must be compared

to that in the preceding card to insure that the cards

are in order; or, in a merging operation, the number
in a card in one file must be compared with the num-
ber in a card in another file to determine which card

should be filed first in the merged file.

In a collator operation, after the cards are read and

their numbers are compared, the result of the com-
parison is used to control the advancing of the cards

to the pockets and the feeding of the following cards.

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM

The schematic diagrams in Figure 5 show the paths

of the cards from the hoppers to the pockets, the

reading stations, and the comparing units. They are,

in effect, cutaway views of the collators. In each

schematic the lower line, drawn at an angle, repre-

sents the primary feed, and the upper line represents

the secondary feed; the four pockets at the left are

labeled to indicate the types of cards that are usually

stacked in them.

Primary Feed. As cards are fed from the primary

feed hopper to a pocket, they pass two reading sta-

tions — sequence read and then primary read. Each

reading station consists of a set of 80 brushes that

read all colunms of the card. Sequence read and pri-

SEQUENCE

Cards are arranged in numerical order, 0-9, in the

85 Collator. In the 87 Collator, cards punched with

the various types of information are arranged in as-

cending order as follows:

1. Blank Column

2. Special Characters

12-3-8 (•)

12-4-8 (°)

12 (&)

11-3-8 ($)

11-4-8 (*)

11 (-)

0-1 (/)

0-3-8 (')

0-4-8 (%)

3-8 (#)

4-8 (@)

3. Letters A through Z

4. Digits through 9

SeCONOAlY

^ - SCCOMDAIY -VA- - - FEED-

A. IBM 85 COLLATOR

B. IBM 87 COLLATOR

FiGUiLE 5. Schematics of Card Feeds



mary read are normally connected, by control panel

wiring, to the sequence unit to compare the cards

At the two reading stations. In addition, primary read

is normally connected to the- selector unit to compare

the primary card to a card in the secondary feed.

If card feeding is stopped in the midst of a run,

cards in the primary feed are positioned as indicated

in the schematics: before sequence read, between se-

quence read and primary read, and after primary

read (eject position).

Secondary Feed. As cards are fed from the second-

ary feed hopper to one of the pockets, they pass one

reading station— secondary read . This reading sta-

tion consists of a set of 80 brushes that read all the

columns of the card. Secondary read is normally con-

nected, by control panel wiring, to the selector unit

to compare the secondary card to the card passing

primary read.

If card feeding is stopped in the midst of a run,

cards in the secondary feed are positioned as indi-

cated: before secondary read, and after secondary

read.

Selector Unit. The selector unit consists of 1 6 com-

paring positions in the 8 5 Collator and 1 9 comparing

positions in the 87 Collator. Each position has two

entries: primary and secondary. A number read into

the primary selector entry is compared to a number

read into the secondary selector entry in the corre-

sponding positions. The selector unit is normally used

to compare primary and secondary cards to determine

whether they are equal, or if unequal, which of the

two is lower. These conditions may be recognized by

control panel wiring to cause feeding and selection

of cards.

In the 87 Collator, primary selector entry is also

used as the entry to the primary sequence side of the

sequence unit (Figure 5B)

.

Sequence Unit. The sequence unit consists of 16

comparing positions in the 85 Collator and 19 com-

paring positions in the 87 Collator (Model I).

In the 85 Collator, each comparing position has

two entries: primary sequence and sequence. A num-

ber read into the sequence entry is compared with a

number read into primary sequence entry in the cor-

responding positions. The sequence unit is normally

used to compare two cards in the primary feed to

determine whether the card passing sequence read

is higher than, equal to, or lower than the card pass-

ing primary read. These conditions may be recognized

by control panel wiring to indicate errors in sequence

and to cause feeding and selection of cards.

In the 87 Collator, the two entries to the sequence

unit are the primary selector entry (instead of the

primary sequence entry used on the 85) and the se-

quence entry (Figure 5B).

In the 85 Collator, the functions of the selector

and sequence units are identical and, therefore, the

units can be used interchangeably. That is, two num-

bers read from any reading stations can be compared

in any position of either unit. The only time the units

cannot be used interchangeably is when feeding is

controlled by an internal system known as "basic

setup"; the units must then be used in the manner

described.

In the 87 Collator, as in the 85, the functions of

the selector and sequence units are identical. However,

in the 87 Collator, primary selector entry serves as

an entry to both the selector and sequence units.

Therefore, anything read into primary selector entry

is automatically compared with a reading in the sec-

ondary side of the selector unit and also with a reading

in the sequence side of the sequence unit. This dijQFers

from the 85, which has separate pairs of entry hubs

for the two comparing units. This means that in the

87 the comparing units cannot be used independently

in the same operation, nor can they be as freely inter-

changed as in the 85.

ANALYSIS CHART

Operations to be performed on either collator should

be thoroughly analyzed before any attempt is made

at control panel wiring. The various conditions that

may arise as cards are fed should be studied, and the

relationship between the cards translated into ma-

chine terms. An analysis chart can be used to aid

this study. This chart is a modification of the sche-

matic diagram, with the following places provided

to write in representative numbers: three "cards" in

the primary feed, two "cards" in the secondary feed,

four squares representing the entries to the selector

and sequence units, and four "pockets."

OPERATING PRINCIPLES



Cords: 1-3-4-2-5-6 SECONOAir K/kD

Figure 6. Analysis Chart— IBM 85

A. Cards at the end of

the Tst cycle.

An example of the use of the analysis chart for

the 85 Collator is shown in Figure 6. The numbers in

this illustration are singled out for analysis from a

file of cards numbered 1-3-4-2-5-6. The cards are to

be checked for sequence. The number (4) in the card

that has just passed primary read is entered in the

primary sequence entry, and the number (2) in the

card that has just passed sequence read is entered in

the sequence entry. It can readily be seen that when-

ever a card is out of sequence (the 2 -card following

the 4-card in this case) sequence entry is lower than

primary sequence entry. This low condition, trans-

lated to control panel terminology, is loti/ sequence.

This can be used, by control panel wiring, to stop

card feeding and turn on the error light.

In some cases it will be advantageous to use several

charts to study the relationship between several suc-

cessive cards fed through the machine. The schematic

diagram and analysis charts are provided on the back

of the control panel diagrams. Form X24-6395 for the

85 Collator, and Form X24-6396 for the 87 Collator.

Analysis charts are used in this manual when they

contribute to a better understanding of the wiring.

B. Cards at the end of

the ^d cycle.

C. Cards at the end of

the 3rd cycle.

SKONDARY
SELECTION
CONTROl

SECONDARY
READ y

SECONDARY •-\^- - FEED- -

FEED HOPPER

Figure 7. Schematic of Run-In Feeding

RUN-IN FEEDING

Although card feeding is controlled automatically

by control panel wiring during an operation, it must

be started manually at the beginning of a run. The

start key must be held depressed for three cycles to

run cards in from both hoppers. Figure 7 (A, B, C)

shows the cards in the feed at the end of each cycle.

On the 1st cycle (A), one card is fed from the pri-

mary feed hopper and one from the secondary feed

hopper; on the 2nd cycle (B), a second card is fed

from each hopper; and on the 3rd cycle (C), a third

card is fed from the primary feed hopper, and sec-

ondary feeding is normally inoperative. Secondary

feeding can be made operative on the third run-in

cycle by control panel wiring.

10



Principles of Control Panel Wiring

THE CONTROL PANELS (Figures 8 and 9) con-

tain 44 columns of hubs numbered 1 through 44, and

34 rows of hubs lettered A through AK. The location

of any hub can be identified by the use of these co-

ordinates. For example, primary read brush 20 is

located at co-ordinates U, 20.

The shaded areas on the control-panel diagrams in-

dicate special features. The 87 diagram shows 19

positions for each comparing unit (Model I) ; the

87 Model II has 16 positions.

There are two types of hubs on the control panel —
exits and entries. An exit hub emits an impulse, and

an entry hub accepts an impulse wired to it. Some
exits emit impulses that correspond to the holes in

the card, and others emit impulses that result from

some function previously performed or are automatic

for every card. A connection must always be made
from an exit to an entry, by placing one end of a

wire in the exit hub and the other end in the entry

hub. The exits and entries used depend entirely upon

the job the machine is called upon to do. The control

panel wiring may be changed to perform each opera-

tion, thereby giving to one machine the flexibility

to perform different operations for different applica-

tions.

Two or more hubs connected by lines are common:
that is, two or more exits or entries serve the same

purpose. Such an arrangement reduces the need for

split wires (wires with more than two ends) , because

these hubs are actually connected together and serve

the same purpose as split wires.

The control panel is used to control card feeding

automatically. When a card passes a reading station,

the punching is read by the brushes that contact a

metal roll through the holes in the card. The impulses

representing the card punching are available on the

control panel. These impulses are directed, by control

panel wiring, to comparing units where they are

compared with the reading from another card. The
comparing units determine a high, low, or equal com-
parison between the two readings and make a corre-

sponding impulse available on the control panel. This

impulse is then directed, by control panel wiring, to

the functional units that control card feeding and se-

lection.

The hubs on the control panel are labeled in groups

in Figures 8 and 9, and a description of the general

function of each group of standard features follows.

A more detailed explanation of the hubs is given

when they are first used in a problem.

Control Exits (Selector-Sequence) emit impulses

resulting from a high, low, or equal comparison in the

selector and sequence units. The first three rows of

hubs emit impulses resulting from comparisons in the

selector unit, and the second three rows emit impulses

resulting from comparisons in the sequence unit. They
are normally wired to functional entry hubs or to

pick up selectors.

Functional Entries accept impulses to control selec-

tion, feeding, and ejection of cards, and are normally
wired from control exits or plug to c. Error stop is

used to stop card feeding and is wired from a control

exit.

Selectors provide a means of controlling different

operations for different conditions. Plug to c im-
pulses are normally wired through them to the func-

tional entries for the control of card feeding and se-

lection under various conditions.

Read hubs are the exits for the three sets of brushes:

SECONDARY READ for the Secondary brushes, pri-

mary READ for the primary brushes, and sequence
READ for the sequence brushes. Impulses emitted from
the read hubs correspond to the numbers read by
the brushes.

Comparing Entries in the 85 Collator accept num-
bers (1 through 9) for comparison in the selector

and sequence units, and are normally wired from the

read hubs. Two numbers are compared in the selector

unit by wiring one number to secondary selector
entry and the other to the corresponding positions of

PRIMARY selector ENTRY. They are compared in the

sequence unit by wiring one number to primary se-

quence ENTRY and the other to the corresponding

positions of sequence entry.

PRINCIPLES OF CONTROL PANEL WIRING n
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Figure 8. Control Panel— IBM 85

The selector unit is normally used to make com-

parisons between a primary card and secondary card.

The sequence unit is normally used to make com-

parisons between cards at the two reading stations in

the primary feed. However, any two numbers can

be compared in either unit because the units are in-

terchangeable. The control panel terminology merely

indicates the manner in which they are generally wired

for basic operations.

In this manual the units are used, for the most

part, according to this standard wiring practice. How-
ever, some special operations in the manual illustrate

the interchangeability, using the sequence unit to

compare a primary and a secondary card, and the

selector unit to compare two cards in the primary

feed.

Comparing entries in the 87 Collator accept special

characters, alohabetic characters (A throueh Z"). and

digits (0 through 9). The comparing units and their

entries are basically the same as in the 85, with the

exception that numbers are compared in the sequence

unit by wiring one number to primary selector en-

try and the other number to sequence entry.

Stuitches are used to supplement or eliminate wiring

from the control exit hubs, or to control feeding un-

der specific conditions. They are explained as they are

used. The zone switch on the 87 Collator allows al-

phabetic and special characters to be compared.

Control Inputs on the 85 Collator test comparisons

in the selector and sequence units. The sel (selector)

and SEQ (sequence) hubs are entries and are normally

wired from the three common exit hubs directly be-

low. The exit hubs emit impulses whenever a card is

fed. This feature is not on the 87 Collator control

panel because the tests are performed through inter-

nal wiring.

12



Figure 9. Control Panel— IBM 87

Restore hubs cause numbers to be cleared from the

comparing units and new numbers to be read in.

S, p, PS, and SEQ are entry hubs and are normally wired

from the exit hubs immediately below: s from the

single hub that emits an impulse whenever a secondary

card is fed; p, ps, and seq from the three common
hubs that emit impulses when a primary card is fed.

S (secondary) and p (primary) restore the two sides

of the selector unit, and ps (primary sequence) and

SEQ (sequence) restore the two sides of the sequence

unit. On the 87 Collator the PS hub is inactive.

Blank-Column Detection can be used to check

cards in either feed for blank columns. Up to 8 col-

umns can be checked in each feed independently, or

up to 16 columns when checking cards in one feed

only. The bcd control hubs determine the feed

cycle on which the blank-column-detection units

operate.

MERGING TWO GROUPS OF
UNPUNCHED CARDS

Two FILES of unpunched cards, each of a different

color for example, may be merged into one file so

that the colors will alternate throughout the file.

Because the cards are not punched, no comparisons

can be made, and the merging operation is based en-

tirely upon the continuous feeding of cards from the

primary and secondary feeds. Because the primary
feed unit has one more station than the secondary feed

unit (see Figure 5), the first card from the second-

ary feed will fall into pocket 2 (merged cards) ahead
of the first card from the primary feed. Thus, if white
cards are placed in the secondary feed hopper and
brown cards in the primary, the merged file will con-
tain alternating white and brown cards in that order.

Because both feeds are impulsed continuously, 480

MERGING TWO GROUPS OF UNPUNCHED CARDS 13



cards per minute (combined speed from both feeds)

will be merged.

A secondary card can be merged behind two pri-

mary cards. For this operation, see the note under

the wiring for Figure 45, Selecting Alternate Cards.

Control Panel Hubs

Tlug to C. These five common exit hubs emit an impulse

as each card feeds. They are normally wired to func-

tional entry hubs, directly or through a selector, to

cause primary and secondary feeding and selection.

A-E, 29

Seedy Fd (Secondary Feed) . These four common functional

entry hubs are normally wired from control exit hubs

or from plug to c, directly or through selectors, to

cause feeding of secondary cards.

C, 41-44

Pri Feed (Primary Feed). These four common functional

entry hubs are normally wired from control exit hubs

or from plug to c, directly or through selectors, to

cause feeding of primary cards.

E. 41-44

Control Panel Hubs

Primary Read. The 80 primary read hubs are exits from

the 80 primary brushes. They are normally wired

through BLANK COLUMN DETECTION ENTRY TWO tO

PRIMARY SELECTOR ENTRY or PRIMARY SEQUENCE EN-

TRY. For X-selection, primary read is wired direct to

the pickup of an X-selector.

PRIMART READ

U-X, 1-20

X-Selectors. The X-selectors (1 and 2 standard) are nor-

mally used to control feeding, ejection, or selection

of X- or NX-cards. Each selector has a c (common),

N (normal), and T (transferred) hub, two common

pu (pickup) hubs, and two common hold hubs. Nor-

mally, there is an internal connection between the c

and N hubs (Figure 10) . "When the pickup is impulsed,

the selector transfers and there is an internal con-

nection between c and T. The selector is normally

picked up by an X-impulse, but a control-input timed

impulse can also be used.

X SELECTORS

G-H, 29-44

Each X-selector is controlled to operate with either

the primary or secondary feed by wiring its hold hubs

from the p (primary) or s (secondary) hub. P emits

an impulse to hold a selector between primary feed

cycles, and s emits an impulse to hold a selector be-

tween secondary feed cycles.

Wiring

The wiring necessary for merging two groups of

unpunched cards is a plug to c impulse to primary

FEED and SECONDARY FEED.

SELECTING X-CARDS - PRIMARY FEED

All x-punched cards may be selected from the pri-

mary feed and stacked in pocket 1. All NX-cards

will stack normally in pocket 2. This operation can

be performed separately or in combination with other

operations.

When hold is wired and the pickup is impulsed,

the selector transfers immediately and remains trans-

ferred until the X-card moves to the next station. If

hold is wired from the p hub and pu is wired from

primary read, the selector will be transferred when the

X-card is in the eject position and, therefore, the

selection of X-cards (or NX-cards) into pocket 1 can

be controlled. If pu is wired from sequence read,

selection of the card preceding the X-card can be con-

trolled.

If hold is wired from the s hub and pu is wired

from secondary read, secondary X-cards (or NX-
cards) can be selected into pocket 3 or 4.

14



A PLUG TO c is normally wired through the c and N
hubs or the c and T hubs of an X-selector to the

functional entry hubs. A control-input timed impulse

should not be selected through an X-selector in the 85.

O-pO
p[u

r=r

o
N T

Normal

#-!-• # O •
P|U C N T

Transferred

Figure 10. Schematic of Selector Operation

Pri Sel (Primary Select). These four common functional

entry hubs are normally wired from control exit hubs,

or from plug to c directly or through a selector, to

cause a primary card to stack in pocket 1 (selected

primaries) . When these hubs are not impulsed, primary

cards stack in pocket 2.

B, 41-44

Wiring (Figure 11)

1. Plug to c is wired to primary feed to cause

continuous feeding of primary cards.

2. The X (column 20) is wired from primary read

to X-selector 1 pu. The X-selector is transferred as the

X-card reaches the eject position.

3. X-selector 1 hold is wired from p (primary) , so

that the selector will hold for a primary feed cycle.

4. Plug to c is wired to c of the selector. This im-

pulse will be available out of the n hub for all NX-
cards, and out of the t hub for all X-cards.

5. The transferred (x) side of the selector is wired

to primary select, thus causing all X-cards to stack

in pocket 1. All NX-cards will stack in pocket 2.
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Figure 11. Selecting X-Cards— Primary Feed
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SELECTING X-CARDS - BOTH FEEDS

All x-punched cards may be selected from both

feeds at the same tune. If half of the file is placed in

the secondary feed hopper and the other half is placed

in the primary feed hopper, the processing time is

reduced fifty per cent. All four pockets are used in

this operation, X-cards stacking in pockets 1 and 4,

and NX-cards stacking in pockets 2 and 3.

Control Pane! Hubs

Secondary Read. These hubs are exits from the 80 secondary

brushes. They are normally wired through blank
COLUMN DETECTION ENTRY ONE tO SECONDARY SE-

LECTOR ENTRY. For X-selection, secondary read is

wired direct to the pickup of an X-selector.

SECONDARY READ

C-F, 1-20

Seedy Sel 3-4 (Secondary Select). The two common sec-

ondary select 3 hubs are functional entry hubs that

cause a secondary card to stack in pocket 3 (selected

secondaries) ; the two common secondary select 4

hubs are functional entry hubs that cause a secondary

card to stack in pocket 4 (selected secondaries) . When
both 3 and 4 are impulsed at the same time, 4 takes

precedence and the cards stack in pocket 4. Both sets

of hubs are normally wired from plug to c or from

control exit hubs. When neither 3 nor 4 is impulsed,

the cards stack in pocket 2.

A, 41-44

Wiring (Figure 12)

1. Plug to c is wired to primary feed and sec-

ondary FEED to cause continuous feeding of primary

and secondary cards.

2. The X-cards in the primary feed are selected by

wiring from primary read (column 20) to the pu of

X-selector 2, and wiring a plug to c through the

transferred side of this selector to primary select.

The selector is controlled to hold for the duration of

the primary feed cycle. All X-cards in the primary

feed will stack in pocket 1, and all NX-cards will

stack in pocket 2,

3. The X-cards in the secondary feed are selected

by wiring from secondary read (column 20) to the pu
of X-selector 1 , and wiring a plug to c through the

Figure 12. Selecting X-Cards— Both Feeds
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transferred side of this selector to secondary se-

lect 4. The selector is controlled to hold for the dura-

tion of the secondary feed cycle. All X-cards in the

secondary feed will stack in pocket 4.

4. Plug to c is wired through the normal side of

X-selector 1 to secondary select 3 so that all NX-
cards in the secondary feed will fall in pocket 3. If

this wire were omitted, NX secondary cards would

merge with NX primary cards in pocket 2.

detection entry one is normally wired from secondary

read, and blanic column detection entry two is nor-

mally wired from primary read.

BLANK COLUMN DETECTION ENTRY ONE

BLANK COLUMN DETECTION ENTRY TWO

>j-n, i-io; I -^, i-io

BLANK-COLUMN DETECTION

Cards can be checked for blank columns as they are

fed in the collator. When detection is required in both

feeds, eight columns of each card can be checked;

when detection is required in one feed only, up to

sixteen columns can be checked in each card. If a

blank column is detected, card feeding stops and a

blank-column-detection light (BCD 1 or BCD 2)

turns on, indicating the unit that detected the blank

column. The BCD light can be turned off and card

feeding can be re-started by pressing the reset key

and then the start key. The error card will then be

the next card stacked from the feed containing the

blank column. This operation can be performed sepa-

rately or in combination with other operations.

BCD Ctrl (Blank-Column-Detection Control). These hubs

control the blank-column-detection entries so that

they are operative on either a primary or secondary

feed cycle. The control entry hubs are normally wired

from either the s or p hub. The s hub emits an impulse

to hold a unit between secondary feed cycles, and the

p hub emits an impulse to hold a unit between pri-

mary feed cycles. Thus, blank column detection entry

one can be controlled to operate in conjunction with

the secondary feed by wiring from the s hub to con-

trol 1. To check 16 columns in one feed, the s (or p)

hub is wired to both control 1 and control 2.

ICD CTRL —I
I I

S-T, 23-25

Control Panel Hubs

Ri^^u r^i n Ustsc-

tion Entry Two. On the standard machine, there are

two 8 -position groups of blank-column detection. Each

group can be controlled to check cards independently

in either feed, or the two groups can be used together

to check up to 16 columns in one feed. Blank column

Dl (Direct Impulse). These hubs supply an impulse that

must be wired to unused blank column detection entry

hubs. The purpose of this impulse is to de-activate the

unused positions and thereby prevent the machine from

stopping due to a false blank-column indication.

G-H, 20; Y-Z, 20

BLANK-COLUMN DETECTION 17
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Figure 13. Blank Column Detection— Both Feeds

Wiring (Figure 13)

1. Columns 5-10 in secondary cards are to be

checked for blank columns, and are wired to blank

column detection entry one.

2. A direct impulse is wired to positions 7 and 8 of

blank column detection entry one to prevent a false

indication of a blank column.

3. Columns 5-10 in primary cards are to be

checked for blank columns and are wired to blank

column detection entry two.

4. A direct impulse is wired to positions 7 and 8

of blank column detection entry two to prevent a

false indication of a blank column.

5. BCD CONTROL 1 is wired from the s hub to

cause blank column detection one to function on a

secondary feed cycle, and bcd control 2 is wired

from the p hub to cause blank column detection two

to function on a primary cycle.

6. Plug to c is wired to primary feed and sec-

ondary FEED to cause continuous feeding of primary

and secondary cards; it is also wired to primary se-

lect to stack all primary cards in pocket 1.

Wiring (Figure 14)

1. 16 columns in primary cards are to be checked

for blank columns. Columns 1-8 are wired to bcd

entry one, and columns 9-16 are wired to bcd entry

two.

18



Figure 14. Blank Column Detection— 16 Columns, One Feed

2. BCD CONTROL is wired so that bcd one and two
will function with the primary feed.

3. Plug to c is wired to primary feed to cause

continuous feeding of primary cards.

CHECKING SEQUENCE

A FILE OF CARDS Can be checked to insure that all the

cards are in sequence. The two sets of brushes in the

primary feed make it possible to compare each card

twice: once with the card ahead, and on the follow-

ing cycle with the card behind. Each comparison may
be either high, low, or equal.

CARDS IN ASCENDING ORDER

Because a file should normally be in ascending se-

quence, the cards are in order if any card is either

higher than or equal to the card ahead. However, if a

card is lower than the card ahead (a "step-down"
condition) , an error in sequence is indicated. An error

is recognized as a "low sequence" condition, and an
impulse is available on the control panel from the

corresponding control exit hubs. This impulse may be

used to stop card feeding and turn on the error light.

Figure 15 illustrates a card (124) out of order. Card
125 has just passed primary read, and the number has

been stored in the primary side of the sequence unit.

CHECKING SEQUENCE 19



Cards: 121-122-122-123-125-124-126-177- sicoNDA.r .1

Error [

123
,

122

ruiirTirr T St^ ''"'•'' fg«dinn on low

sequence comparison

Figure IS. Checking Sequence

At the same time, card 124 has just passed sequence

read and the number has been stored in the sequence

side of the sequence unit. Thus, a step-down, or a low

sequence comparison, exists.

When card feeding stops because of an error in

sequence, the cards should be removed from both the

hopper and the stacker. Then, after depressing the

reset key, the cards in the machine should be run

out. The step-down card will be the second one run

out, but may or may not be the card out of se-

quence. A check must be made of several cards from

both the stacker and the hopper to determine exactly

which card or cards are out of order. Figure 16 illus-

C«A: 1-2-4-5-6-7-^9-10- «cok»..y ..«

StepDovm f | }^ T

^— r
<:t.p-rj»i.m mrt) O) nnd two /lO /''«~^

Tnl lowing f^^ (4 and Si— ^~-/,,3 A

out of order. \

rminintii St?p "" '"" ««q"anee ' „"„„

eomporiso"

trates three different errors in sequence: in A, the

step-down card (3) is out of order; in B, the card

(9) preceding the step-down card is out of order;

and in C, the step-down card (3) and the two cards

(4 and 5) following it are out of order.

Control Panel Hubs

Sequence Read. These hubs are exits from the 80 sequence

brushes. They are normally wired to sequence entry

or to the pickup of an X-selector.

SEOUENCE READ

AE-AH, 1-20

Primary Sequence Entry; Sequence Entry. These hubs are

the two sets of entries to the 16 comparing positions

in the sequence unit of the 85 or 87 Model II (19 posi-

tions in the 87 Model I) . Any positions maye be used to

compare two numbers, provided the same positions are

used in both entries. The entries may be wired from

any of the three reading stations. They are normally

wired to compare a card at the sequence station with

a card at the primary station, thereby comparing each

card of a primary group with the preceding card. The

result of the comparison may be high sequence, low

sequence, or equal sequence, and an impulse is available

from one of the corresponding sets of sequence con-

trol exit hubs.

PRIMARY SEOUENCE ENTRY

O O O O O O O
SEQUENCE ENTRY

O O O O O O O

.5

1

Figure 16. Three Types of Sequence Errors

AC, 1-16; AD, 1-16

Primary sequence entry is not available on the

87 Collator control panel; instead, information wired

to primary selector entry enters the primary se-

quence side of the sequence unit and is compared with

information wired to sequence entry.

Restore: PS, Seq; P (exits) . Before numbers can be read in-

to the sequence unit from cards passing the brushes,

the unit must be restored, or cleared. Both the clearing

and subsequent reading into the unit are controlled

by RESTORE hubs. PS and seq are entry hubs to restore

the primary sequence and sequence sides of the se-

quence unit, respectively. They are normally wired

from the p exit hubs directly below, which emit an

impulse on every primary feed cycle.
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Figure 17. Path of Control Input Test Impulse— IBM 85

In the first two run-in cycles in the 8 5 , these two re-

store entry hubs (ps and seq) and the two restore en-

try hubs for the selector unit (s and p) are common
internally. Therefore, if any one of these four hubs is

wired on the control panel, all four comparing entries

will be restored (cleared and read into) on the run-in.

After the first two run-in cycles, all four restore hubs

become independent and the comparing entries are re-

stored separately according to the control panel wiring.

In the 87, three differences in restoring are: First,

the comparing units are automatically restored on the

run-out; on the run-in, they are restored separately

according to control-panel wiring. Second, ps (pri-

mary sequence) restore is inactive; wiring the p

(primary) restore hub restores the primary sequence

side of the sequence unit. Third, if selection of restore

exit impulses is required, X-selectors must be used.

Ctrl Inp (Control Inputs) : Seq; exits. The seq (sequence)

entry hub is normally wired from one of the three

common exit hubs below to test the comparison of

the numbers entered in the sequence unit. The three

common exit hubs emit an impulse on every ma-

chine cycle.

-SEOi

o Entry

Exits

U, 25; V, 23-25

The control impulse wired to seq travels internally

through the sequence unit to one of the sequence con-

trol exit hubs. It is available from either high sequence,

equal sequence, or low sequence depending on the

comparison between the numbers in the unit.

As shown in Figure 17, which is wired to check

sequence, the control input impulse enters the se-

quence unit starting with the 1st (left-hand) position

CHECKING SEQUENCE 21



and travels to the right, testing each position for an

equal comparison. If all 16 positions are equal (or not

wired), the control input impulse is emitted from the

equal sequence hubs. If an unequal comparison is de-

tected, the control impulse is directed internally to

either the high sequence or the low sequence control

exit hubs. If the sequence entry position is higher than

the corresponding primary sequence entry position, the

impulse is directed to high sequence. If the sequence

entry position is lower than the corresponding primary

sequence entry position, the impulse is directed to

LOW SEQUENCE.

In Figure 17, the number 124 in sequence entry is

compared with the number 125 in primary sequence

entry. The control input impulse starts in the 1st posi-

tion and travels to the right until it reaches the 3rd

position. At that time the impulse is directed inter-

nally to the low sequence hubs.

Because the test starts at the left of the comparing

unit and works to the right, major fields must be wired

to the left when two or more fields are to be com-

pared. As shown in the example, the major field

(State) is positioned at the left, the intermediate field

(County) next, and the minor field (City) at the

right.

Major

State Code

Intermediate

County Code

Minor

City Code

A control input impulse should not be wired through

an X-selector in the 85.

The control input hubs are not shown on the 87

control panel because their function is performed by

internal wiring.

High Seq (High Sequence) . These four common hubs emit

the control input impulse when the number in se-

quence entry is higher than the number in primary

sequence entry (primary selector entry on the 87).

In a normal sequence-checking operation, this impulse

represents a change in sequence in ascending order.

sequence entry equals the number in primary sequence

entry (primary selector entry on the 87).

EQUAL SEQ

E, 23-26

Loii^ Seq (Loiv Sequence). These four common hubs emit

the control input impulse when the number in sequence

entry is lower than the number in primary sequence

entry (primary selector entry on the 87). In a normal

sequence-checking operation this impulse represents a

change in sequence in descending order (a step-down)

,

and therefore an error. It is normally wired to error

STOP to stop card feeding, for an error in sequence.

F, 23-26

Error Stop. These four common functional entry hubs are

normally wired from low sequence to signal an er-

ror in sequence. They cause card feeding to stop and an

error light to turn on. To turn off the error light and

permit card feeding to be restarted, the reset key must

be depressed. Error stop must not be impulsed from

a PLUG TO c because this would cause card jams.

F, 41-44

Equal Seq (Equal Sequence). These four common hubs

emit the control input impulse when the number in

After an error has been reset, a primary feed cycle

must occur before a low-sequence error condition

will be recognized.

Zone. This switch is found on the 87 Collator only. When

it is wired ON, all comparing units recognize zone

punches (0, 11, 12) as well as digit punches, thus

making it possible to compare alphabetic as well as

numerical information. When the zone switch is wired

OFF, the comparing units recognize digit punches

(1-9) only. This switch should be on whenever alpha-

betic or special character punching is to be compared.

I
ZONE ,

I o o go I

R, 23-25

Wiring (Figure 18)

1. The card columns to be checked for sequence

are wired from primary read through bcd entry two
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Figure 18. Checking Sequence

to primary sequence entry, and from sequence read

to sequence entry. The major field, punched in col-

umns 46-48, is wired to the left of the minor field,

columns 41-45.

2. PS and seq restore are wired to clear the com-

paring unit and read in new numbers each time a

card is fed.

3. Seq control input is wired to test the com-

parison between the reading in the primary sequence

entries and the reading in the sequence entries.

4. A card out of order will be indicated by a low

sequence comparison. Low sequence is wired to error

STOP to stop card feeding and turn on the error light.

.-r^^,,./ a^^'z^

5. Plug to c is wired to primary feed to cause

continuous feeding of primary cards.

6. BCD 2 is controlled to operate with the primary

feed.

Wiring Changes, 87 Collator

1. "Wire to primary selector entry instead of pri-

mary sequence entry.

2. Wire p restore instead of ps restore.

3. Omit control input wiring.

7. If letters or special characters are checked, wire

the zone switch on.

<-*--^^ a.-/' ^,^
X^A^ f^^<-i
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CARDS IN DESCENDING ORDER

Cards in descending order may be checked by

changing one wire in Figure 18; that is, by wiring

error stop from high sequence, instead of from low

sequence (wire 4). The example (Figure 19) shows

the error card to be a step-up in sequence rather than

a step-down. A step-up in sequence is recognized as

a high sequence condition and would make an impulse

available at the corresponding control exit hubs.

Cards: 123-125t124-126-127t12I-128-

Indicalor Indicator

Cards: 9-8-7-6-^7-4-3-2-1- SECONDARY «"

Step-up
r

1
/^ f 1

6 6 Tsff-T

7

, ,

8
= 9 ,

C^5^7--Q
ifir-L^''' :iO« UNIT

/ 5 ^'~'>-^

(stfip=up}
~~~'V-r

'"*

niwrTifim Stop cord feeding on high \

sequence comparison "Sn^"^^

Figure 19. Checking Sequence— Cards in

Descending Order

Another method of checking cards in descending

order is by reversing the wiring to the comparing

entries; that is, by wiring from primary read to se-

quence ENTRY and from sequence read to pri-

mary SEQUENCE ENTRY. The error would then be

indicated by a low sequence comparison, the same as

when checking cards in ascending order.

Figure 20. Checking Sequence
Indicator Cards

Inserting

If indicator cards are to be inserted for errors in

a file in descending sequence, high sequence is wired

to secondary feed.

RECOGNIZING A CHANGE BETWEEN
CONTROL GROUPS

The end of one control group and the beginning of

another is recognized by a change in control numbers.

If the cards are in ascending order and the control

fields are compared in the same manner as in sequence-

checking, the change is recognized by a high sequence

comparison. This is shown in Figure 21, in which

the last card of one group (102) is compared with the

first card of the following group (103).

INSERTING INDICATOR CARDS

During a sequence-checking operation it is possible

to insert an indicator card, of a different color or

with an opposite corner cut, each time a step-down

(or step-up) in sequence occurs. This operation can

be used in place of the error-stop feature to cause an

indicator card to be inserted while the machine re-

mains in continuous operation. The cards to be

sequence-checked are placed in the primary feed hop-

per, and the indicator cards are placed in the second-

ary feed hopper. Each indicator card will be inserted

in the file immediately ahead of the step-down card

(Figure 20). The indicator card and the card pre-

ceding the step-down are stacked simultaneously.

The wiring for this operation is the same as that

shown in Figure 18, with the exception that low se-

quence is wired to secondary feed rather than to error

stop (wire 4) . This causes a secondary card to be fed

SELECTING THE LAST CARD OF A GROUP

The last card of each control group can be selected

to stack in pocket 1; all other cards will stack nor-

mally in pocket 2. When the high sequence compari-

son is recognized (Figure 21), the last card of the

group (102) is in the eject position and can, there-

fore, be selected.

Cards: 101-10>lCE-102-ip2-103-103-104-105

Lost Card**^

Whenever a Scwp~G.OW^XX 1X1 S6Gw!-CllCC CCCwIfS* Figure 21. Selecting the Last Card of a Group
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Figure 22. Selecting the Last Card of a Group

Wiring (Figure 22)

1. The control fields to be compared (columns 25-

30) are wired from primary read through bcd entry-

two to primary sequence entry, and from sequence

read to sequence entry.

2. PS and seq restore are wired to clear the com-

paring entries and read in new numbers each time a

card is fed.

3. Seq control input is wired to test the com-
parison in the sequence unit.

4. High sequence is wired to primary select to

cause the last card of each group to stack in pocket 1

.

5. Plug to c is wired to primary feed to cause

continuous feeding of primary cards.

6. This dotted wire can be added to stop card

feeding for an error in sequence, if sequence-checking

is also desired.

7. BCD 2 is controlled to operate with the primary

feed. Direct impulse is wired to the two unused bcd

entry two positions.

Wiring Changes, 87 Collator

1. "Wire to primary selector entry instead of pri-

mary sequence entry.

2. Wire p restore instead of ps restore.

3. Omit control input wiring.

8. If letters or special characters are compared,

wire zone switch on.

recognizing a change between control groups 25



INSERTING AN INDICATOR CARD BEHIND
EACH GROUP

Indicator cards can be inserted behind each control

group. The punched cards are placed in the primary-

feed hopper, and the indicator cards are placed in the

secondary feed hopper. The high sequence compari-

son, indicating a control change, can cause an indi-

cator card to be fed. The last primary card of each

group and the indicator card are stacked simultane-

ously.

The wiring for this operation is the same as that

shown in Figure 22, with the exception that high se-

quence is wired to secondary feed rather than to pri-

mary select (wire 4). This causes a secondary card

to be fed whenever a control change occurs.

SELECTING THE LAST CARD OF A GROUP
IF AN X-CARD

The principles explained in both Figures 11 and

22 are used to select the last card of each control

group, only if it is an X-card. That is, both the X-

punching in the cards and the control change be-

tween groups must be considered in the control panel

wiring. Therefore, in reference to Figure 11, the plug

TO c impulse must be made available only on a high

sequence condition (control change), before it is

wired to select X-cards. The high sequence impulse

itself should not be wired through an X-selector.

Control Panel Hubs

Selectors. Five selectors are standard, and each has a pair

of common pu (pickup) hubs and a c (common),

N (normal), and T (transferred) hub. When the

pickup is impulsed, the selector transfers immediately

and remains transferred for the duration of the pickup

impulse. As shown in Figure 10, the c and N hubs are

common internally when PU is not impulsed, and the

c and T hubs are common internally when pu is

impulsed.

1

SELECTORS

O O
c N T

o^^mi 2 O O O

cv^pl 3 O O O

°"^B 4 O O O

0-^«5 O O O

A-E, 27-28, 30-32

The pickup hubs are normally wired from a control

exit, and a plug to c is wired through the c, N, and

T hubs to a functional entry to control card feeding,

ejection, and selection. This accomplishes the same re-

sults as would be obtained by wiring directly from a

control exit to a functional entry. However, wiring

through the selector is preferable because back-circuits

that may occur by wiring directly are eliminated. A
back-circuit is a term commonly applied to control

panel wiring that may improperly connect two or more

hubs together. The pickup hubs cannot be wired from

a reading station.

Wiring (Figure 23)

1. The X (column 80) is wired from primary

read to X-selector 2 pu, to transfer X-selector 2 when

the X-card is ready to be ejected. X-selector hold is

wired from the p hub to control the X-selector to

operate on a primary feed cycle. The control field

(columns 25-30) is compared in the normal manner.

2. High sequence is wired to the pickup of se-

lector 4 to transfer the selector whenever there is a

control change.

3. Plug to c is wired through the transferred side

of selector 4 and the transferred side of X-selector 2

to PRIMARY select. If the last card of a control

group is an X-card, it will be stacked in pocket 1.

All other cards will be stacked in pocket 2.

4. Primary cards are fed continuously.

5. Low sequence is wired to error stop to stop

card feeding for an error in sequence, if sequence-

checking is also desired.

6. BCD 2 is controlled to operate with the primary

feed. Direct impulse is wired to the two unused posi-

tions of BCD entry two.

Wiring Changes, 87 Collator

1. Wire to primary selector entry instead of pri-

mary sequence entry. "Wire p restore instead of ps

restore. Omit control input wiring.

7. If letters or special characters are compared, wire

the zone switch on.
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Figure 23. Selecting the Last Card of a Group if an X-Card

SELECTING THE FIRST CARD OF A GROUP

The first card of each group, like the last card, is

recognized by a change in control number. As shown

in Figure 24, the first card of a group (103) has been

read by the sequence brushes, and a high sequence

comparison exists. Because the first card is not in the

rnMniT.nN^ Control ehonge (step-iy^ /jqj ''a'-j

niNrriro ^ Primofy telect on high 'y

sequence delayed

Figure 24. Selecting the First Card of a Group

eject position at this time, an impulse to select the

card on a high sequence comparison must be made

available one cycle later.

Control Panel Hubs

Cycle Delay. The cycle delay unit (one standard) is a

selector that, when picked up, transfers on the follow-

ing cycle, rather than immediately hke other selectors

on this machine.

. CYCLE DELAY,

CONOTOgo) CO NOTOSO

F, 27-38

Like other selectors, the cycle delay selector has a

pu (pickup), a c (common), an N (normal), and

a t (transferred) hub. In addition, a do (drop out)

hub is provided to drop out the selector.

SELECTING THE FIRST CARD OF A GROUP 27
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Figure 25. Selecting the First Card of a Group

Normally, pu is wired from a control exit, and a

PLUG to c is wired through the c, N, and T hubs to

control operations on the following cycle; pu can also

be wired from a selected plug to c. However, the

pickup cannot be impulsed by any digit or zone im-

pulse.

The cycle delay selector, once transferred, remains

transferred until dropped out by an impulse wired to

its do hub. When do is impulsed, the selector will be

normal on the following cycle. The drop out is nor-

mally wired, either directly or through other selectors,

from plug to c or from primary or secondary

FEED, whenever both the pickup and drop out are

impulsed on the same cycle, the selector will be trans-

ferred for the following cycle.

Wiring (Figure 25)

1. The control information (columns 45-49) is

checked for blank colunms and compared in the nor-

mal manner.

2. High sequence is wired to cycle delay 1 Pu.

The cycle delay selector will be transferred on the

following cycle.

3. Plug to c is wired through the transferred side

of the cycle delay selector to primary select. There-

fore, primary select will be impulsed on the cycle

after the high sequence comparison, and will cause

the first card of a group to stack in pocket 1. All

other cards will stack in pocket 2.

4. Plug to c is wired to cycle delay 1 do. The se-

lector will be normal on the next card feed cycle,

unless another high sequence comparison has been

detected.

5. Primary cards are fed continuously.

Wiring Changes, 87 Collator

1. Wire to primary selector entry instead of pri-

mary sequence entry. Wire p restore instead of ps

restore. Omit control input wiring.

6. If letters or special characters are compared,

wire the zone switch on.
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SELECTING SINGLE-CARD GROUPS,
OR MULTIPLE-CARD GROUPS

Single-card groups are recognized by a high se-

quence followed by another high sequence as shown

in Figure 26. Card 103 followed by card 104 (in A)

CerdK 101-101-1D2-103-;03-1CM-105-10S-
^ Single Card'

1103
101

,101

. Finf control chonflg fttep-up^' /''o-, ^J^
^ "'-l\04,i.

fide 1^ qrclB delny \

Figure 26. Selecting Single- or Multiple-Card
Groups

is recognized as a high sequence comparison; and

card 104 followed by card 105 (in B) immediately

causes another high sequence comparison. Therefore,

a single card is always recognized when two consecu-

tive high sequence comparisons occur. When the sec-

ond high sequence comparison occurs, the single card

is in the eject position and may be selected to stack

in pocket 1.

Because single-card groups are stacked in pocket 1,

the groups stacked in pocket 2 are multiple-card

groups.

Wiring (Figure 27)

1. The control information (columns 45-49) is

checked for blank columns and compared in the nor-

mal manner.

2. High sequence is wired to cycle delay 1 pu.

The cycle delay selector will be transferred on the

following cycle.

3. High sequence is wired through the transferred

side of the cycle delay selector to primary select.

2J 24 2S 2« 27 2» 29 30 31 32 33 34

O O O O O

SeCONOAflY READ -

"71

BLANK COLUMN DETECTION ENTRY ONE -

SECONDARY SELECTOR ENTRY

llMftflY ZONE REft

1 ,J

1 9 9 (999

1 A-, :

1 . .• I

nsTi
PRIMARY SELECTOR ENTRY 15 1

99?9?9?????lM i i i i i i i i il
PRIMARY SEQUENCE ENTRY i5

j

SEQUENCE ENTRY -
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READ -

Figure 27. Selecting Single- or Multiple-Card Groups
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Therefore primary select will be impulsed whenever
a high sequence comparison follows a high sequence
comparison, and will cause single-card groups to stack

in pocket 1. All other cards (multiple-card groups)
will stack in pocket 2. The dotted wire may be sub-
stituted for the wire from pu to c.

4. Plug to c is wired to cycle delay 1 do. The se-

lector will be normal on the next card feed cycle,

unless another high sequence comparison has been
detected.

5. Primary cards are fed continuously.

Wiring Changes, 87 Collator

1. "Wire to primary selector entry instead of pri-

mary sequence entry. Wire p restore instead of ps
restore. Omit control input wiring.

6. If letters or special characters are compared,
wire the zone switch on.

V SELECTING ZERO-BALANCE CARDS

Zero-balance cards can be selected from either the
primary or secondary feed, or from both feeds simul-
taneously. By placing one-half of the file in the pri-

mary feed and the other half in the secondary, the
processing time is reduced. When both feeds are used,

16 columns per card can be checked for a zero balance.

Zero balances are detected by entering the field to
be checked into one side of a comparing unit, and
nothing into the other side. Zeros (or blanks) are

then recognized as an equal comparison. In this prob-
lem the file is split, and the cards in the primary feed
are checked using the sequence unit, and those in

the secondary feed are checked using the selector unit.

If desired, blanks can be distinguished from zeros
by wiring through the available blank-column-de-
tection positions.

Thirty-two columns per card can be checked for
zeros (or blanks) if all cards are fed in one feed and
both comparing units are used. This is described in the

Typical Operations section of this manual.
It is possible to expand the number of positions

checked for zeros by spHt-wiring two or more read

positions to each comparing entry position.

Control Panel Hubs

Secondary Selector Entry; Primary Selector Entry. These
hubs are the two sets of entries to the 16 comparing
positions in the selector unit of the 85 or 87 Model II

(19 positions in the 87 Model I). The entries may be

wired from any of the three reading stations. They are

normally wired to compare a secondary card with a

card at the primary station. The cards may be equal, or

one card may be lower than the other, and an impulse

is available from one of the corresponding sets of se-

lector control exit hubs.

SECONDARY SELECTOR ENTRY
O O O O O C

PRIMARY SELECTOR ENTRY

J, 1-16; AA-AB, 1-16

On the 87 control panel, primary selector entry

also serves as the entry to the primary sequence side of
the sequence unit. Information wired to primary se-

lector entry is compared to information wired to

sequence entry, and the high, low, or equal impulse for

this comparison is available from the sequence control

exit hubs.

Restore: S, P (entries); S, P (exits). Before numbers can be
read into the selector unit from cards passing the

brushes, the unit must be restored, or cleared. Both
the clearing and subsequent reading into the unit are

controlled by the restore hubs. S and p (W, 23-24)
are entry hubs to restore the secondary and primary
sides of the selector unit, respectively. They are nor-

mally wired from the exit hubs directly below, s from
the single s exit hub and p from one of the three com-
mon p exit hubs. The single s exit hub emits an im-
pulse on every secondary feed cycle, and the three

common p exit hubs emit an impulse on every pri-

mary feed cycle.

-Entries

-Exits

I RESTORE

W, 23-24; X, 23-26

On the first two run-in cycles in the 8 5, these two
RESTORE entry hubs (s and p) and the two restore
entry hubs for the sequence unit (ps and seq) are

common internally. Therefore, if any one of these four
hubs is wired on the control panel, all four comparing
entries will be restored (cleared and read into) on the

run-in. After the first two run-in cycles, all four re-

store hubs become independent, and the comparing en-

tries are restored according to the control panel wiring.

In the 87, three differences in restoring are: First,

the comparing units are automatically restored on the

run-out; on the run-in, they are restored separately

according to control-panel wiring. Second, ps (pri-

mary sequence) restore is inactive; wiring the p
(primary) restore hub restores the primary sequence
side of the sequence unit, as well as the primary side

of the selector unit. Third, if selection of restore exit

imp iilc ,^,,;..oJ V o„i— .. ^ I, _ 1,quxi.t,u, ^i.-aticci-ui» xxiuat ue useu.
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Ctrl Inp (Control Inputs): Sel. The sel (selector) entry

hub is normally wired from one of the three common
exit hubs below to test the comparison of the numbers

entered in the selector unit. The three common exit

hubs emit an impulse on every card feed cycle.

To

I o *-
CTRL INP

-Entry

-Exits

U, 24; V, 23-25

The control impulse wired to sel travels internally

through the selector unit to one of the selector control

exit hubs. It is available from either low secondary,

equal, or low primary depending on the comparison

between the numbers in the unit. This comparison is

tested internally in the same manner as described for

the sequence unit (see Figure 17).

A control input impulse should not be wired through

an X-selector on the 85.

In the 87 Collator, the function of the control input

hubs is performed through internal wiring, and these

hubs are not available on the control panel.

Low Seedy (Low Secondary) . These four common hubs emit

the control input impulse when the number in sec-

SECONDIRV ZONE READ

SECONDARY READ -

ruTTTTnnf—

i

SECONDARY SELECTOR ENTRY

ondary selector entry is lower than the number in

primary selector entry.

LOW SECDY

Equal. These four common hubs emit the control input

impulse when the number in secondary selector entry

is equal to the number in primary selector entry.

B, 23-26

Low Pri (Low Primary). These four common hubs emit

the control input impulse when the number in primary

selector entry is lower than the number in secondary

selector entry.

C, 23-26

Wiring (Figure 28)

1. The balance field (columns 45-49) in the pri-

mary cards is wired from primary read through bcd

entry two to seauence entrv.

Z8 29 30 31 3! 33 34 35 36 37 38

S-P-PS-SE.
• o o •

I
i RESTORE 4

5-« 91? 13-K

Figure 28. Selecting Zero-Balance Cards
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2. The balance field (columns 45-49) in the sec-

ondary cards is wired from secondary read through

BCD entry one to secondary selector entry.

3. A direct impulse is wired to the unused blank

column detection entry positions, and BCD control

is wired.

4. S RESTORE is wired to clear the secondary side of

the selector unit and read in a new number each time

a secondary card is fed; seq restore is wired to clear

and read in each time a primary card is fed. Only

the entries wired need to be restored. The other entries

(primary selector and primary sequence) remain at

zero.

5. Control input is wired for both the sequence

unit and the selector unit.

6. Zero-balance primary cards are recognized by

an equal sequence comparison. Equal sequence is wired

to primary select to cause all zero-balance primary

cards to stack in pocket 1. All other primary cards

will stack in pocket 2.

Zero-balance secondary cards are recognized by an

equal comparison in the selector unit. Equal is wired

to SECONDARY SELECT 4 to cause all zero-balance

secondary cards to stack in pocket 4. Plug to c is

wired to secondary select 3 to stack all other sec-

ondary cards (not zeros) in pocket 3. When pockets 3

and 4 are impulsed at the same time, pocket 4 takes

precedence. If secondary select 3 is not wired, non-

zero secondary cards will stack in pocket 2 along with

non-zero primary cards.

7. Primary and secondary cards are fed continu-

ously.

Wiring Changes, 87 Collator

1. Omit control input wiring.

8. If letters or special characters are compared,

c'sj^** wire the zone switch on.

MERGING

Merging is an operation in which two files of cards,

already in numerical sequence, are combined to pro-

duce one complete file also in numerical sequence.

For example, a file of master name and address cards

may be combined with a file of detail cards to produce

a complete file that can be used to prepare invoices

or checks.

The cards to be merged are usually arranged in as-

cending order, and therefore the merged file is also

in ascending order. In all operations in this section

of the manual, the cards are assumed to be in that

order; operations with cards in descending order are

described in the Typical Operations section.

When any two files of cards are to be merged (Fig-

ure 29A) , either manually or automatically, the cards

must be moved from the individual files to the merged

file in such a way that the merged file (Figure 29G)

will be in order. The card to be moved at any one

time is determined by comparing the first card in one

file with the first card in the other file. One card may
be lower than the other, or the cards may be equal.

If the cards are unequal, the lower-numbered card is

moved into the merged file (Figure 29A, B, E, F, G) ;

if the cards are equal, the card from the master file

is usually fed first (Figure 29C, D). Which cards

should be fed first, in case of equals, depends upon

the subsequent use of the merged file and must be

determined before the operation is started.

If there are several cards with the same number in

both files, all those from the master file are usually

fed ahead of those from the detail file.

When the collator is used to merge two files of

cards, one file is placed in the primary feed hopper

and the other in the secondary feed hopper. In nor-

mal operation, primary cards will be merged ahead

of secondary cards whenever the cards in both feeds

are equal. Therefore, those cards that should be first

in the completed file should be placed in the primary

feed hopper.

After the third run-in cycle, three cards will have

been fed in the primary feed and two cards, in the sec-

ondary feed (see Figure 7C) . During this initial feed-

ing operation, the first primary card is read by the

primary brushes, and the first secondary card is read

by the secondary brushes. The cards are then com-

pared, and their subsequent feeding and ejection are

controlled by the comparisons recognized and the

control panel setup involved. The selector unit is nor-

mally used to compare the cards in the two feeds. The
cards from both feeds will stack in pocket 2.
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FEEDING FROM ONE FEED AT A TIME

Figure 30 illustrates schematically the machine op-

eration to merge the cards shown in Figure 29, feed-

ing from one feed at a time. When the cards in the

two feeds are compared, one of three possible results

in indicated by the machine:

Low Secondary — secondary card lower than primary

Equal — primary and secondary cards the same

Low Primary — primary card lower than secondary

Feeding from either the primary or secondary feed

is controlled by this comparison, and the lower-

numbered card is fed first. In Figure 30, steps B, E,

and F illustrate secondary-card feeding on a low sec-

ondary comparison; A and G illustrate primary-card

feeding on a low primary comparison. "When the

cards are equal, only the primary card is fed (Figure

30C, D) so that all primary cards will be ahead of

the secondary cards with the same control number.

If secondary cards were fed on an equal comparison,

primary and secondary cards with the same control

number would alternate in the merged file. However,

a secondary card could be fed, on an equal compari-

son, with the last primary card of a group. This op-

eration is described in the next section, Feeding from

Both Feeds Simultaneously.

The comparisons and feeding required to merge

cards, feeding from one feed at a time, can be sum-

manV.ed as follows:

See. Conk: 11-12-12-U

PrI. Canfe 10-12-12-13

marized as follows:

Low Secondary— Secondary feed

Equal— Primary feed

Low Primary— Primary feed

Thus, all secondary cards are fed on a low secondary

comparison, and primary cards are fed on either an

equal or low primary comparison.

Cards in the primary feed can be sequence-checked

during the merging operation by comparing the cards

using the sequence unit in the normal manner. In the

85 Collator, either the card field that is used for

merging or a different field can be sequence-checked;

in the 87 Collator, the field that is used for merging

is the only field that can be sequence-checked.

NOTE: Card U
ts run out

Figure 30. Merging — Feeding from One
Feed at a Time
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Wiring (Figure 31)

1. The cards are compared by wiring the control

number in the primary cards (columns 5-9) from
primary read through bcd entry two to primary selec-

tor entry, and the control number in the secondary

cards (columns 5-9) from secondary read through

BCD entry one to secondary selector entry. Direct im-
pulse and BCD control are wired.

2. J anu F RESTORE are wired normally. The sec-

ondary selector entries are restored when a secondary

card is fed, and the primary selector entries are re-

stored when a primary card is fed.

3. Sel control input is wired normally.

4. Low secondary is wired to the pickup of selector

1, and a plug to c is wired through the transferred

side of the selector to secondary feed. This causes

a secondary card to be fed when it is lower than the
primary card.

5. Plug to c is wired through the normal side of
selector 1 to primary feed, to cause a primary card
to be fed when it is equal to, or lower than, the
secondary card.

6. The dotted wiring can be added to sequence-
check the cards in the primary feed, if desired.

Wiring Changes, 87 Collator

3. Omit control input wiring.

6. Omit wiring to primary sequence entry, ps re-

store wiring, and control input wiring.

7. If letters or special characters are compared, wire
the zone switch on.

SECONDARY ZONE READ

COLUMN DETECTION ENTRY TWO -

PRIMARY SELECTOR ENTRY

o o o o o o I

TTl~^"

MARY SEQUENCE EN

o o o
SEQUENCE ENTRY -

O O O I

SEQUENCE READ -

SEQUENCE ZONE READ

-BASIC SU —

I

p DE 1 COUNT p IN
-J

I p SRO S O C O O U O
CHCA I

I

SOURCE
I

O loPROPOPSO lo TO

HI®
pS P— PS- SEO-i

© ©

o s o—

o

Figure 31. Merging— Feeding from One Feed at a Time
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Basic Setup, Plan 1 (Figure 32)

The wiring to control primary and secondary feed-

ing in Figure 31 (wiring 4, 5, and 6) can be replaced

by wiring three basic su switches (sec, pri, and mss)

on the 85 control panel (Figure 32). This is the first

of three basic setup wiring plans that can replace

functional wiring to control all card feeding for nor-

mal merging, merging with selection, and matching

operations. Normal operations assume that cards are

arranged in ascending sequence and that all primary

cards will be fed ahead of all secondary cards with the

same control number.

The basic consideration in any of these operations

is to control the feeding of primary and secondary

cards to produce a merged (or matched) file that is in

sequence. Five basic su switches (sec, ej, pri, mss,

and PRI chg) are provided on the 85 control panel to

control this feeding. The switches are wired on or off

according to the conditions involved in each operation.

For a complete understanding of these five switches,

the various conditions that must be provided for are

discussed individually, and the functional wiring is

diagrammed; then the switches that will handle the

various functions are explained. All the functions of

the five switches are summarized under Basic Setup

Summary.

Four BASIC su switches are provided on the 87 con-

trol panel to control feeding. The pri chg switch is

eliminated, and its on functions are performed by

internal wiring. The hub location of the pri chg

switch on the 85 panel (R, 23-25) is used for the

zone switch on the 87 panel.

The functions of the three switches (Figure 32)

required for Merging — Feeding from One Feed at

a Time are:

$ec — Secondary Feed. When this switch is wired on, a

secondary card is fed whenever a low secondary com-

parison is detected. Therefore this switch replaces

wire 4.

E o o o
I

L, 23-25

?ri — Primary Feed. When this switch is wired on, a pri-

mary card is fed whenever a low primary comparison

is detected.

In addition, when this switch is wired on and the

MSS switch is wired off, a primary card is fed when-

ever an equal comparison is detected.

R o o o i

I

N, 23-25

MSS — Multiple Secondaries and Selection. This switch

must be wired on in a merging or matching operation

whenever there are two or more secondary cards with

the same control number and selection is required. The

use of this switch, when on, is explained under Merg-

ing with Selection — Multiple Secondaries. For all

other operations, this switch must be wired off.

j MSS ——I
|o o oo 1

P, 23-25

h*^̂

-Secondary Feed

Primary Feed

-—BASIC SU—

I

to r^

R O ••-*

I

INLK -

I O O g O

r-
PRI CHG 1

^ > Sol

Figure 32. Basic Setup, Plan 1 — Merging, Feeding

FROM One Feed at a Time

The two remaining switches, pri chg (primary

change) and ej (primary eject), are not required in

this operation and are explained in Basic Setup Plans

2 and 3, respectively. However, for convenience, all

five of these switches are usually wired either on or

OFF. In this plan, pri chg can be wired off and ej

on, as shown by the dotted wiring. If a field is se-

quence-checked during this merging operation, the

PR.I chg switch must be wired off.
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Because the function of the primary change switch
is performed by internal wiring in the 87 Collator
and this affects the operation of the secondary feed
switch as explained under Basic Setup, Plan 2, it is

not possible to use the basic setup switches on the 87
for this operation, Merging — Feeding from One
Feed at a Time.

A DETAIl Fll E

1 14

r 12

12

—G

MASTER FILE

.-W '3

Compare
|

\ 12

)are »•

Defaii Equal

FEEDING FROM BOTH FEEDS SIMULTANEOUSLY

In the preceding section one card was fed, from
either feed, on each machine cycle. The speed of a

merging operation can be greatly increased, however,
by feeding cards simultaneously from both feeds

whenever possible.

This is possible under one condition that may occur
when two files of cards are merged: that is, when a

secondary card is equal to the last primary card of a

group. For example, in Figure 29 the first detail 12-

card can be moved to the merged file at the same
time as the last master 12 -card and, therefore, steps

D and E can be taken at the same time. This is illus-

trated in Figure 3 3A. Because the secondary feed is

above the primary feed, the detail 12-card from the

secondary feed, will be stacked after the master 12-

card from the primary feed.

Under all other conditions only one card can be
fed at a time, in order for the merged file to be in

Seauence with all nrimai-v r^yrAc f>\aA ^l^o^^ ^i -11 ^

responding secondary cards. One card is fed under
each of the following conditions: low primary, low
secondary, and equal when it is not the last card of
the primary group.

Figure 33B shows that additional secondary cards,

after the first, with the same control number (12)
are fed on a low secondary comparison.

To determine that a secondary card and the last

primary card of the same control group are ready to

be stacked, two comparisons must be made at the
same time:

1. The regular comparison for merging to detect
an equal condition between the primary and second-
ary cards.

2. A comparison between two primary cards to

detect the last card of a control group. As described

under Recognizing a Change between Control Groups,

Last Master

Equal

,—̂ .

f 12(M)

10(M)

MERGED FILE

B DETAIL FILE

{ u

12
^

—

MASTER FILE

^ Compare 13

Detail

Low "^^

X.

( 12(D)

f 12(M)

( 12(M)

f n(D
)

10(M)

MERGED FILE

Figure 33. Merging— Feeding from Both
Feeds Simultaneously

the last card is recognized when a high (unequal)
sequence comparison is detected.

Therefore, both comparing units must be used for
this operation. On an equal comparison in the se-

lector unit, both a primary and secondary card are
fed if the sequence unit is unequal; if the sequence
unit is equal, indicating that there are more primary
cards of the same control group, only a primary card
is fed.
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Sec.Cords: 11-12-12-14

Pri. Cards: 10-12-12-13

1 1

12

j

11

4 J , 10 .

^„.,n.,,o>,t Equol ond unequol sequence/ ^2 /^fo~-,

'"'--v^i'^
..,.,^,.^,.1. Primary feed \

'secondary feed '

Figure 34. Merging— Feeding from Both
Feeds Simultaneously

Figure 34 illustrates these two conditions: step A
shows an equal and equal sequence condition in which

only the primary 12-card is fed; step B corresponds

to Figure 33A and illustrates an equal and unequal

sequence condition in which both the primary and

secondary 12-cards are fed. Step C shows that addi-

tional secondary 12-cards are fed on a low secondary

comparison.

The comparisons and feeding required to merge

cards, feeding from both feeds simultaneously when-

ever possible, can be summarized as follows:

Low Secondary— Secondary feed

Equal— Primary feed

Low Primary— Primary feed

Same as

Feeding from One

Feed at a Time

Equal and Unequal Sequence— Secondary feed

Thus, as in the previous section, primary cards are

fed on an equal or low primary comparison, and sec-

ondary cards are fed on a low secondary comparison,

in addition to this, secondary carus are xCu on an

equal comparison, provided there is also an unequal

sequence comparison.

If sequence-checking is desired in this operation,

it must be performed on the card field that is used for

merging.

This operation is diagrammed in Figure 35, and the

basic setup plan that replaces the functional wiring is

shown in Figure 36.

Wiring (Figure 35)

1. The cards in the two feeds are compared by

wiring the control number in the primary cards (col-

umns 5-9) from primary read through bcd entry two

to primary selector entry, and the control number in

the secondary cards (columns 5-9) from secondary

read through bcd entry one to secondary selector en-

try. The cards in the primary feed are compared with

each other by wiring from primary read to primary

sequence entry, and from sequence read to sequence

entry. DI and bcd control are wired.

2. S, P, PS, and seq restore are wired normally.

The secondary selector entries are restored when a

secondary card is fed; the primary selector entries,

primary sequence entries and sequence entries are re-

stored when a primary card is fed.

3. See and seq control input are wired nor-

mally.

4. Low secondary is wired to the pickup of selector

1, and a plug to c is wired through the transferred

side of the selector to secondary feed. This causes a

secondary card to be fed when it is lower than the

primary card.

5. Plug to c is wired through the normal side of

selector 1 to primary feed, to cause a primary card

to be fed when it is equal to, or lower than, the sec-

ondary card.

6. Equal is wired to the pickup of selector 4, and

equal sequence to the pickup of selector 5. Plug to

c is wired through the transferred side of selector 4

and the normal side of selector 5 to secondary feed.

This causes the secondary card to be fed when it is

equal to the last primary card.

7. Low sequence can be wired to error stop to

stop card feeding for an error in primary-card se-

quence (dotted wiring).
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Figure 3 5. Merging— Feeding from Both Feeds Simultaneously

Wiring Changes, 87 CoMator

1

.

Omit wiring to primary sequence entry.

2. Omit PS restore wiring.

3. Omit control input wiring.

8. If letters or special characters are compared,

wire the zone switch on.

Basic Setup, Plan 2 (Figure 36)

The wiring to control primary and secondary feed-

ing in Figure 35 (wiring 4, 5, and 6 ) can be re-

placed by wiring four basic setup switches (sec, pri,

Mss, and pri chg) on the 85 control panel as shown
in Figure 36, or three switches (sec, pri, mss) on the

8 /control panel. This is the second of the three basic

setup wiring plans that can replace functional wiring

to control all card feeding for normal merging, merg-

ing with selection, and matching operations.

Feeding from both feeds simultaneously differs

from feeding from one feed at a time in only one

respect. That is, a secondary card is to be fed when

both an equal (selector) comparison and an unequal

sequence comparison occur. All other control of feed-

ing is the same as in the preceding operation. To recog-

nize the change in control between the cards in the

primary feed, the pri chg switch is wired ON.

-— BASIC SU —

I

to ^^^

MSS

•Secondary Feed

Primary Feed

I

INLK 1

Id o o
I

r-
PRI CHG 1

o rf^

Figure 36. Basic Setup, Plan 2 — Merging, Feeding

FROM Both Feeds Simultaneously
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The functions of the four switches (Figure 36)

required for Merging — Feeding from Both Feeds

Simultaneously are:

Sec— Secondary Feed. This switch replaces wire 4. (Same

as in Plan 1.) In addition, when this switch is wired

ON and the pri chg switch is also wired on, a sec-

ondary card is fed whenever both an equal (selector)

comparison and an unequal sequence comparison are

detected. Therefore, this switch, together with the pri

CHG switch ON, also replaces wiring 6. On the 87,

this switch always performs both these functions, be-

cause the effect of the primary change switch is ac-

complished by internal wiring.

Vri — Primary Feed. This switch, together with the mss

switch OFF, replaces wire 5. (Same as in Plan 1.)

MSS — Multiple Secondaries and Selection. This switch

must be wired off. (Same as in Plan 1.)

Fri Chg — Primary Change. This switch on the 8 5 control

panel is wired on whenever a control change in the

primary cards is to affect card feeding during a merg-

ing operation. When on, it conditions the function of

the secondary feed (sec) switch. That is, if the sec

switch is ON, a secondary card is fed whenever both

an equal (selector) comparison and an unequal se-

quence comparison are detected. This is in addition to

the normal function of the sec switch — feeding

low secondaries. In the 87 Collator, the function of

the primary change switch is performed through in-

ternal wiring.

r-
PRI CHG 1

o o go I

R, 23-25

As in Plan 1, the ej switch can be wired on as

shown by the dotted wiring.

MERGING WITH SELECTION

Cards may be selected from both files during a

merging operation. For example, if master name and

address cards are being merged with detail cards, it

may be desirable to remove those master cards for

which there are no corresponding detail cards, and

vice versa. By doing this, the merged file will contain

only "equal" cards, that is, master and detail cards

with the same control numbers. Primary cards to be

selected are recognized by a low primary comparison,

and secondary cards to be selected are recognized by

2. xOW^ sccondsry ccrxipS'r'isGXj,

•

Selected primary cards stack in pocket 1, and se-

lected secondary cards stack in either pocket 3 or

pocket 4.

The conditions to be considered and the control

panel wiring required for this operation are affected

by the card groups in the secondary feed; that is,

whether they are single- or multiple-card groups.

SINGLE SECONDARIES

When the file in the secondary feed contains only

single-card groups, cards can be selected by adding

the wiring for selection to the wiring for straight

merging.

Figure 37 illustrates schematically the feeding and

selection of cards, with single-card groups in the sec-

ondary feed. Steps A and E show the selection of

low primary cards; steps B and F show the selection

of low secondary cards; and step G shows how the

cards are stacked after all have been fed.

Control Panel Hubs

Inlk (Interlock). If cards are to be selected in a merging

or matching operation, this switch must be wired on
to insure proper selection on the run-out. On a stand-

ard machine (see Figures 8 and 9) it may be wired off

or disregarded at all other times.

INLK

O s~n

Q, 23-25

Normally, whenever either feed runs out of cards,

9's are read automatically into the corresponding side

of the selector unit. For example, the secondary feed

may run out of cards:

Secondary Selector Entry — (9999) Automatic 9's

Primary Selector Entry — 9995 Control Field in Primary Card

When the run-out key is depressed from this point on,

the primary cards, except those punched all 9's, will

be recognized as low primaries thus causing primary

feeding and selection. However, if the control field in

the primary cards is punched all 9's and the interlock

switch is off, an equal comparison will be detected.

Because primary cards are normally selected on a low

primary comparison, these unmatched cards would not

be selected. Similarly, unmatched secondary cards

punched 9's would not be selected on the run-out. If

the interlock switch is wired on, an equal condition

occurring on the run-out is changed internally to both

low primary and low secondary so that any unmatched

cards punched 9's will be properly selected if they are

run cut Ox eitner feed.
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Sec. Cards: n-12-H
Pri. Cards: 10-12-12-13
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Figure 37. Merging with Selection
Single Secondaries
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Figure 3 8. Merging with Selection— Single Secondaries

Wiring (Figure 38)

1. The card fields are wired for blank-column de-

tection and comparison in the normal manner for a

merging operation.

2. S, p, PS, and seq restore are wired normally.

3. Sel and seq control input are wired normally.

4. Basic Setup Plan 2 is wired to merge cards, feed-

ing from both feeds simultaneously whenever possible.

5. Interlock is wired on to insure proper selection

on the run-out.

6. Low secondary is wired to secondary select 4

to cause secondary cards without corresponding pri-

marv cards to stack in nocket A-.

7. Low primary is wired to primary select to

cause primary cards without corresponding secondary

cards to stack in pocket 1.

8. Low sequence can be wired to error stop to

stop card feeding for an error in sequence in the

primary feed (dotted wiring).

Wiring Changes, 87 Collator

1

.

Omit wiring to primary sequence entry.

2. Omit PS restore wiring.

3. Omit control input wiring.

4. Omit primary change switch.

9. If letters or special characters are compared,

wire the zone sv/itch on.
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MULTIPLE SECONDARIES

In a straight merging operation without selection,

multiple secondary cards are fed as illustrated in Fig-

ure 34. The first secondary card of an equal group is

fed on an equal and unequal sequence condition (step

B), and additional secondary cards in the same group

are fed on a low secondary (step C) . However, when

secondary cards are to be selected during a merging

operation, they are selected on a low secondary. Thus,

all secondary cards after the first in an equal group

would be selected erroneously if the plan used for

selection with single-card secondaries were used with

multiple-card secondary groups.

To correct this condition, feeding must be con-

trolled so that all cards in an equal secondary group

are fed as equals. This can be done by eliminating a

primary feed and causing only a primary ejection

when the last card of the primary group is detected.

A "primary ejection" moves the card that has been

read by the primary brushes to the stacker without

causing a primary feed cycle. No other cards in the

primary feed are moved, and the restore exit hubs

are inactive. Therefore, the number read from the
1--,. _..r J r-t--1J •,- ^1.- v_ _ -•. J
iasL primary caru is iiciu in uiie comparing units, ana

all multiple secondary cards are compared, as equals,

with the last primary card of the corresponding group.

Figure 39 illustrates schematically the feeding of

cards when there are multiple-card groups ia the sec-

ondary feed and selection is required. In step B, the

last primary card of a group (12) is ejected (stacked),

but another primary card is not fed, and the first equal

secondary card (12) is fed. In step C, the additional

secondary card (12) in the equal group is compared to

the number held from the last primary card (12) and

therefore fed on an equal and unequal sequence con-

dition. In step D, a low primary causes a primary feed,

thus moving card 13 past primary read.

The comparisons and feeding required to merge

cards, when there are multiple-card groups in the

secondary feed and selection is required, can be sum-

marized as follows:

Low Secondary— Secondary feed

Low Primary— Primary feed

Equal and Unequal Sequence—
Secondary feed

Same as

straight

merging

without

selection

Equal and Equal Sequence— Primary feed

Equal and Unequal Sequence— Primary eject

Sec. Cards: 11-12-12-14

Pri. Cards: 10-12-12-13
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Figure 39. Merging with Selection
Multiple Secondaries

Thus, primary cards are fed on a low primary or

on an equal and equal sequence condition; primary

cards are ejected on an equal and unequal sequence

condition. Secondary cards are fed on a low secondary

or on an equal and unequal sequence condition.
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Primary cards are selected on a low primary, and

secondary cards, on a low secondary.

This operation is diagrammed in Figure 40, and

the basic setup plan that replaces the functional wir-

ing is shown in Figure 41.

Control Panel Hubs

Pri Eject (Primary Eject). These four common functional

entry hubs are normally wired from control exit hubs

or from plug to c, directly or through selectors, to

cause a primary card to be moved from the eject posi-

tion to the stacker. A primary ejection does not cause

a primary feed, and all other primary cards remain

stationary.

D, 41-44

This primary ejection is an inherent part of a pri-

mary feed operation, and pri eject need not be

wired on a primary feed cycle.

Wiring (Figure 40)

1. The card fields are wired for blank-column de-

tection and comparison in the normal manner for a

merging operation.

2. S, p, PS and seq restore are wired normally.
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3. Sel and seq control input are wired nor-

mally.

4. Low secondary is wired to the pickup of se-

lector 1, and PLUG TO c is wired through the trans-

ferred side of the selector to secondary feed. This

causes the secondary card to be fed when it is lower

than the primary card.

5. Equal is wired to the pickup of selector 2, and

PLUG TO c is wired through the transferred side of

the selector to primary eject. This causes the primary

card to be stacked whenever it is equal to the second-

ary card. The purpose of this wire is to stack the

last card of an equal primary group (equal and un-

equal sequence condition), without feeding another

primary card.

6. Low primary is wired to the pickup of selector 3,

and PLUG TO c is wired through the transferred side

of the selector to primary feed. This causes a primary

feed when the primary card is lower than the second-

ary card.

7. Equal is wired to the pickup of selector 4, and

Plug to c is wired through the transferred side of

selector 4 and the normal side of selector 5 to second-
ary FEED. This causes the secondary card to be fed

when it is equal to the last primary card of a group.
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JURE 41. Basic Setup, Plan 3 — Merging with Selection, Multiple Secondaries
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8. Plug to c is wired through the transferred side

of both selectors 4 and 5 to primary feed. This causes

a primary feed cycle when the primary card is equal

to the secondary card and is not the last card of a

group. A primary feed must not occur when the equal

primary card is the last card of a group. This is pre-

vented by selector 5.

9. Low secondary is wired to secondary select 4

to cause secondary cards without corresponding pri-

mary cards to stack in pocket 4.

10. Low primary is wired to primary select to

cause primary cards without corresponding secondary

cards to stack in pocket 1.

1 1 . Interlock is wired on to insure proper selection

on the run-out.

12. Low sequence can be wired to error stop to

stop card feeding for an error in primary-card se-

quence (dotted wiring).

Wiring Changes, 87 Collator

1. Omit wiring to primary sequence entry.

2. Omit PS restore wiring.

3. Omit control input wiring.

13. If letters or special characters are compared,

wire the zone switch on.

card must be fed. The ej, mss, and pri chg switches

are wired on to control this operation.

Figure 41 shows the complete diagram for Merging

with Selection — Multiple Secondaries using the basic

setup switches. This control panel wiring performs

exactly the same operation as that in Figure 40. Wir-

ing 1, 2, 3, 9, 10, 11, and 12 is identical to that in

Figure 40, and the basic setup switches replace wir-

ing 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. The functions of the five switches

as related to this operation are:

Sec— Secondary Feed. This switch replaces wiring 4 and 7.

(Same as in Plan 2.)

E) — Primary Eject. When this switch is wired on, a pri-

mary card is ejected whenever a low primary or equal

comparison is detected. However, an impulse to pri-

mary feed on a low primary or on an equal and equal-

sequence condition will also cause a primary ejection.

Therefore the main purpose of this switch is to cause

only a primary ejection on an equal and unequal se-

quence condition. This switch replaces wire 5.

M, 23-25

Basic Setup, Plan 3 (Figure 41)

The wiring to control primary and secondary feed-

ing in Figure 40 can be replaced by wiring all five

basic setup switches as shown in Figure 41. This is

the third basic setup wiring plan that can replace

functional wiring to control all card feeding for nor-

mal merging, merging with selection, and matching

operations.

Merging with multiple secondaries and selection

differs from the operation of straight merging with-

out selection (Basic Setup, Plan 2) only in the feeding

of primary cards on an equal (selector) condition. If

an equal primary card is the last card of a group, it

must be ejected, but another primary card must not

be fed; if the equal primary card is not the last card

Ox. a group, it must be ejecte\a, anu. anotusr primary

Pri — Primary Feed. This switch replaces wire 6. (Same as

in Plan 2.) In addition, when this switch and the

PRI CHG and MSS switches are wired on, a primary

card is fed on an equal and equal-sequence condition.

Therefore this switch, together with the pri chg and

MSS switches on, also replaces wiring 8.

MSS — Multiple Secondaries and Selection. "When this

switch is wired off, a primary feed occurs on every

equal comparison. When multiple secondaries and se-

lection are required, however, a primary feed must

occur on an equal (selector) comparison, only if there

is also an equal sequence comparison. When the MSS

switch is wired on, or not wired, it prevents the pri-

mary feed from occurring on only an equal (selector)

comparison; instead both the selector and the sequence

comparisons must be equal for primary feed to be

internally impulsed.
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Pri Chg— 'Primary Change. This switch on the 8 5 control

panel must be wired on whenever a sequence compari-

son is to affect card feeding during a merging opera-

tion.

In addition to its effect on the secondary feed switch

(see Plan 2), it also conditions the primary feed

(pri) switch. That is, if both the pri and Mss switches

are on, a primary card is fed only when both an equal

(selector) comparison and an equal sequence compari-

son are detected. This is in addition to the normal

function of the pri switch — feeding low primaries.

In the 87 Collator, the on functions of the primary

change switch are performed through internal wiring.

BASIC SU

BASIC SETUP SUMMARY

The functions of the five basic setup switches that

control card feeding are explained as they are used

in the preceding sections, Merging and Merging with

Selection. In this section all the functions of each

switch are summarized, and illustrated in Figures 42

and 43.

Figure 42 shows an enlarged drawing of the switch

hubs, and each hub is labeled to show its function.

The dotted lines represent common internal connec-

tions between various hubs.

Each switch can be wired on or off. A switch is

ON when the center and right-hand hubs are con-

nected, and OFF when the center and left-hand hubs

are connected. The center hub in each of the first

three switches is an entry to cause feeding or eject-

ing; these hubs are internally common with the cor-

responding functional entry hubs. The center hub in

the PRI CHG switch is an entry to the pickup of an

internal mechanism that conditions the sec and pri

ON hubs. The hubs labeled "blank" have no func-

tion, and all other hubs emit impulses resulting from

a comparison detected in the selector unit or the se-

quence unit, as labeled.

The diagram in Figure 43 is included to assist the

operator in understanding the conditions under which

the basic su switches, when wired on or off, control

card feeding and ejection. This is a schematic diagram

of the internal wiring for these switches, and is not

a wiring diagram showing actual mechanisms through

which impulses travel (such as relays). The ovals at

E Blank

PRI CHG***

* With Pri Change switch wired ON
* With Pri Change switch wired OFF
** Pickup for internal mechanism that makes

hubs active for conditions indicated by * and *
*** Not on 87 control panel; ON functions performed

by internal wiring

Figure 42. Basic Setup Switches

the bottom (Selector Unit Conditions) represent the

results whenever two numbers are compared in the

selector unit; directly associated with each of these

ovals are the corresponding selector control exit hubs

(located on the control panel at A-C, 23-26).
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Note: 1 . Impulses available from Sec, Ej, Pri, and MSS switches are "plug to C" timed impulses.

2. Impulses avoilable from Selector Unit hubs ore "control input" timed impulses.

3. For the 87, always consider the Primary Change switch ON.

Figure 43. Schematic of Basic Setup Switch Operation

The row of ovals in the center of the diagram (Se-

quence Unit Conditions) represents the results when
two numbers are compared in the sequence unit. The

rectangles at the top (Feed Control Units) represent

the clutch mechanisms that must be impulsed to

cause feeding and ejection of cards; directly associated

with these rectangles are the corresponding functional

entry control panel hubs.

Four of the five basic setup switches (sec, ej, pri,

MSs) are shown on the diagram, and the effect of the

PRI CHG basic setup switch on the 85 is represented

by circles for both the on and off positions. The

PRI CHG switch is not in this schematic, but the results

of its setting affect the sec and pri basic su switches

on the 85. Because the pri chg switch is eliminated on

the 87 control panel and its on functions are per-

formed by internal wiring, always consider this switch

as ON when using this schematic for the 87.

The two arrows in the diagram indicate that an

impulse can travel only in the direction shown in

these two places.

This schematic can be used in analyzing a problem

to determine whether or not card feeding will occur,

and under what conditions, when the various basic

setup switches are wired on or off. A feed will occur
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whenever a path for an impulse can be traced from
the "line" (bottom horizontal line) to the "fuse" (top

horizontal line). For example, if the basic setup sec
switch is wired on, a secondary feed will occur when-
ever a low secondary comparison is recognized in the

selector unit. The path for an impulse can be traced

as follows:

1

.

From the "line"

2. Through the mechanism set up by the low sec-

ondary comparison and represented by the oval la-

beled "low secondary"

3. To the control panel on hub of the sec switch

4. By control panel wiring to the center (entry)

hub of the sec switch

5. Through the secondary feed control unit repre-

sented by the rectangle labeled "secondary feed"

6. To the "fuse."

Similarly, by tracing other paths from the line to

the fuse, secondary feeding under other conditions,

and primary feeding and ejection can be analyzed.

By further examination of the diagram, it can be

seen that a secondary feed will occur if the low secdy
control exit hubs are wired to the secdy fd functional

entry hubs. The path is traced as follows:

1. From the line

2. Through the low secondary setup

3. To the LOW SECDY control exit hubs

4. By control panel wiring to the secdy fd func-
tional entry hubs

5. Through the secondary feed control unit

6. To the fuse.

Thus, wiring the sec switch on and wiring low
SECDY to SECDY FD perform the same operation—either

wiring causes a secondary feed on a low secondary

comparison.

As shown in the Timing Chart in this manual, the

exit hubs of the basic setup sec, ej, pri, and mss
switches emit "plug to c" timed impulses, and the

control exit hubs for the selector unit emit "control

input" timed impulses.

The conditions under which card feeding occurs

when each of the five switches is wired on or off,
as seen in the two figures (42 and 43), are sum-
marized below. The feeding conditions apply to both
collators except when indicated for the 85 or 87 only.

Sec — Secondary Feed

On: 1. Low secondary

2. Equal and unequal sequence, if the prj

CHG switch is wired on (85)
3. Equal and unequal sequence (87)

Off: No function

Ej— Primary Eject

On: 1. Low primary

2. Equal

Off: No function

Pri— Primary Feed

On: L Low primary

2. Equal if the mss switch is wired off
3. Equal if the pri chg switch is wired

OFF (85)

4. Equal and equal sequence if the mss
switch is wired on (or not wired) and the

PRI CHG switch is wired on (85)
5. Equal and equal sequence if the mss switch

is wired on, or not wired (87)

Off: No function

MSS — Multiple Secondaries and Selection

Purpose: To condition the primary feed switch

On or not wired:

1. Primary feed on an equal and equal se-

quence condition, if the pri chg switch

is also wired on (85)

2. Primary feed on an equal and equal se-

quence condition (87)

Off: Primary feed on an equal condition.

Pri Chg — Primary Change (85 Collator Only)
Purpose: To condition the primary feed and sec-

ondary feed switches depending on a

control change in the primary cards.

On: L Primary feed on an equal and equal se-

quence condition, if the mss switch is also

wired on or is not wired.

2. Secondary feed on an equal and unequal

sequence condition.

Off: Primary feed on an equal condition.

Note: Whenever a secondary feed, primary ejec-

tion, or primary feed is controlled through the basic

setup switches, an impulse is available from the cor-

responding functional entry hubs. Thus, these hubs,

which are normally entries, become exits. This can be

traced in Figure 43.
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MATCHING

Matching is an operation in which two files of cards

are searched for corresponding cards, or group of cards.

The corresponding, or matched, cards are stacked

separately in two groups, and any unmatched cards

are selected from each file. In this operation the cards

are matched by equal groups, regardless of the num-

ber of cards in a group; matching card-for-card is

described in the Typical Operations section.

The two original files of cards are arranged in se-

quence, and each of the four groups is also in se-

quence when the operation is completed.

Thus, matching differs from merging with selec-

tion in only one respect: the matched cards from

both files are stacked in two groups rather than in

one combined group.

All four pockets in the collator are used for this

operation, two for the matched cards and two for

the unmatched. The matched cards are normally

stacked in pockets 2 (primary cards) and 3 (second-

ary cards), and the unmatched cards are stacked in

pockets 1 (primary cards) and 4 (secondary cards).

The cards are stacked in pockets 1, 2, and 4 by the

same wiring as that used in Merging with Selection.

Because pocket 3 is to contain the matched second-

aries, this selection is controlled on an equal compari-

son in the selector unit.

The primary cards can be sequence-checked during

the matching operation.
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Wiring (Figure 44)

1. The card fields are wired for blank-column de-

tection and comparison in the same manner as in a

merging operation.

2. Interlock is wired on to insure proper selection

on the run-out.

3. The basic setup switches are wired on accord-

ing to Plan 3, which provides for proper card feeding

when there are multiple secondaries and selection is

required.

4. Low secondary is wired to secondary select 4

to stack unmatched secondary cards in pocket 4.

5. Equal is wired to secondary select 3 to stack

equal secondary cards in pocket 3.

6. Low primary is wired to primary select to

stack unmatched primary cards in pocket 1.

7. Low sequence can be wired to error stop to

stop card feeding for an error in sequence in the pri-

mary cards (dotted wiring).

Wiring Changes, 87 Collator

1. Omit wiring to primary sequence entry, ps re-

store wiring, and control input wiring.

3. Omit primary change switch.

8. If letters or special characters are compared,

wire the zone switch on.
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Typical Operations

THIS SECTION of the manual contains typical op-

erations that illustrate the flexibility of the IBM 85

and 87 Collators. The control-panel wiring for each

operation is illustrated for the 85, with any changes

necessary for adaptation to the 87 outlined at the end

of each operation. The operations that can be per-

formed on the 85 only are so indicated. The major

differences between the standard 85 and 87 Collators

are summarized in the following paragraphs.

In the 87:

1. The comparing units are restored automatically

on the run-out; on the run-in, they are restored

as wired on the control panel.

2. PS RESTORE is inactive; p restore restores the

primary sequence side of the sequence unit, as

well as the primary side of the selector unit.

3. The function of the control input hubs is per-

formed by internal wiring; therefore, these hubs

are not on the 87 control panel.

4. Primary sequence entry is not on the 87 con-

trol panel; information wired to primary se-

lector ENTRY also enters the primary sequence

side of the sequence unit, for comparison with

information wired to sequence entry.

5. A zone switch allows letters and special charac-

ters to be compared.

6. In cases where restore impulses are to be selected

in 87 operations, an X-selector must be used.

7. The function of the primary change switch is

performed by internal wiring; therefore, this

switch is not on the 87 control panel.

SELECTING ALTERNATE CARDS

A file of cards may be separated into two groups

by alternate selection; that is, the first, third, and

fifth cards are separated from the second, fourth, and

sixth cards, etc. The cards are fed continuously and

selected without regard to the data punched in them.

Both feeds can be used, placing half the file in the

primary feed and half in the secondary, so that proc-

essing time can be reduced.

Alternate cards, or cycles, are determined by wir-

ing through the cycle delay selector. Odd-numbered

cards (1, 3, 5, etc.) are stacked in pockets 1 and 3;

even-numbered cards (2, 4, 6, etc.) are stacked in

pockets 2 and 4.

Wiring (Figure 45)

1. Plug to c is wired to primary feed and sec-

ondary feed to cause continuous feeding of cards.

It is also wired to secondary select 3. Secondary

cards will stack in pocket 3 except when secondary

select 4 is also impulsed. When both are impulsed,

pocket 4 takes precedence over pocket 3.

2. Plug to c is wired through the normal side of

cycle delay selector 1 to its own pickup. On these

cycles the primary cards stack in pocket 2, and the

secondary cards stack in pocket 3.

3

.

Plug to c is wired through the transferred side

of the cycle delay selector to primary select and

SECONDARY SELECT 4. On thesc cycles the primary

cards stack in pocket 1, and the secondary cards

stack in pocket 4.

4. Plug to c is wired to the drop-out of the cycle

delay selector so that cycle delay is transferred for

only one cycle at a time.

Note: This wiring can be adapted to merge one

secondary card after each two primary cards. To do

this, remove the wiring for selection and secondary

feeding, and impulse secondary feed through the

transferred side of the cycle delay selector (wire 3).

Each time the run is started, check the first group of

cards to insure that a secondary card follows two

primaries.

23 24 23 ZC 27 28 29 30 3i 32 33 34 37 39 39 40

Figure 4S. Selecting Alternate Cards
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COMPARING TWO FIELDS IN THE SAME
CARD — PRIMARY FEED

Two FIELDS in the same card can be compared with

each other to determine whether they are equal or,

if unequal, which of the two is lower (or higher).

In the illustration (Figure 46), it is desired to select

from a file all cards in which field B is less than field

A. This can be done by comparing the two fields in

the selector (or sequence) unit and selecting on a

low comparison.

AlB A;B A:B
Cards: 20;20- 20121 -23121

Figure 46. Comparing Two Fields in the Same
Card— Primary Feed

Wiring (Figure 47)

1. Field A (columns 9-14) is wired from primary

read through bcd entry one to secondary selector en-

try, and field B (columns 15-20) is wired through

BCD entry two to primary selector entry. DI is wired

to the unused BCD entry positions.

2. Because numbers are read into both sides of the

selector unit from a primary card, both s and p re-

store are wired from the three common p exit hubs

uciow to restore tue unit w^nenever a primary caru is

fed. BCD control 1 and 2 are both wired from p to

operate in conjunction with the primary feed.

3. Sel control input is wired normally.

4. Low primary is wired to primary select to

cause the cards in which field B is less than field A to

stack in pocket 1. All other cards will stack in

pocket 2.

5. Primary cards are fed continuously.

Wiring Changes, 87 Collator

3 . Omit control input wiring.

6. If letters or special characters are compared,

wire the zone switch on.

^f"*^ — blan(( column detection eutst two .i ]

t t f ^ * f f*^ 00090000
1

1

1 , 1 i i 1 14-44 1 n i-fKo—

I

1 1 iii ifriTilni^
Figure 47. Comparing Two Fields in the Same Card— Primary Feed
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COMPARING TWO FIELDS IN THE SAME
CARD -SECONDARY FEED

If the secondary feed is used when comparing two

fields in the same card, the cards can be separated

into three groups by stacking them in pockets 2, 3,

and 4. For example, if field A and field B are com-

pared, the cards can be stacked as follows: pocket 4,

field A lower than field B; pocket 3, field B lower

than field A; pocket 2, fields A and B equal. In this

case the unequal cards must be selected by control

panel wiring to stack in pockets 3 and 4; the equal

cards will automatically stack in pocket 2.

Wiring (Figure 48)

1. Field A (columns 9-14) is wired from secondary

read through bcd entry one to secondary selector en-

try, and field B (columns 15-20) is wired from sec-

ondary read through bcd entry two to primary

selector entry. DI is wired to the unused bcd entry

positions.

2. Because the numbers are read into both sides of

the selector unit from a secondary card, both s and

p restore are wired from the single s exit hub below,

to restore the unit whenever a secondary card is fed.

BCD control 1 and 2 are both wired from s to operate

in conjunction with the secondary feed.

3. Sel control input is wired normally.

4. Low secondary is wired to secondary select 4

to cause the cards in which field A is lower than field

B to stack in pocket 4.

5. Low primary is wired to secondary select 3 to

cause the cards in which field B is lower than field A
to stack in pocket 3.

6. Secondary cards are fed continuously.

Wiring Changes, 87 Collator

3 . Omit control input wiring.

7. If letters or special characters are compared, wire

the zone switch on.

33 24 Z5 26 29 29 30

Figure 48. Comparing Two Fields in the Same Card— Secondary Feed
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SELECTING CARDS BY A CONTROL NUMBER

Cards punched with a specific number can be se-

lected from a file regardless of the sequence of the

cards in that file. The control number is punched
in a finder card, which is placed ahead of the cards

to be searched. When the file is run through the ma-
chine, the control number from the finder card is

read and "remembered," and the number in each fol-

lowing card is compared with it. The control number
may be punched anywhere in the finder card.

The control number is remembered by reading it

into one side of a comparing unit and omitting the

restore wiring for that side. The numbers read from
the file cards are entered in the other side of the same
unit, which is restored normally. Because all compar-
ing entries are restored on the run-in cycles if any one

of them has been wired to restore, the control num-
ber will be cleared from the comparing unit on each

run-in. Therefore, each time a run is started, or re-

started after a run-out, a finder card must precede

the file of cards.

A file of cards to be searched can be fed through

either the primary feed or the secondary feed, or it

can be split in half and the halves fed simultaneously

using both feeds. If the primary feed is used, the con-

trol number in the finder card must be read from the

primary sequence brushes, not the primary brushes.

Because the comparing entries are restored automatic-

ally for only the first two run-in cycles and a card

does not pass the primary brushes until the third

cycle, this would be too late to enter the control

number from the finder card. If the secondary feed

Cords: 125- 1 20- 1 27-1 25- T 15-232- 150- 125
-J-

V , StCOND.lY ,I.D

Finder \ <^„\^r* ^- . \ .

—

, Equal - filg card punched

with the control number (125)''--/

.. Prlmory splpct '^

Figure 49. Selecting Cards by a Control Number
in the ibm 85

is used, the number from both the finder card and
the file cards is read from the secondary brushes to a

comparing unit.

Once the control number has been read in and
remembered, cards punched with numbers equal to,

higher than, or lower than the control number can
be selected.

In Figure 49, the file is searched for cards punched
with number 125. The cards are fed in the primary
feed. The control number is read into the primary
selector entries as the finder card passes sequence read

on the run-in (Figure 49A). The primary selector

entries are not wired to restore so that the number
(125) will remain in this unit until a new run-in

occurs. Numbers from the file cards are read into the

secondary selector entries (Figure 49B), which clear

on every card. An equal comparison will indicate that

a file card is punched with the control number ( 125)

,

and these cards can be selected from the file to stack

in pocket 1.

Note: This operation as illustrated can be per-

formed on the IBM 85 only. To select cards by a

control number in the IBM 87, an X-master card

punched with the finder number must be used. This

is necessary because comparing units on the 87 restore

on the run-in only as wired. The method described

in the next example should be used for the 87.

Wiring (Figure 50)

1. The control number in the finder card (columns
10-15^ is wired from SPmiPrirt^ rpciA tn r»rimoi-Tr CO-

lector entry.

2. The number in the file cards (columns 10-15)
is wired from primary read through bcd entry one to

secondary selector entry. DI and bcd control are

wired.

3. S RESTORE is wired to restore on every primary
card. P restore is not wired so that the primary se-

lector entries are cleared and a new number is entered

on the run-in only.

4. See control input is wired normally.

5. Equal is wired to primary select to cause all

cards punched with the control number to stack in

pocket 1. All other cards will stack in pocket 2.

The alternate wiring shows the other two condi-

tions that can be selected: file cards punched with
numbers higher than the control number, or those

with numbers lower than the control number. Low
primary represents a file card higher than the control

number (finder card low) ; low secondary represents
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Figure 5 0. Selecting Cards by a Control Number in the ibm 8 5

a file card lower than the control number (finder

card high) . In this case the finder card will stack in

pocket 2 because it causes an equal condition.

6. Primary cards are fed continuously.

7. Indicator cards can be inserted in the file in

place of the selected cards by placing indicator cards

in the secondary feed hopper and impulsing secondary

feed whenever a primary card is selected.

SELECTING CARDS BY A CONTROL NUMBER,

INTERSPERSED X-FINDER CARDS -
PRIMARY FEED

If finder cards are interspersed throughout a file,

they must be identified by X-punching. The X is

normally punched in the finder cards, and the cards

are fed through the primary feed. (If the secondary

feed is to be used, the X must be punched in a card

preceding the finder card, as described in the next

example.)

The X is read when the X-finder card passes the

sequence brushes. It is used to control the restoring

of the comparing entry in which the finder-card con-

trol number is held. Then, when the X-finder card

passes the primary brushes, the new control number is

read in. Because two reading stations are required (one

to identify the X-finder card, and the following to

read in the control number from the X-finder card)

,

this operation can be performed in the primary feed

only.

As in the preceding example, cards punched with

numbers equal to, higher than, or lower than the

control number can be selected.
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Figure 51. Selecting Cards by a Control Number, Interspersed X-Finder Cards— Primary Feed

In the illustration (Figure 51), both the control

^..,^U.af ^-n -t-Vta -Q-nAof i^'^rA prirl i-n«» mimh^^rs in the. file

cards are punched in the same card field, and the

selector unit is used to compare the numbers. Finder

cards are X-punched in column 75.

Wiring (Figure 51)

1. The number field (columns 10-15) is wired from

primary read through bcd entry two to both primary

selector entry and secondary selector entry. The con-

trol number from the X75 finder card will be read

into both sides of the selector unit, but the number

from the file cards will be read into the primary side

only. DI and bcd control are wired.

2. The X75 in the finder card is wired from se-

quence read to X-selector 2 pu, and hold is wired

from p so that the selector will operate in conjunction

with the primary feed. One of the three common re-

store exits (p) is wired through the transferred side

of the X-selector to s restore. This causes the sec-

ondary side of the selector unit to be cleared and a

new number to be read in, only when an X75 primary

card is fed. P restore is wired normally to restore

on every card.

3. Sel control input is wired normally.

4. Equal is wired to primary select. Each finder

card and the following file cards that are punched

with the control number will stack in pocket 1. All

other cards will stack in pocket 2.

By wiring low secondary or low primary to pri-

mary SELECT, cards higher or lower than the finder

card can be selected (dotted wiring). In this case,

the finder cards will stack in pocket 2 because they

cause an equal condition.

5. Primary cards are fed continuously.

Wiring Changes, 87 Collator

3 . Omit control input wiring.

6. If letters or special characters are compared,

wire the zone switch on.
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SELECTING CARDS BY A CONTROL NUMBER,
INTERSPERSED FINDER CARDS

-

SECONDARY FEED

If a file of cards with interspersed finder cards is

fed in the secondary feed, each finder card must be

preceded by an X-punched control card, instead of
controlling by an X in the finder card itself as de-

scribed in the preceding example. X-finder cards can-

not be used because, for control purposes, the X must
be read ahead of the "finder" number. This would
be impossible if the X were punched in the same card

with the finder number, because there is only one
set of brushes in the secondary feed and cards are

fed 9's edge first. The two cards (X-punched control

card and finder card) accomplish the same results in

the secondary feed, with the one set of brushes, as

are accomplished in the primary feed with two sets

of brushes. That is, the X is read first for controlling

purposes, and on the following cycle the number is

read from the finder card into the comparing entries.

As in the preceding example, cards punched with
numbers equal to, higher than, or lower than the

control number can be selected. Because three pockets

are available in the secondary feed, it would be pos-

sible to select the cards into three groups: equal to,

higher than, and lower than the finder card.

In the illustration (Figure 52), both the control

number in the finder card and the numbers in the

file cards are punched in the same card field, and
the selector unit is used to compare the numbers. The
X in the control cards is punched in column 75.

Wiring (Figure 52)

1. The number field (columns 10-15) is wired from
secondary read through bcd entry two to both pri-

mary selector entry and secondary selector entry. The
number from the finder card will be read into both

sides of the selector unit, but the number from the file

cards will be read into the primary side only. DI
and BCD control are wired.

2. X75 in the control card is wired from secondary

read to X-selector 2 pu, and hold is wired from s so

that the selector will operate in conjunction with the

secondary feed. The single restore exit (s) is wired

through the transferred side of the X-selector to s re-
store. This causes the secondary side of the selector

unit to be cleared and a new number to be read in.

Figure 52. Selecting Cards by a Control Number, Interspersed Finder Cards— Secondary Feed
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only when a finder card (card following the X-
punched control card) is read. P restore is wired
from the single s exit hub to restore whenever a card

is fed in the secondary feed.

3. Sel control input is wired normally.

4. Equal is wired to secondary select 3. Each
finder card and the following cards that are punched
with the control number will stack in pocket 3. All

other file cards will stack in pocket 2. The first

X-control card will stack in pocket 3, and all others

will stack in pocket 2.

By wiring low secondary or low primary to sec-

ondary SELECT 3, cards higher or lower than the

finder card can be selected (dotted wiring), or the

cards can be selected into three groups (see Figure

48 ) . The finder cards will always stack with the equal

file cards; the first X-control card will stack with the

equal file cards, and all other X-control cards will

stack with the low file cards.

5. Secondary cards are fed continuously.

Wiring Changes, 87 Collator

3 . Omit control input wiring.

6. If letters or special characters are compared,

wire the zone switch on.

SELECTING CARDS BY EITHER OF TWO
CONTROL NUMBERS

Cards punched with either of two control numbers
may be pulled from a file in one run of the cards

through the machine. If the selected cards are to be

stacked together, this operation can be performed in

either the primary or secondary feed. If they are to

be stacked separately, however, the secondary feed

must be used so that the selected cards can be stacked

in two groups, in pockets 3 and 4, and all other cards

in pocket 2.

Both control numbers are punched in the same

finder card (field A and field B), and the number
in the file cards can be punched in the same field as

either of the control numbers, or in a separate field.

Both comparing units are required in this opera-

tion: one to compare each file card with the control

number in field A, and the other to compare with the

control number in field B. The two control numbers

must be entered from the finder card and "remem-

bered" throughout the run. Therefore, the sides of

the comparing units in which the control numbers

are entered from the finder card must be restored on

the run-in only. If interspersed finder cards are re-

A';B Selena
Cords: 1411?- II- 14- 15- 16^1 9- 17-14-

card punched with / ]4 /''fj,-^

either control number (14 or 19) ' -'-/^;9 /oRnder card

rioNtSecondory select 4 on equal \ IF

Secondory select 3 on equal sequencesgouE

Figure 5 3. Selecting Cards by Either of Two
Control Numbers

quired, X-control must be provided as described in

the two preceding examples.

In the illustration (Figure 53), the secondary feed

is used, and the cards are stacked in three groups:

cards punched with the number in field A (14) in

pocket 4, those punched with the number in field B
(19) in pocket 3, and all others in pocket 2. The
field-A number (14) is stored in the secondary selec-

tor entries, and the field-B number (19) is stored in

the sequence entries. Therefore, file cards punched
with the number 14 are recognized by an equal com-
parison in the selector unit, and those punched 19,

by an equal sequence comparison. The file-card num-
ber is punched in a separate field (not field A or B),

and therefore the finder card is stacked in pocket 2.

As in the preceding examples, cards higher or lower

than either field in the finder card can be selected,

instead of those equal to either field.

Wiring (Figure 54)

1. Field A in the finder card (columns 10-14) is

wired from secondary read to secondary selector en-

try, and field B (columns 15-19) is wired to sequence

entry.

2. The field in the file cards (columns 21-25) is

wired from secondary read through bcd entry two
to both primary selector entry and primary sequence

entry. DI and bcd control are wired.

3. P and ps restore are wired from the single s

exit hub to restore whenever a secondary card is fed.

S and SEQ restore are not wired, so that these sides of

the comparing units are cleared and new numbers are

entered in the run-in only.

4. Sel and seq control input are wired normally.

5. Equal is wired to secondary select 4. All file

cards punched with the same number in field A will

stack in pocket 4. Equal sequence is wired to second-
ary select 3. All file cards punched with the same
number as field B will stack in pocket 3. The finder

card and all other file cards will stack in pocket 2.

6. Secondary cards are fed continuously.
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Figure 54. Selecting Cards by Either of Two Control Numbers

Wiring Changes, 87 Collator

To perform this operation with the 87, an X-

punched control card must precede the finder card,

to control the read-in of the finder number.

2. Omit wiring to primary sequence entry.

3. Omit PS restore wiring. Select s and seq restore

(dotted wiring).

4. Omit control input wiring.

7. If letters or special characters are compared, wire

the zone switch on.

SELECTING CARDS BETWEEN TWO
CONTROL NUMBERS

throughout the run. Therefore, the sides of the com-

paring units in which the limits are entered must be

restored on the run-in only.

The cards can be fed through either the primary

feed or the secondary feed. If the primary feed is

used, the limits must be read from the sequence

brushes because the run-in restore operates for only

the first two run-in cycles.

In the illustration (Figure 55), the primary feed

is used, the minimum limit (49) is stored in the sec-

ondary selector entries, and the maximum limit (100)

in the sequence entries. Therefore, any number (50-

99) between the two limits is recognized by a com-

bination of a low secondary comparison and a high

sequence comparison.

Cards with numbers that are higher than a minimum

and lower than a maximum can be selected. The

minimum and the maximum limits are punched in

the same finder card.

Both comparing units are required in this opera-

tion: one to compare each file card with the mini-

mum limit, and the other to compare with the maxi-

mum limit. The minimum and maximum limits must

be entered from the finder card and remembered

Min. Max.
Cards: 4?UflQ-49-5^48-50- 100-77

FirWer delict-^ f

1,

48

49

j(9i10( ,55
Select^

^;^>^~) — '' '' ~~'' Minimum
tO*^' 50 / Limit

coNoiTinNtFila card punehad with ony / jq /'"'fo--^--*^

number (50-99) between min. & max. "--- {100/ /^^^num
fuNfTioN^Primoiy select en combination \

of low seeondory ond hi^ tequence "T»n"

Limit

Figure 5 5. Selecting Cards between Two
Control Numbers
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Figure 56. Selecting Cards between Two Control Numbers

Wiring (Figure 56)

1. The minimum limit (columns 50-52) is wired

from sequence read to secondary selector entry, and

the maximum limit (columns 55-57) is wired to se-

quence entry.

2. The field in the file cards (columns 25-27) is

wired from primary read through bcd entry two to

both primary selector entry and primary sequence

entry. DI and bcd control are wired.

3. P and ps restore are wired normally to restore

on each card. S and seq restore are not wired, so that

these sides of the comparing units are cleared and new

numbers are entered on the run-in only.

4. Sel and seq control input are wired normally.

5. Low secondary is wired to selector 1 pu to trans-

fer the selector when a number is higher than the

minimum limit (minimum low). High sequence is

wired to selector 4 pu to transfer the selector when a

number is lower than the maximum limit (maximum

high). Therefore, both selectors 1 and 4 are trans-

ferred whenever a number is between the two limits.

6. Plug to c is wired through the transferred sides

of selectors 1 and 4 to primary select, to cause all

cards punched with a number between the two limits

to stack in pocket 1. All other cards will stack in

pocket 2.

7. Primary cards are fed continuously.

8. Indicator cards can be inserted in the file in place

of the selected cards by placing indicator cards in the

secondary feed hopper and impulsing secondary feed

whenever a primary card is selected.

Wiring Changes, 87 Collator

To perform this operation with the 87, the finder

card must be X-punched to control the read-in of

the limits.

1. Wire the limits from primary read instead of

sequence read (dotted wiring)

.

2. Omit wiring to primary sequence entry.

3. Omit PS restore wiring. Select s and seq restore

(dotted wiring)

.

4. Omit control input wiring.

9. If letters or special characters are compared,

wire zone switch on.
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CHECKING MASTER-AND-DETAIL GROUPS

A FILE OF CARDS Consisting of groups (master card

and details) can be checked to insure that each detail

card follows the proper master card. If the groups

were in sequence, this could be done by a normal

sequence-checking operation. However, if the groups

are not in any particular order, they can be checked

by the wiring shown in Figure 57.

The master cards are X-punched, and the control

number is punched in the same field in both the

master and detail cards. The master-card number is

entered in one side of a comparing unit and held until

the next master card is fed. Each detail-card number
is entered in the other side of the comparing unit,

and an equal comparison indicates that the detail

card follows the correct master card. An unequal

impulse (either high or low) will indicate that a de-

tail card does not follow its corresponding master,

and therefore should be selected and refiled properly.

Wiring (Figure 57)

1. The master X (column 5) is wired from se-

quence read to X-selector 2 pu, and s restore is con-

trolled through the transferred side of the X-selector,

The X is read from the sequence station so that the

secondary side of the selector unit will be restored and

controlled to read in on the following cycle, when
the master card is at the primary station.

2. The card field (columns 45-48) is wired from

primary read through bcd entry two to both primary

selector entry and secondary selector entry. Each

master card is entered in both sides of the comparing

unit, but each detail is entered in the primary side

only, as controlled by the wiring of the restore hubs-

DI and bcd control are wired.

3. P RESTORE is wired normally.

4. Sel control input is wired normally.

5. Any detail card that is not equal to the preced-
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Figure 57. Checking Master-and-Detail Groups
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ing master is stacked in pocket 1 by wiring both low

secondary and low primary to primary select.

6. Cards are fed continuously.

Wiring Changes, 87 Collator

4. Omit control input wiring.

7. If letters or special characters are compared,

wire the zone switch on.

CHECKING THAT AN X-CARD IS LAST

IN A GROUP

In some accounting machine operations the last card

of each control group must be an X-card. For ex-

ample, in a payroll operation it may be necessary that

the last card for each employee be a summary earn-

ings card punched with a specific X. This can be

checked on the collator before the cards are placed

in the accounting machine.

In this illustration the last card of each group is

StCONQARY READ -

COLUMN DETECTION ENTRY ONE

SECONDARY SELECTOR ENTRY

IIMARY ZONE HEAD

BLANK COLUMN ENTRY T*0

nrnrLTL^ hW^
nin

^
SELECTOR EN

SEQUENCE ENTRY

o o o o
SEQUENCE ENTRY

o o o o
SEQUENCE READ

1 1 ii

ZONE READ

selected if it is not an X80 card, and any X80 card

that is not last in a group is selected. The selected cards

will indicate, to the operator, which groups should

be adjusted before the cards are processed further.

The wiring principles for this operation are similar

to those shown in Figure 23.

Wiring (Figure 58)

1. The cards are wired normally for blank-column

detection and sequence-checking. The control X (col-

umn 80) is wired from primary read to X-selector 2

pu to transfer the selector when the X-card is in eject

position.

2. The last card of the group is selected if it is not

an X-card. High sequence is wired to pick up selec-

tor 4, and plug to c is wired through the transferred

side of selector 4 and the normal side of X-selector 2

to PRIMARY SELECT.

3. An X-card that is not the last card in a group

is selected. An X-card at primary read and an equal

28 29 30 31 35 36 37

. LOW SECDY

RESTORE A

Figure 5 8. Checking that an X-Card Is Last in a Group
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sequence comparison indicate that the X-card is with-

in the control group. Equal sequence is wired to pick

up selector 5, and plug to c is wired through the

transferred sides of selector 5 and the X-selector 2 to

PRIMARY SELECT.

4. Cards are fed continuously.

5. The machine is stopped for an error in sequence.

Wiring Changes, 87 Collator

1. Wire to primary selector entry instead of pri-

mary sequence entry. "Wire p restore instead of PS re-

store. Omit control input wiring.

6. If letters or special characters are compared,

wire the zone switch on.

INSERTING CARDS BEHIND SPECIFIC GROUPS

The presence (or absence) of a specific X-card

within a group of cards can cause a special card to

be inserted after the group. For example, in a billing

operation the card may be a special discount, terms

allowed, or description card for explaining the pres-

ence of symbols listed on selected customer invoices.

In this example, a card is to be inserted after each

group that contains an X5 card. Because the X5 card

can be anywhere within the group, the X-reading

must be held until the end of the group. The cycle

delay selector is used for this, and controls the feeding

of secondary cards.

Wiring (Figure 59)

1. The cards are wired normally for blank-column

detection and sequence-checking, in order to deter-

mine the end of each control group.

2. The control X (column 5) is wired from se-

quence read to X-selector 2 pu, and plug to c is

wired through the transferred side of the X-selector

to the pickup of cycle delay selector 1. The X must

be read from the sequence station because the X-card

may be the last card of the group, and the cycle delay

selector transfers one cycle after it is picked up.

3. Once the cycle delay selector is picked up, it re-

mains transferred until the end of the group. When a

23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 3i 32 33 34
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Figure 59. Inserting Cards behind Specific Groups
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high sequence occurs, cycle delay is dropped out.

Therefore, the cycle delay selector returns to normal

at the beginning of each new group, and an X5 card

in the new group is required to again pick up the

selector.

4. A secondary card is fed at the end of a control

group if there was an X5 card in the group, by wiring

PLUG TO c through the transferred sides of selector 4

and the cycle delay selector to secondary feed.

5. Primary cards are fed continuously,

6. The machine is stopped for an error in sequence.

Wiring Changes, 87 Collator

1. Wire to primary selector entry instead of pri-

mary sequence entry. Wire p restore instead of ps

restore. Omit control input wiring.

7. If letters or special characters are compared, wire

the zone switch on.

CHECKING SEQUENCE, SELECTING ALL

LOW CARDS

When an error in sequence is detected, one or more

low cards may follow the step-down card. By con-

trol panel wiring, all low cards can be recognized and

selected.

Cards: 1-4-5-2-3-6-7-8

Out Of Order
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Figure 60. Checking Sequence, Selecting All
Low Cards

Figure 61. Checking Sequence, Selecting

All Low Cards

To do this, the number read from primary read

when the step-down occurs ("5" in Figure 60) is held

in the primary sequence entries. Then, each following

card is compared with it and additional low cards

are detected. The number is cleared out when an equal

or high sequence comparison is detected, and se-

quence-checking continues in the normal manner.

Because each low card is ejected one cycle after

the low condition is recognized, the low cards are

selected through the cycle delay unit.

As in any sequence-checking operation, a step-

down indicates an error in sequence but does not

indicate which card is out of order. Therefore, the

cards selected in this operation may be the cards out

of sequence, as shown in Figure 60, or they may not.

For example, in a file of cards 1-2-3-4-8-5-6-7-9-10,

card 8 is out of sequence but low cards 5-6-7 will be

selected.

The cards that are selected in this operation cannot

be assumed to be in sequence within the selected

group.

Wiring (Figure 61)

1. The card fields are wired normally for blank-

column detection and sequence-checking (wiring not

shown) ; BCD two is controlled to operate with the

primary feed.
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2. Seq is restored on every card. PS is restored only

on an equal or high sequence comparison, not on a

low sequence comparison, so that two or more low

cards can be detected. Low sequence is wired to the

pickup of selector 5, and ps is restored through the

normal side of the selector.

3. Seq control input is wired normally.

4. Low cards are selected one cycle after the low

sequence condition is detected. Low sequence is wired

to the pickup of cycle delay selector 1 , and plug to c

is wired through the transferred side of the selector

to PRIMARY SELECT.

5. The cycle delay selector is dropped out on each

cycle.

6. Primary cards are fed continuously.

Wiring Changes, 87 Collator

1. "Wire to primary selector entry instead of pri-

mary sequence entry.

2. "Wire p restore rather than ps restore, and con-

trol the restore impulse through an X-selector (dotted

wiring).

3

.

Omit control input wiring.

7. If letters or special characters are compared,

wire the zone switch on.

CHECKING SEQUENCE - BOTH FEEDS
(IBM 85 ONLY)

Cards can be checked for sequence in the secondary

feed, as well as in the primary feed. Using both feeds

to check a file of cards makes it possible to complete

the operation in half the time required when only the

primary feed is used. This operation can be performed

on the 85 Collator only; it cannot be performed on
the 87 Collator, because four independent entries are

required for the selector and sequence units.

When both feeds are used, an error in sequence in

either feed can stop card feeding and turn on the

error light. "When card feeding is restarted, the step-

down card is selected, and the pocket containing the

step-down card indicates, to the operator, which feed

contains the error in sequence. Because only the first

step-down card is selected, several cards from the cor-

responding hopper and stacker should be examined

to locate the error in sequence. This is the same as

in normal sequence-checking.

Because there is only one set of brushes in the sec-

ondary feed, sequence-checking cannot be wired in

the same manner as for cards in the primary feed.

Cards: 11-13-14-14-15-12-16-

Out £f Order
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Figure 62. Checking Sequence— Secondary Feed

That is, it is impossible to read two cards and com-
pare them simultaneously. Instead, the reading from
one card at a time is entered alternately in the two
sides of a comparing unit, as shown in Figure 62 in

which the selector unit is used. "When a number is

entered in the primary side of the selector unit, it is

compared with the preceding number held in the sec-

ondary side (step A) ; on the following cycle a num-
ber is read into the secondary side and compared

with the preceding number held in the primary side

(step B).

In this operation the cards are assumed to be in

ascending order. Therefore, on any one cycle, the

side (primary or secondary) in which the number is

entered should be equal to or higher than the other

side (steps A and B). If the number entered is lower

than that held in the other side of the unit (step C),

an error in sequence is indicated.

In this illustration, the same principles are used to

check both the primary and secondary cards, with

the primary cards entered in the sequence unit, and

the secondary cards entered in the selector unit. Al-

though the primary cards could be sequence-checked

in the normal manner, a step-down card could not

be selected, and thus card handling for the two feeds

would differ.
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Figure 63. Checking Sequence— Both Feeds

The conditions under which a sequence error is

detected can be summarized as follows:

Selector Unit

Read into Primary Selector Entry — Low Primary

Read into Secondary Selector Entry — Low Secondary

Sequence Unit

Read into Primary Sequence Entry — High Sequence

(low reading in primary sequence entry)

Read into Sequence Entry — Low Sequence

When the file of cards is divided, the larger group

should always be fed in the primary feed so that

secondary cards will not be fed without a primary

feed cycle at the same time. This is necessary because,

after one error has been detected, a primary feed cycle

must occur before another error will be recognized. If

extra cards were fed through the secondary feed only,

two or more errors in sequence would not be detected.

Wiring (Figure 63)

1. The field to be checked in the primary cards

(columns 45-51) is wired from primary read through

BCD entry two to both primary sequence and sequence

entry. A number is read into one entry or the other,

depending on the control of ps and seq restore.

2. The field to be checked in the secondary cards

(columns 45-51) is wired from secondary read

through BCD entry one to both primary and secondary

selector entry. The number is read into one entry or

the other, depending on the control of p and s re-

store. BCD control is wired normally.

3. Selector 5 and cycle delay selector 1 are used

to control the alternate reading into the two sides of

both comparing units. When selector 5 is normal, p

and SEQ are restored so that a new number can be

entered on the following cycle. Also when selector 5

is normal, the pickup of the cycle delay selector is

impulsed.

Then on the following cycle, an impulse through

the transferred side of the cycle delay selector trans-

fers selector 5, and s and rs are restored. At the end
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of this cycle, the cycle delay selector is dropped out
so that on the next cycle selector 5 will again be
normal and p and seq again restored.

Plug to c is wired through the normal and trans-

ferred sides of selector 5 for this control,

4. Sel and seq control input are wired normally.

5. Selectors 1 and 2 are used to control error stop

and secondary selection for an error in sequence in

the secondary cards. If the side of the selector unit

is low on the cycle in which a number is entered, an

^\j.. J. i.Lxo jlS U.C LCI milieu uy 5ciet;uor i,

which is transferred on alternate cycles. To indicate

a step-down condition, low secondary and low pri-

mary are wired through the normal and transferred

sides of the selector, respectively. The comparison

to be wired through the normal and transferred sides

is determined by the alternate control of the restore

hubs.

The c of selector 1 is wired, via the common pickup
hubs of selector 2, to secondary select 4. Second-
ary SELECT 4 and error stop cannot be split-wired

because a back-circuit would occur. Therefore, selec-

tor 2 is picked up and a control input is wired through
its transferred side to error stop.

6. Selectors 3 and 4 are used to control error stop

and primary selection for an error in sequence in the

primary cards. The wiring principles for these se-

lectors are the same as for selectors 1 and 2, described

in step 5.

7. Interlock on is used to transfer selectors 1, 3,

and 5 on alternate cycles because this hub emits an

impulse that comes earlier in each cycle than the con-

trol exit or plug to c impulses.

8. Primary and secondary cards are fed continu-

ously. Secondary cards are stacked in pocket 3.

SELECTING THE FIRST CARD OF A GROUP -
BOTH FEEDS (IBM 85 ONLY)

The first card of a group can be selected from
cards in the secondary feed, as well as from those in

the primary feed. Using both feeds makes it possible

to reduce the processing time for a file of cards. This
operation can be performed on the 85 Collator only;

it cannot be performed on the 87 Collator, because

four independent entries are required for the selector

and sequence units.

The wiring principles described for this operation

are similar to those in the preceding operation.

Checking Sequence— Both Feeds. The only difference

is that, in this operation, a card is selected if it is

higher than the preceding card, rather than lower as

required for the detection of an error in sequence.

When cards are in ascending order, the first card of a

new group is always recognized by the fact that it is

higher than the preceding card.

Because there is only one set of brushes in the sec-

ondary feed, this operation cannot be wired in the

same manner as for cards in the primary feed. That
is, it is impossible to read two cards and compare
them simultaneously. Instead, the reading from one
card at a time is entered alternately in the two sides

of a comparing unit. When a number is entered in

the primary side of the selector unit, for example, it

is compared with the preceding number held in the

secondary side; on the following cycle a number is

read into the secondary side and compared with the

preceding number held in the primary side.

Because the cards are assumed to be in ascending

order, the side (primary or secondary) in which the

number is entered on any one cycle will be equal to

or higher than the other side. If the number entered

is higher than that held in the other side of the unit,

the first card of a new group is indicated.

When the principles described in this operation are

used, they must be used to check the primary cards as

well as the secondary cards. In this illustration the

primary cards are read into the sequence unit, and

the secondary cards are read into the selector unit.

The conditions under which the first card of a new
group is detected can be summarized as follows:

Selector Unit

Read into Primary Selector Entry — Low Secondary

(high reading in primary entry)

Read into Secondary Selector Entry — Low Primary

(high reading in secondary entry)

Sequence Unit

Rend into Primary Sequence Entry — Low Sequence

(high reading in primary sequence entry)

Read into Sequence Entry— High Sequence

In order to select the first secondary card, a blank

card must be fed first in the secondary feed.

Wiring (Figure 64)

1. The field to be checked in the primary cards

(columns 45-51) is wired from primary read through

BCD entry two to both primary sequence and se-

quence entry. A number is read into one entry or the

other, depending on the control of ps and seq re-

store.

2. The field to be checked in the secondary cards

(columns 45-51) is wired from secondary read
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Figure 64. Selecting the First Card of a Group— Both Feeds

through BCD entry one to both primary and secondary

selector entry. The number is read into one entry or

the other, depending on the control of p and s re-

store. BCD control is wired normally.

3. Selector 5 and cycle delay selector 1 are used

to control the alternate reading into the two sides of

both comparing units. When selector 5 is normal, p

and SEQ are restored so that a new number can be

entered on the following cycle. Also when selector

5 is normal, the pickup of the cycle delay selector

is impulsed.

Then on the following cycle, an impulse through

the transferred side of the cycle delay selector trans-

fers selector 5, and s and ps are restored. At the end

of this cycle, the cycle delay selector is dropped out

so that on the next cycle selector 5 will again be nor-

mal and p and seq again restored.

Plug to c is wired through the normal and trans-

ferred sides of selector 5 for this control.

4. Sel and seq control input are wired no ,n,r
xxv/J. xuaxx 1

5. Selector 1 is used to control secondary selection

for the first card of a secondary group. If a side of the

selector unit is high on the cycle in which a number

is entered, the first card of a group is indicated. Se-

lector 1 is transferred on alternate cycles, and low

primary and low secondary are wired through the

normal and transferred sides of the selector, respec-

tively, to SECONDARY SELECT 4. The Comparison to be

wired through the normal and transferred sides is

determined by the alternate control of restore.

6. Selector 3 is used to control primary selection

for the first card of a primary group, and the wiring

principles are the same as for selector 1, described in

step 5.

7. Interlock on is used to transfer selectors 1, 3,

and 5 on alternate cycles because this hub emits an

impulse that comes earlier in each cycle than the con-

trol exit or plug to c impulses.

8. Primary and secondary cards are fed continu-

ously. Secondary cards are stacked in pocket 3.
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SELECTING ZERO-BALANCE CARDS

-

MORE THAN 16 COLUMNS

As MANY AS 32 columns may be checked for zeros

or blanks, if only one feed is used. Sixteen columns

are checked in the sequence unit, and 16 columns

are checked in the selector unit. In this example the

primary feed is used.

Cards having zeros or blanks in all 32 columns will

cause an equal condition in both the sequence and

selector units. Both of these conditions must be recog-

nized, by control panel wiring, to select a zero card.

It is possible to check as many as 80 colunms for

zeros or blanks by split-wiring from reading brushes

to comparing entries.

Wiring (Figure 65)

1. Sixteen of the columns to be checked (columns

1-16) are wired from primary read to sequence en-

try. The remaining 16 columns (columns 17-32) arp

wired from primary read to secondary selector entry.

2. S and seq restore are wired to restore on a pri-

mary feed cycle.

3. Control input is wired normally. Equal and

equal sequence are wired to pick up selectors 2 and 5,

respectively. If all positions in both comparing units

are zeros or blanks (equal comparisons) both selec-

tors are transferred.

4. jllug to c is wireu tnrougn tne transferred sides

of selectors 2 and 5 to primary select to stack cards

punched with zeros in all 32 columns in pocket 1.

All other cards stack in pocket 2.

5. Primary cards are fed continuously.

Wiring Changes, 87 Collator

3 . Omit control input wiring.

6. If letters or special characters are compared,

wire the zone switch on.

Figure 65. Selecting Zero-Balance Cards— More than 16 Columns
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CHECKING SEQUENCE - MORE THAN
16 COLUMNS (IBM 85 ONLY)

Up to 32 COLUMNS may be sequence-checked in one

run by coupling the sequence and selector units. Six-

teen columns are compared in the sequence unit in

the normal manner, and 16 columns are compared

in the selector unit. If the columns are entered in

the comparing units as shown in Figure 66, a card

f
1 >f 1

2 '"^Tt^
:::n..

MlM*ii^EAO.
,

secondary

Figure 66. Checking Sequence— More than
16 Columns

out of sequence will be recognized by either a low

sequence comparison or a low secondary comparison.

This operation can be performed on the 8 5 Collator

only; it cannot be performed on the 87 Collator, be-

cause four independent entries are required for the

selector and sequence units.

Wiring (Figure 67)

1. Columns 1-16 are compared by wiring from

primary read to primary sequence entry, and from

sequence read to sequence entry.

2. Columns 17-32 are compared by wiring from

primary read to primary selector entry, and from

sequence read to secondary selector entry.

3

.

All entries are restored on a primary feed.

4. Seq control input is wired normally to check

columns 1-16. If the first 16 columns are equal, the

second 1 6 columns must be checked. Therefore, equal
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sequence is wired to sel control input to check col-

umns 17-32.

5. Both low sequence and low secondary are wired

to ERROR STOP. Low Sequence respresents a step-down

for columns 1-16, and low secondary represents a

step-down for columns 17-32.

6. The cards are fed continuously.

MERGING -MORE THAN 16 COLUMNS
(IBM 85 ONLY)

Cards can be merged on a maximum of 32 columns

if both the selector and sequence units are used to

compare the primary and secondary cards. Sixteen

columns are compared in the selector unit in the nor-

mal manner, and 16 columns are compared in the

sequence unit. Cards must be fed from one feed at

a time, because the sequence unit is used to compare

the cards in the two feeds and cannot be used to de-

termine a control change in the primary cards.

This operation can be performed on the 85 Collator

only; it cannot be performed on the 87 Collator, be-

cause four independent entries are required for the

selector and sequence units.

If the card columns are entered as shown in Figure

68, a low sequence comparison for columns 1-16 is

the same as a low secondary comparison for columns

17-32, and either comparison must cause a secondary

feed. A high sequence for columns 1-16 is the same

as a low primary for columns 17-32, and either com-
parison must cause a primary feed. Equal in both units

causes a primary feed.

If the low-order columns of the field are entered

in the selector unit, as shown in Figure 68, the basic

setup switches can be used to control card feeding.

Because the cards must be fed from one feed at a

time, Basic Setup Plan 1 is used.

Wiring (Figure 69)

1. The low-order columns (17-32) are compared

in the normal manner by wiring from primary read

SECONDAKr READ

coNDitiows Low ieq.

or low sec

FUNCTIONS Sec, feed

Equal seq.

and equoT

Pri. feed

ond eject

H.9hseq.
/j.,6't»'-;

or low pn ~--y|^.16;

Pri. feed V
~~''

and eject si

Figure 68. Merging— More than 16 Columns

to primary selector entry, and from secondary read

to secondary selector ^ntry.

2. Columns 1-16 are compared by wiring from
primary read to primary sequence entry, and from
secondary read to sequence entry.

3. S and seq are restored on a secondary feed; p
and PS are restored on a primary feed.

4. Seq control input is wired normally to compare
columns 1-16. If the high-order columns are eaual.

the low-order columns must be compared. Therefore,

equal sequence is wired to sel control input to com-
pare columns 17-32.

5. Low sequence is wired to low secondary be-

cause either of these comparisons must cause a second-

ary feed. Internally this makes an impulse available

at the secondary feed (sec) basic setup switch, and
a secondary card is fed on each low sequence com-
parison, as well as normally on each low secondary

comparison.

6. High sequence is wired to low primary because

either of these comparisons must cause a primary feed.

Internally this makes an impulse available at the pri-

mary feed (pri) basic setup switch, and a primary

card is fed on each high sequence comparison, as

well as normally on each low primary comparison.

7. Basic Setup Plan 1 is wired. In conjunction with

wiring 4, 5, and 6, card feeding is controlled as a re-

sult of comparisons in both the selector and sequence

units. Because primary cards cannot be checked for

a control change and only one feed can operate at a

time, both the mss and the pri chg switches are

wired off.

8. Cards can be selected as follows by adding the

dotted wiring.

A. Primary cards without corresponding second-

aries can be selected by wiring from low primary (and

high sequence) to primary select.

B. Secondary cards without corresponding pri-

maries can be selected only if the cards in both feeds

are single-card groups. Equal secondary cards are fed

as equals, not as low secondaries, and low secondary

(and low sequence) is wired to secondary select 4.

The selector is required because a direct connection

from equal to secondary feed would allow a secondary

feed impulse on a low secondary condition to back-

circuit through the equal hubs to the basic setup

switches and cause erroneous primary-card feeding.

"When selection is required, interlock must be wired

ON to insure proper selection on the runout.
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Figure 69. Merging— More than 16 Columns

MIXED MERGING

In a normal merging operation all primary cards

of a group are filed ahead of the secondary cards with

the same control number. Whenever it is not neces-

sary that equal secondary cards merge behind an equal

primary group, operating time can be reduced by

feeding equal primary and secondary cards simultane-

ously. Any additional primary or secondary cards

with the same control number are fed on a low com-

parison.

Figure 70 illustrates this operation with three 12-

cards in the secondary feed and two 12-cards in the

primary feed. The pairs of equal cards are stacked

simultaneously on an equal comparison as shown in

A; the third 12-card in the secondary feed is stacked

on a low secondary comparison as shown in B. This

requires 3 cycles; in normal merging, these 5 cards

would require 4 (mss off) or 5 (mss on) cycles.

Sec. Cards: 11-12-12-12

Pr!. Cards: 10-12-12-13

126)
12(P)

|12(S)

h2<P)

Uii

„o~ Low secondary

npNr fON^ Secondary feed

Merging

MIXED MERGING 73
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Figure 71. Mixed Merging

Wiring (Figure 71)

1. The primary and secondary cards are checked

xor uxani^ coiumns anu compared m the normax

manner.

2. Basic Setup Plan 1 is wired to merge cards with-

out regard to a control change in the primary cards.

This feeds cards as follows:

Low Secondary— Secondary feed

Equal or Low Primary— Primary feed

3. An equal secondary card is stacked along with

an equal primary card. This functional wiring is nec-

essary because none of the basic setup switches will

cause a secondary feed on an equal comparison in the

selector unit regardless of the comparison in the se-

quence unit. The selector is required to prevent a

back-circuit, as described in wiring 8B in Merging —
Mor^ than 16 Columns.

4. The dotted wiring can be added to sequence-

check the cards in the primary feed.

Wiring Changes, 87 Collator

1 . Omit control input wiring.

2. Omit primary change switch.

4. Omit primary sequence entry, ps restore, and

control input wiring.

5. If letters or special characters are compared,

wire the zone switch on.

/WATCHING CARD-FOR-CARD

It is sometimes necessary to match two files of

cards, card-for-card. Groups in either file may be

single-card groups or multiple-card groups. The pur-

pose of this operation is to insure that single-card

groups in one file are balanced by single-card groups

in the other, or that multiple-card groups in one file

are balanced by an equal number of cards for the same

group in the other file. If not, all excess cards in

either file are to be selected. For example, if one file

has three cards of a given control number, the other

file must also have three. In addition, all unmatched

cards (i. e., control numbers in one file for which

there are none in the other) must be selected.

This operation is illustrated in Figure 71 in which

there is an extra 2-card in the primary file and an
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Figure 72. Matching Card-for-Card

extra 4-card in the secondary, as shown by the italics.

Cards 6 and 7 are unmatched.

This operation is similar to the preceding one, Mixed

Merging. It differs in only two respects: (1) the pairs
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of equal cards are matched rather than merged, and

(2) the extra cards and the unmatched cards are se-

lected. Therefore, card feeding is controlled in the

same way, equal secondary cards are selected into

pocket 3, and extra and unmatched cards are se-

lected into pockets 1 and 4.

Wiring (Figure 73)

1. The primary and secondary cards are checked

for blank columns and compared in the normal man-

ner.

2. Basic Setup Plan 1 is wired to feed cards with-

out regard to a control change in the primary cards.

This feeds cards as follows:

Low Secondary— Secondary feed

Equal or Low Primary— Primary feed

Because the basic setup switches will not cause a

secondary feed on an equal comparison alone, second-

ary feeding on an equal comparison is controlled by
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Figure 73. Matching Card-for-Card
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functional wiring. The selector is required to prevent

back-circuits that would cause erroneous feeding and

selection,

3. Interlock is wired on to insure proper selection

on the runout.

4. All secondaries that match the primaries card-

for-card are stacked in pocket 3.

5. Unmatched and excess secondary cards are

stacked in pocket 4.

6. Unmatched and excess 'primaries are stacked in

pocket 1.

7. The dotted wiring can be added to sequence-

check the cards in the primary feed.

Wiring Changes, 87 Collator

1

.

Omit control input wiring.

2. Omit primary change switch.

7. Omit primary sequence entry, ps restore, and

control input wiring.

8. If letters or special characters are compared, wire

the zone switch on.

MERGING SMALL GROUPS OF CARDS

Small groups of cards already in numerical sequence

can be merged into one complete deck by merging

the groups by pairs, and then merging the resulting

groups by pairs, until all cards are merged together.

This operation uses the regular control panel wiring

for merging, but requires considerable card-handling

anc ot-f-o-nf*irvt-i r\-n f-

The same operation can be performed with a mini-

mum of card-handling by inserting separator cards

between groups and feeding the groups continuously.

The separator cards are used to indicate automatically

the end of each group, and must be punched with

9's in the control field and X-punched in any column.

They can be inserted manually, or by a preliminary

run on the collator in which they are inserted after

each group on a low sequence condition. The cards

to be merged must not be punched with all 9's in

the control field.
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Figure 74. Merging Small Groups of Cards
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After the separator cards are inserted, half the

number of groups are placed in the primary feed and

half in the secondary feed. If there is an odd number

of groups, the extra group can be placed in either

feed. To facilitate card-handling the separator cards

should have a different corner cut.

The number of runs required to completely merge

all the cards depends on the number of groups in-

volved. If 16 groups are to be merged, for example,

four runs are required. In each run the groups are

merged by pairs, the number of groups yet to be

merged is cut in half, and half of the separator cards

are removed.

Run 1 — 16 groups Run
8 in the secondary

8 in the primary

Result— 8 groups

Run 2 — 8 groups Run 4

4 in the secondary

4 in the primary

Result— 4 groups

3 — 4 groups

2 in the secondary

2 in the primary

Result— 2 groups

- 2 groups

1 in the secondary

1 in the primary

Result— 1 group

In each run, normal merging occurs until a sepa-

rator card is read in one feed. Because the separator

card is punched with 9's in the control field, feeding

in that feed is stopped and cards in the other feed

are fed on a low comparison until a separator card

is read. At that time, both separator cards are stacked

simultaneously, through the normal wiring for merg-

ing, and one of them is merged while the other is

selected. In Figure 74, the secondary separator card

is selected. The cards are completely merged when

only one separator card remains at the end of the deck.

Wiring (Figure 74)

1. The cards are checked for blank columns and

merged in the normal manner.

2. The X in the separator cards (column 80) is

wired from secondary read to X-selector 1 pu, and

from primary read to X-selector 2 pu. Both selectors

are transferred when separator cards are fed in both

feeds.

3

.

Plug to c is wired through the transferred sides

of both the X-selectors to secondary select 4 to

select the secondary separator cards. The primary

separator cards are merged with the other cards to

indicate the end of each group on the following run.

4. If primary and secondary cards with the same

control number may alternate in the merged file, sec-

UUUctiy WaiuS Weill Wt XWVl \J±x »ii w^i.*cii wvyixi^tmaOii KJ y

adding the dotted wiring. This reduces card-feeding

time because equal cards are fed from both feeds on

one cycle, rather than on two cycles.

Wiring Changes, 87 Collator

1. Omit primary sequence entry, Ps restore, con-

trol input, and primary change switch wiring.

5. If letters or special characters are compared, wire

the zone switch on.

MERGING PRIMARIES BEHIND SECONDARIES

In a normal merging operation, primary cards

are filed ahead of secondary cards. This can be re-

versed, by control panel wiring, to cause primary

cards to file behind secondary cards.

This reversal is desirable when the cards normally

placed in the primary feed are known to be in order,

while those normally placed in the secondary feed

must be sequence-checked. For example, master cards,

which should come first in the merged file, may be

known to be in order but the detail cards must be

checked for sequence. Normally the detail cards are

checked in a separate run before the merging opera-

tion. This extra run can be eliminated, and the detail

cards can be checked during the merging operation if

they are placed in the primary feed. When this is

done, the primary cards (detail) must be merged be-

hind the secondary cards (master) in order to obtain

a merged file in the proper order (masters ahead of

details)

.

This operation is also desirable when both files of

cards must be checked and the file normally placed in

the secondary feed is considerably larger than the

file to be placed in the primary feed. If the files are

reversed during the merging operation, the smaller

file, rather than the larger one, will be processed in

the extra sequence-checking run.

Because card feeding in this operation is the reverse

of that required in a normal merging operation, the

basic setup switches cannot be used. Instead, feeding

must be controlled by functional wiring. The feeding

required is analyzed in Figure 75. Cards are fed from

one feed at a time and, in the case of equals, all sec-

ondary cards are fed ahead of the primaries. The com-

parisons and feeding can be summarized as follows:

Low Secondary— Secondary feed

Equal— Secondary feed

Low Primary— Primary feed

MERGING PRIMARIES BEHIND SECONDARIES 77



Sec. Cards: 3-4-5-7

Pri. Cards: 3-5-5-6
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The analysis in Figure 75 also provides for the se-

lection of any primary cards that do not have corre-

sponding secondary cards, and vice versa. As in a

normal merging operation, these cards are selected on

a low primary or low secondary comparison.

Step A shows a low secondary comparison, and

card 4 is fed and selected into pocket 4. (If selection

were not required, card 4 would be properly merged

ahead of the 5 -cards from both feeds.)

In B, secondary card 5 is fed on an equal compari-

son, and the cycle delay unit is picked up. Cycle

delay is required to remember the equal comparison

to prevent primary card selection as explained in

Step C.

In C, primary card 5 is fed on a low primary. All

primary cards are fed on a low primary comparison,

but some of these cards must be selected and others

must not. In this step, even though a low primary

comparison is detected, the primary card is equal to

the secondary card that has already been stacked.

Because cycle delay has been picked up on an equal

comparison, selection can be prevented in this case.

The cycle delay remains transferred until a control

change (high sequence) is detected in the primary

are allowed to merge properly.

However, if a low primary comparison is detected

when the cycle delay is not transferred, the card is a

true low primary and is selected, as shown in £.

Wiring (Figure 76)

,j r^iJ-
i. i. ne caxu iicius ciic wiitu iwjL 1^

A -f^.. k1 \r ^1„, ^o_

Figure 75. Merging Primaries behind Secondaries

tection and comparison in the same manner as in a

normal merging operation.

2. Low primary is wired to the pickup of selector 3,

and PLUG TO c is wired through the transferred side

of this selector to primary feed. Primary cards that

are equal to secondary cards are not fed until all the

equal secondary cards are stacked, and then they are

fed as "low primaries."

3. Plug to c is wired through the normal side of

selector 3 to secondary feed to cause a secondary

feed on either an equal or a low secondary compari-

son.

4. Unmatched secondary cards are stacked in

pocket 4.

5. Because all primary cards, both equals and low

primaries, are fed on a low primary comparison, pri-

mary selection must be controlled so that only true

low primaries (unmatched) are selected. A cycle de-

lay selector is used for this purpose. Equal is wired to
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Figure 7(i. Merging Primaries behind Secondaries

the pickup of cycle delay 1 and high sequence is wired

to its drop-out. Therefore, the selector is transferred

for all the primary cards that are equal to the last

secondary card stacked; it is normal at all other times.

Low primary is wired through the normal side of the

selector to primary select. This permits only the un-

matched primary cards to be selected; the equal pri-

mary cards will not be selected and, therefore, will be

merged with the equal secondaries in pocket 2.

6. Card feeding is stopped for an error in primary-

card sequence.

7. Interlock is wired on because selection is re-

quired.

Wiring Changes, 87 Collator

1. Omit primary sequence entry, PS restore, and

control input wiring.

8. If letters or special characters are compared, wire

the zone switch on.

MERGING, SELECTING SINGLE UNMATCHED

PRIMARIES

Unmatched single-card primaries may be selected

during a merging operation (Figure 77). This selec-

tion is advantageous when current detail cards (sec-

ondaries) are merged behind balance-forward cards

(primaries) preparatory to creating new balance-

forward cards. The balance-forward cards for which

there are no current-period detail cards are usually

selected. Then after new balance-forward cards are

summary punched, the selected cards and the new bal-

ance cards are merged into one file.

In some cases, however, there may be two or more

cards with the same control number in the balance

-

forward file. For example, changes may have been

made in the balance by inserting adjustment cards

in the file. In this case the balance-forward cards
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Figure 77. Merging, Selecting Single
Unmatched Primaries

should not be selected even if they are unmatched
in the detail file. Instead, the old balance and adjust-

ments cards should be summarized into a new balance-

forward card, along with the summarization of the

detail cards.

Therefore, this typical operation is a combination
of two operations described previously:

1. Merging with primary-card selection

2. Selecting single-card groups.

Each low primary card is selected if it is also a

single-card group. Single-card groups are detected by
a high sequence comparison following a high sequence

comparison.

Wiring (Figure 78)

1. The cards are wired for blank-column detec-

tion and comparison in the same manner as in a nor-

mal merging operation.
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2. Basic Setup Plan 2 is wired to feed cards. Be-

cause secondaries are not being selected, the Mss switch

is wired off.

3. Interlock is wired on because selection is re-

quired.

4. Low primary is wired to the pickup of selector 3.

The selector will be transferred for all unmatched

balance-forward cards (both single and multiple).

High sequence is wired both to the pickup of cycle

delay selector 1 and through its transferred side to

the pickup of selector 4. Selector 4 will be transferred

for single-card groups.

5. Plug to c is wired through the transferred sides

of selectors 3 and 4 to primary select. This stacks

all unmatched single-card primaries in pocket 1.

6. The cycle delay selector is dropped out when a

primary card is fed. When the basic setup switches

are wired on, an impulse is available from the pri-

mary feed functional entry hubs whenever a primary

feed occurs.

7. Card feeding is stopped for an error in primary-

card sequence.

Wiring Changes, 87 Collator

1. Omit primary sequence entry, ps restore, and

control input wiring.

2. Omit primary change switch.

8. If letters or special characters are compared,

wire the zone switch on.

MERGING OR MATCHING BY A RANGE

OF NUMBERS

Some applications require that detail cards be

grouped behind master cards according to a range of

numbers between two limits. In a gangpunch exten-

sion application, for example, detail cards punched

with any one of several different amounts may re-

quire the same extension.

In this case, any detaU card equal to the lower or

upper limit of the range of numbers, or between the

two limits, is merged behind the corresponding master

card. For example, if an extension of $7.00 is to be

punched in cards containing amounts of $50.00

through $54.99, a master card is punched with the

upper and lower limits and the extension amount.

Then detail cards punched with any amount, 50.00,

50.01, 50.02, . . . 54.98, 54.99, are filed behind this

master card and later gangpunched with the extension

of 7.00. Similarly, if $7.90 is to be punched in cards

with amounts of $55.00 through $59.99, detail cards

with any one of the amounts (55.00-59.99) are filed

behind this master card and later gangpunched with

the extension of 7.90.

This type of operation is used, as a substitute for

calculating extensions on a multiplier, in many differ-

ent applications, such as the extension of employees'

withholding tax or monthly interest on loans.

Normally the master gangpunch extension file is

maintained in sequence by amount within a tax class

or rate group. The detail cards must be sorted in the

same order, and then the two files are merged, pre-

paratory to the gangpunch operation. As they are

merged, any detail card for which there is no master

card, is selected, and any excess master cards are also

selected.

If selection were not required, the masters and

details could be merged by using a normal merging

setup and comparing on the lower limit in the master

cards. Because selection is required, however, the wir-

ing principles shown in Figure 7^ must be used; if

a normal merging-with-selection setup were used,

cards would be selected erroneously.

The wiring shown in Figure 73 is used without the

dotted wiring to merge the cards as described, or it

can be used with dotted wire 11 to match the masters

and details. The matching may be desired, after the

gangpunching operation, to check that the gang-

punched amount is correct and that it is punched in

the proper cards. In this case, the extension amount

should also be compared (dotted wiring 12)

.

Wiring (Figure 79)

1. The detail amount (columns 33-36) is wired

from secondary read through bcd entry one to both

primary selector entry and primary sequence entry.

It is compared with the lower limit in the master cards

(columns 7-10) in the selector unit, and with the

u^^er limit (columns 11-14) in the sequence unit.

2. S and seq are restored on a primary feed cycle,

and p and ps are restored on a secondary feed cycle.

3. Sel and seq control input are wired normally.

4. A low primary indicates that a detail card is

lower than the lower limit in the master card; a low

sequence indicates that a detail card is higher than

the n^^er limit in the master card. These two com-

parisons are wired to pick up selectors 3 and 5, re-

spectively, to control card feeding.
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5. Detail cards are fed whenever they are equal to

or lower than the upper limit, by wiring plug to c
through the normal side of selector 5 to secondary
FEED.

6. If a detail card is also lower than the lower limit,

it is selected into pocket 4, by wiring plug to c
through the transferred side of selector 3 to second-
ary SELECT 4. This indicates that a master card is

missing.

/
. 1 lie uetau carus were previously sorted bv

amount. Therefore, when the first detail card within
the range of a particular master card is stacked (wire

5), the master card is also stacked, by wiring plug to
c through the normal side of selector 3 to primary

EJECT. This causes each master card to precede the
corresponding details in the merged file. Because pri-

mary eject is impulsed, another master card is not fed,

and the limits from the stacked master card are held
for comparison with following detail cards.

8. When a detail card is higher than the upper
limit, a master card is fed, by wiring plug to c
through the transferred side of selector 5 to primary
FEED. This moves the master card from the sequence
station to the primary station, and therefore enters

new limits in the comparing units.

9. If a master card is in eject position when a low
sequence is detected, the master card is selected into

Figure 79. Merging or Matching by a Range of Numbers
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pocket 1. The low sequence condition at this time

indicates that the master is extra; that is, there are

no detail cards between the limits of this master card.

10. Interlock is wired on to permit proper selection

on the runout.

11. If masters and details are to be matched, rather

than merged, the details are stacked in pocket 3 by-

wiring PLUG TO C to SECONDARY SELECT 3.

12. If this matching operation is used for checking

after detail cards have been gangpunch-extended and

separated from the masters, the extension can also be

checked by wiring to the comparing units, to the

left of the "limits."

When this wiring is added, the extension amount

in the detail cards can be checked for blank columns

by wiring from secondary read through positions 1-4

of BCD entry one (in place of di) .

Wiring Changes, 87 Collator

1

.

Omit wiring to primary sequence entry.

2. Omit PS restore wiring.

3. Omit control input wiring.

12. Omit wiring to primary sequence entry.

13. If letters or special characters are compared,

wire the zone switch on.
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Alphabetic Collating Feature

THIS SPECIAL FEATURE modifies the IBM 85, a

numerical collator, so that cards punched with alpha-

betic information can be processed. The device is not

needed on the IBM 87, an alphabetic collator, because

this machine has been designed to process alphabetic as

well as numerical information; the 87 can also proc-

ess special characters.

With this device installed on the 85 Collator, cards

can be selected, sequence-checked, merged, or matched
by names, titles, or any other alphabetic information

punched in them. The maximum number of alpha-

betic positions that can be entered for any operation

is half the number of positions allowable for a nu-

merical operation. For example, a maximum of 8

positions of alphabetic information can be used in a

normal merging or matching operation.

Two comparing entry positions are required for

each column of an alphabetic field, and each letter is

treated as a 2 -digit number. One comparing position

is used for the numerical portion of the letter, and
the other for the zone portion that is converted to a

digit.

A combination of alphabetic and numerical infor-

mation can be used in an operation. For example, 5

alphabetic and 6 numerical posistlons could be en-

Because the alphabetic collating feature converts

letters to numbers, the operation of the machine is

the same for alphabetic information as for numerical.

Figure 80 illustrates the wiring for merging with
selection in which the cards are punched alphabeti-

cally in columns 25-32 and zone brushes are posi-

tioned to read columns 25-40. This figure shows the

wiring required to enter an alphabetic field in the

comparing units.

Control Panel Hubs

Secondary Zone Read; Primary Zone Read; Sequence Zone
Read. These hubs are exits for three 16-position read-

ing brush stations that are installed to read the zone

punching in the cards. The zone stations are associated

with the corresponding standard reading stations. The
16 columns that will be used for alphabetic collating

must be specified when this device is ordered.

As the name implies, only the zone portion of each

letter is read by these brushes. The three zone brush

stations are so located that the zones are read as nu-
merical digits: the 12-zone is read as a 6, the 11-zone

as a 7, and the 0-zone as an 8.

SECONDARY ZONE READ

O O O O O o o I

PrtlMARY ZONE BEAD
3 O O O O

5 SEQUENCE ZONE READoooooooooooo
A, 1-16; S, 1-16; AJ, 1-16

The zone readings are normally wired to the com-
paring entries, and they are entered immediately to

the left of the corresponding numerical portion of the

letters. Thus, the letters A through I are read as num-
bers 61 through 69, letters J-R as 71-79, and letters

S-2 as 82-89.

xj. a coxumn tuat may be punched with either alpha-

betic or numerical characters is wired for alphabetic

reading, a (zero) in that column would be read

as 80 (between R and S) and thus give erroneous

results. Therefore, the column should be left blank
for zeros, and should be punched with letters and
digits 1-9 only.

Wiring (Figure 80)

1

.

The numerical portion of the letters is read from
the three standard reading stations to the comparing
entries. The card column positions are wired to alter-

nate comparing entry positions starting with the sec-

ond from the left. This permits the zone portion of
each letter to be entered to the left of the correspond-

ing numerical portion.

2. The zone portion of the letters is read from the

three special zone read stations to the comparing en-

tries. Each position is entered to the left of the cor-

responding numerical portion of the letter.

3. Restore, control input, basic setup switches, and
selection are wired normally for a merging operation

with multiple secondaries and selection.
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Collator Countino FssturG

WITH THIS SPECIAL FEATURE installed on the

85 or 87 Collator, operations that involve card count-

ing can be performed. Each operation in this section

is illustrated for the 85, and any wiring changes re-

quired for the 87 are explained.

Some of the counting operations that can be per-

formed with this device are:

Inserting a predetermined number of cards be-

hind or ahead of each master card.

Inserting a single card behind or ahead of a pre-

determined number of cards.

Inserting a variable number of cards behind or

ahead of each master card.

Merging a predetermined number of primaries

and secondaries.

Two-column consecutive number checking.

The collator counting feature (Figure 81) consists

of two single-position counters (labeled u and t)

each of which can count up to 9. The units and tens

counters can be coupled to form one 2 -position

counter to count up to 99. When the counters are

used separately, two different counting operations

K^axX L^c pcrjucrmcvi o-l- cjlxC 3s.mc uimC) ^^nCii uncy aTq

coupled, only one counting operation can be per-

formed at a time.
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INSERTING A PREDETERMINED NUMBER OF
CARDS AHEAD OF EACH MASTER CARD

In this operation the counted cards from one feed

followed by a single card from the other feed are

stacked in pocket 2. The cards to be counted can be

placed in either the primary or secondary feed. In

the illustration (Figure 82), they are placed in the

primary feed, and the operation consists of inserting

32 primary cards ahead of each secondary card. No
punching is required in either the primary or sec-

ondary cards to control this feeding.

The same feeding principles also apply to the op-

eration of inserting a single card after a predeter-

mined number of cards.

Control Panel Hubs

In. Each of these entry hubs accepts impulses to cause the

corresponding counter (units or tens) to add 1. If the

counters are coupled, an impulse is wired to the u hub
only. An in hub is normally wired from count
SOURCE (s, p, PS, or c) or plug to c, and the counter

advances at the beginning of the following cycle.

o u

J-K, 31

Count Source: S, P, PS, C, PR, SR. The s, p, ps, and c hubs

emit "plug to c" timed impulses that are normally wired

to IN to cause the counter to add 1.

1

—

COUNT —
SRO S c o

1

SOURCE

PRO P PSO

J-K , 28-30

Figure 81. Collator Counting Feature

S (secondary) emits an impulse whenever secondary

feed is impulsed and a card is about to move into the

stacker. If it is wired to in, each secondary card is

counted as it is stacked.

P (primary) emits an impulse whenever primary

feed is impulsed and a card is about to move into the

stacker. If it is wired to in, each primary card is

counted as it is fed into the stacker, but it is not

counted if it is ejected into the stacker.
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PS (primary sequence) emits an impulse whenever
primary feed is impulsed and there is a card between
sequence read and primary read.

C (common) emits an impulse at the end of the

cycle in which the first card is read at primary read,

and on every machine cycle thereafter. On the 87

Collator this impulse is used to test the counter to

determine when it has reached a predetermined total,

by wiring through the total c and 0-9 hubs. It is

used for this test in place of the control input impulse

used on the 85.

The SR and PR hubs emit "control time" impulses

that are used to control operations during the run-out

of cards in the corresponding feed (pr—primary

feed; sr—secondary feed). They are normally wired to

the pickup of selectors through which card feeding,

selection, and counting can then be controlled on the

run-out. The interlock switch must be wired on to

make either the sr or pr hub active.

PR (primary run-out) emits impulses when the

secondary feed becomes empty.

SR (secondary run-out) emits impulses when the

primary feed becomes empty, provided the last primary
card is fed into the stacker. If the last primary card

is ejected to the stacker, a primary feed cycle must
occur before the sr hub will emit impulses.

Total: 0-9, C. There is one set of 0-9 and c hubs for each

counter. The digit hubs represent the total accumu-
lated in the counter. The hub corresponding to the

total in the counter, on any one cycle, is common with
the c hub. For example, if the units counter has

counted 1 card, the 1 and c hubs are common; if it

has counted 2 cards, the 2 and c hubs are common, etc.

o o o
4 5 6

O O

J-K, 32-42

These hubs are used to determine when the counter

has reached a predetermined number. To do this, a

control input impulse on the 85 Collator is normally

wired through the c and predetermined digit hub to

the pickup of a selector. The selector transfers when
the corresponding number of cards have been counted,

and is then used to control card feeding. On the 87

Collator, the count source c impulse, instead of control

input, is wired through the total c and digit hubs to a

selector pickup.

These hubs can also be wired as explained with the

description of the de hubs under Inserting a Variable

Number of Cards Ahead of Each Master Card.

Car (Carry). These hubs are wired together to couple the

separate counters to lorm one 2 -position counter ^7itn

the counters coupled, a 1 is automatically added in the

tens position whenever the count in the units positions

increases from 9 to 10. When the counters are used

separately (to count up to 9), the car hubs are not

wired.

J-K, 43

Res (Restore). When an res entry hub is impulsed, the

corresponding counter (units or tens) is reset to zero.

The hubs are normally wired from a plug to c, se-

lected for a particular cycle.

fRES
u o
I

T O

J-K, 44

Wiring (Figure 82)

1. The counters are coupled to form a 2 -position

counter because more than 9 cards are to be counted.

2. Count source p is wired through the normal
side of selector 4 to the units counter in. Each pri-

mary card is counted as it is stacked. Selector 4 pre-

vents counting primary cards on the run-out, as

explained in step 7.

3. Primary cards are fed continuously until 32

cards are counted, by wiring plug to c through the

normal side of selector 5 to primary feed. Selector 5

Z] 2« Zi 26 27 28 29 JO 31 32 3] 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44

Figure 82. Inserting a Predetermined Number of
Cards ahead of Each Master Card
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is transferred after 32 primary cards have been

stacked.

4. When 32 cards have been counted, a control

input impulse on the 85 passes through the total c

and 3 hubs of the tens position of the counter and

through the total c and 2 hubs of the units position,

to selector 5 pickup.

On the 87, the control input wiring is replaced by-

count source c (dotted wiring).

5. When selector 5 is transferred, primary feeding

is interrupted, and plug to c impulses secondary

FEED so that a secondary card will be fed into the

stacker on the next cycle.

6. When primary feeding is interrupted and a sec-

ondary card is fed, the counters are reset to zero.

After each secondary card is fed, the primary-card

count is restarted.

7. When all cards have been fed from the second-

ary feed, any cards remaining in the primary feed

are fed into pocket 1. PR is wired to the pickup of

selector 4, and count source p is wired through the

transferred side of the selector to primary select.

Counting of primary cards is eliminated on the run-

out uccause count source p is w^ireu to in turougn <,x±q

normal side of this selector. Interlock is wired on to

make the pr hub active.

INSERTING A PREDETERMINED NUMBER OF
CARDS BEHIND EACH MASTER CARD

The cards to be counted are placed in the secondary

feed, and the master cards are placed in the primary

feed. In the illustration (Figure 83) a primary card

and 25 secondary cards are stacked in pocket 2.

The same feeding principles also apply to the opera-

tion of inserting a single card ahead of a predeter-

mined number of cards.

Wiring (Figure 83)

1. The counters are coupled to form a 2-position

counter because more than 9 cards are to be counted.

2. After the first three run-in cycles, the first pri-

mary card is stacked by wiring plug to c to primary

eject. All primary cards thereafter are also stacked

by this wiring.

3. Count source s is wired through the normal side

of selector 4 to the units counter in. Each second-

ary card is counted as it is stacked. Selector 4 pre-

FiGURE 83. Inserting a Predetermined Number of
Cards behind Each Master Card

vents counting secondary cards on the run-out

because the selector is transferred at that time by sr.

Interlock is wired on to make the sr hub active.

4. Secondary cards are fed continuously until 25

cards are counted, by wiring plug to c through the

normal side of selector 5 and the transferred side of

cycle delay selector 1 to secondary feed. Selector 5 is

transferred after 25 secondary cards have been

stacked.

The cycle delay selector is used to eliminate second-

ary feeding on the third run-in cycle. Without the

delay, the first secondary card would be stacked on

the third run-in cycle as the first primary card passed

primary read; with the delay, secondary feeding is in-

operative on the third cycle so that only the primary-

card is fed. Then, after the run-in, the first primary

and first secondary cards are stacked together, there-

by causing the primary card to precede the secondary

card in the stacker.

The cycle delay selector, picked up by count source

PS, is normal for the first two run-in cycles and

transferred for control time of the third cycle. There-

fore PLUG TO c, wired through the transferred side of

the selector, impulses secondary feed at the end of

the third run-in cycle and causes the first secondary

card to be stacked on the fourth cycle, along with the

first primary card. It prevents stacking a secondary

card on the third cycle because, to do that, secondary
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feed would have to be impulsed at the end of the

second cycle, at which time the cycle delay selector

is normal.

5. When 25 cards have been counted, a control

input impulse on the 85 passes through the total c

and 2 hubs of the tens position of the counter and

through the total c and 5 hubs of the units position,

to selector 5 pickup.

On the 87, the control input wiring is replaced by

count source c (dotted wiring).

6. When selector 5 is transferred, secondary feed-

ing is interrupted and plug to c impulses primary

FEED, so that a primary card will be fed into eject

position on the next cycle. When secondary feed is

restarted, the primary card will be ejected into the

stacker (wire 2) with the first secondary card of the

next group.

7. When secondary feeding is interrupted and a

primary card is fed, the counters are reset to zero.

After each primary card is fed, the secondary-card

count is restarted.

8. After the last primary card is ejected, 25 second-

ary cards are fed into pocket 2. Then a primary feed

cycle occurs, making the SR hub operative. At this

time, selector 4 is transferred, so that any additional

secondary cards are stacked in pocket 4 and counting

is eliminated.

9. The cycle delay selector is dropped out on the

first run-out cycle. The extra secondary cards are fed

by wiring plug to c through the transferred side of

selector 1 to secondary feed. Selector 1 is picked up

on the run-out.

INSERTING A VARIABLE NUMBER OF
CARDS AHEAD OF EACH MASTER CARD

The number of cards to be fed ahead of each mas-

ter card is punched in each master card. This number

can vary from one master card to another, and can

be any number from 1-99. After the required num-

ber of detail cards have been stacked, the correspond-

ing master is stacked.

The cards to be counted can be placed in either the

primary or secondary feed. In the illustration (Figure

84), they are placed in the primary feed, and the

specified number of primary cards are fed ahead of

each corresponding secondary card.

Control Panel Hubs

DE (Digit Emitter). These two hubs are wired together

whenever an accumulated total is to be emitted from

the c hub of either counter to a comparing entry. The

total is usually compared with a number read from a

card.

J-K, 27

When the de hubs are wired together, the c hub of

the units counter emits the total accumulated in the

counter. For example, if six cards have been counted,

the c hub emits a 6. Also, each of the digit hubs (0-9)

in the units counter emits a corresponding digit, 0-9

respectively, on each cycle. The hub emits a zero, the

1 hub a one, and the 2 hub a two, etc.

The c hub of the tens counter will also emit an

accumulated total when the de hubs are wired,

provided the 0-9 digit hubs of the tens counter are

wired from the corresponding 0-9 digit hubs of the

units counter.

UR (Units Restore). When the collator counting feature is

installed on the 87 Collator, the ur hub is available

(Figure 81) and emits an impulse on all card cycles.

This impulse must be used instead of plug to c to

restore comparing units, when a counting operation

on the 87 requires that a unit be restored on all cycles.

J, 26

Wiring (Figure 84)

1. Because any number of cards from 1 to 99 may
be counted, the counters are coupled.

2. The DE hubs are wired because the accumulated

total is to be emitted for comparison with a number

read from the card. The 0-9 digit hubs in the units

counter are wired to the corresponding digit hubs in

the tens counter to permit the count in the tens

counter to be emitted from the total c hub.

3. The specified number of cards to be counted is

entered from the secondary card by wiring from sec-

ondary read (columns 41-42) through bcd entry one

to secondary selector entry. The number is held until

another secondary card is fed.
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Figure 84. Inserting a Variable Number of Cards ahead of Each Master Card

4. Each primary card is counted as it is stacked by-

wiring count source p through the normal side of

selector 5 to the units counter in. Selector 5 prevents

counting cards on the run-out because the selector is

transferred at that time by pr. Interlock is wired on

5. Primary cards are fed continuously until the

specified number have been counted, by wiring plug
TO c through the normal side of selector 2 to primary
FEED.

6. The accumulated total is compared with the

number read from the card by wiring from the

TOTAL c hubs of units and ten counters to primary se-

lector entry. The total is entered in the comparing

entries on each cycle by wiring plug to c to p re-

store. When the numbers are equal, indicating that

the specified number of primary cards have been

stacked, selector 2 is transferred.

On the 87, wire p restore from ur, instead of

PLUG TO c, and omit control input wiring.

7. When selector 2 is transferred, primary feeding

is interrupted and plug to c impulses secondary feed

so that a secondary card will be stacked on the next

cycle. At that time a new number is entered in the

secondary selector entries.

8. "When primary feeding is interrupted and a sec-

ondary card is fed, the counters are reset to zero.

After each secondary card is fed, the primary-card

count is restarted.

9. After the last secondary card has been fed,

countmg IS ciimmatcu anu any auuitionai primary

cards are stacked in pocket 1 by wiring count source

p through the transferred side of selector 5 to pri-

mary SELECT.

INSERTING A VARIABLE NUMBER OF
CARDS BEHIND EACH MASTER CARD

The cards to be counted are placed in the secondary

feed, and the master cards are placed in the primary

feed. The number of secondary cards to be fed behind

each primary card is punched in each master primary

card. This number can vary from one master card

to another, and can be any number from 1-99.

Wiring (Figure 85)

1. Because any number of cards from 1 to 99 may
be counted, the counters are coupled.

2. The DE hubs are wired because the accumulated

total is to be emitted for comparison with a number
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Figure 85. Inserting a Variable Number of Cards behind Each Master Card

read from the card. The 0-9 digit hubs in the units

counter are wired to the corresponding digit hubs in

the tens counter to permit the count in the tens

counter to be emitted from the total c hub.

3. The specified number of cards to be counted is

entered from the primary card by wiring from pri-

mary read (columns 25-26) through bcd entry two

to primary selector entry. The number is held until

another primary card is fed.

4. After the first three run-in cycles, the first pri-

mary card is stacked by wiring plug to c to primary

EJECT. All primary cards thereafter are also stacked

by this wiring.

5. Each secondary card is counted, as it is stacked,

by wiring count source s through the normal side of

selector 5 to the units counter in. Selector 5 prevents

counting cards on the run-out because the selector

is transferred at that time by sr. Interlock is wired

ON to make sr active.

6. Secondary cards are fed continuously until the

specified number have been counted, by wiring plug

TO c through the normal side of selector 2 to second-

ary FEED. Selector 2 is transferred on an equal com-

parison in the selector unit.

On the second run-in cycle, the comparing unit is

equal because no numbers have been entered. The

specified number is not entered until the third run-in

cycle when the primary card passes primary read.

Therefore, the selector is transferred at the end of the

second cycle and prevents a secondary card from

being fed ahead of the first primary card.

7. The accumulated total is compared with the

number read from the card by wiring from the total

c hubs of the units and tens counters to secondary se-

lector entry. The total is entered in the comparing

entries on each cycle by wiring plug to c to s re-

store. When the numbers are equal, indicating that

the specified number of secondary cards have been

stacked, selector 2 is transferred.

On the 87, wire s restore from ur, instead of

PLUG TO c, and omit control input wiring.

8. When selector 2 is transferred, secondary feed-

ing is interrupted and plug to c impulses primary

FEED so that a primary card will be fed into eject

position on the next cycle. When secondary feed is

restarted, the primary card will be ejected into the

stacker (wire 4) with the first secondary card of the

next group.
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9. When secondary feeding is interrupted and a

primary card is fed, the counters are reset to zero.

After each primary card is fed, the secondary-card

count is restarted.

10. After the last primary card is ejected, the speci-

fied number of secondary cards is fed into pocket 2.

Then a primary feed cycle occurs making sr active.

At this time, selector 5 is transferred, so that any ad-

ditional secondary cards are stacked in pocket 4 and

counting is eliminated.

INSERTING UP TO 199 CARDS BEHIND
EACH MASTER CARD

The preceding example describes the operation of

inserting up to 99 cards behind each master card. In

this example, up to 199 cards are inserted. As in the

preceding example, the cards to be counted are placed

in the secondary feed, and the master cards are placed

in the primary feed. The feeding principles are bas-

ically the same; the only difference is in the control

of feeding for those masters that specify over 99

cards.

The number of secondary cards to be fed behind

each master primary card is punched in each master

that specifies less than 100 cards. In those masters

specifying 100-199 cards, the two-column number

field is punched with the units and tens digits (00-

99), and the card is X-punched to indicate the hun-

dreds position. Therefore, NX-master cards specify

less than a hundred cards, and X-master cards specify

100 more than the number punched.

Wiring (Figure 86)

1. Because more than 9 cards will be counted, the

counters are coupled.

2. The DE hubs and the digit (0-9) hubs are wired

because the total count is to be emitted for compari-

son with a number read from the card.

3. The number punched in the master card is

wired from primary read (columns 25-26) through

BCD entry two to primary selector entry. The number

is held until another primary card is fed.

4. After the run-in, the first primary card is

stacked by wiring plug to c to primary eject. All

primary cards thereafter are also stacked by this wir-

ing.

5. The first secondary card is stacked with the

first primary card, and secondary cards are then fed

continuously until the number fed equals the num-
ber punched in the master card and stored in the pri-

mary selector entries. Plug to c is wired through the

normal side of selector 2 to secondary feed.

6. Each secondary card is counted as it is stacked

by wiring count source s through the normal side of

selector 1 to the units counter in. Selector 1 is "icked

up by SR and prevents counting cards on the run-out.

Interlock is wired on to make sr active.

7. The accumulated total is compared with the

number read from the card by wiring from the total
c hubs of the units and tens counters to secondary

selector entry. The total is entered in the comparing

entries on each cycle by wiring plug to c to s re-

store. When the numbers are equal, selector 2 is

transferred.

On the 87, wire s restore from ur, instead of

plug to c, and omit control input wiring.

8. When the number of secondary cards counted

equals the number punched in an NX-master card,

secondary feeding is interrupted and a primary card

is fed. Plug to c is wired through the transferred

side of selector 2 and the normal side of cycle delay

selector 1 to primary feed.

9. When the number of secondary cards counted

equals the number punched in an X-master card, 100

more secondary cards must be fed.

The master X is wired from sequence read to the

pickup of X-selector 2 which, in turn, is used to con-

trol cycle delay selector 1. Cycle delay is picked up

on each primary feed cycle that an X-master is fed

past primary read; it transfers on the following ma-

chine cycle and remains transferred until the num-
ber of secondary cards counted equals the number

punched in the master card.

10. At the time the number of secondary cards

equals the number punched in the X-master, one

more secondary card is fed by wiring plug to c

through the transferred sides of selector 2 and the

cycle delay selector to secondary feed. At that time

the count is increased by 1, and it no longer equals

the number punched in the master card. Thereafter

secondary cards are again fed through the normal
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Figure 86. Inserting up to 199 Cards behind Each Master Card

side of selector 2 until the accumulated count again

equals the number punched in the master card.

11. The cycle delay selector is dropped out on an

equal comparison so that the selector will be normal

when the second equal comparison is recognized for

an X-master card. At that time, secondary feeding

will be interrupted and a primary card will be fed

through the normal side of the cycle delay selector.

12. "When secondary feeding is interrupted and a

primary card is fed, the counters are reset to zero.

After each primary card is fed, the secondary-card

count is restarted.

13. After the last primary card is ejected, the

specified number of secondary cards are fed into

pocket 2. Then a primary feed cycle occurs making

SR active. At this time selector 1 is transferred, so that

any additional secondary cards are stacked in pocket

4 anu counting XO WXXXXA. Lnaweo..

INSERTING A SINGLE CARD AHEAD OF A
PREDETERMINED NUMBER OF CARDS

WITHIN A CONTROL GROUP

In this operation, the single cards are punched

with control numbers corresponding to those in the

detail cards, and they must be inserted within the

proper group of details. This type of operation is

used, for example, to insert description cards that

will head each page of a report in a subsequent ac-

counting machine operation. The number of cards in

the description card file is predetermined, and varies

between groups depending on the average number

of details in each group.

The description cards are placed in the primary

feed, and the details are placed in the secondary feed.

In the illustration (Figure 87), a description card

and 25 detail cards for the same control group are

stacked together in pocket 2. A control group may
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Figure 87. Inserting a Single Card ahead of a Predetermined Number of Cards within a Control Group

contain an odd number of detail cards (not a multi-

ple of 25), in which case less than 25 details will

follow the last description card. For example, if there

are 60 details in a control group, 3 description cards

will be fed; each of the first two will be followed by

2 5 cards and the third b"^ 1 cards.

Any excess or unmatched description or detail cards

are selected.

Wiring (Figure 87)

1. The control number in the description cards is

compared with that in the detail cards.

On the 87, omit control input wiring.

2. After the run-in, the first primary (description)

card is ejected into the stacker if it is equal to the

first secondary (detail) card. All other equal primary

(description) cards are also stacked by this wiring.

Because equal primary cards are ejected into the

stacker, the control number is remembered for com-

parison with the secondary cards.

3

.

Equal secondary cards are fed by wiring through

the transferred side of selector 2 and the normal side

of selector 4. After the first equal secondary card of

a group is fed, additional secondary cards are com-

pared with the number remembered from the primary

card. Equal secondaries are fed continuously until 25

have been counted. Selector 2 is transferred on an

equal comparison, and selector 4 is transferred when
25 equal secondary cards have been counted.

4. Each equal secondary card is counted as it is

stacked.

5. When 25 equal secondary cards have been

stacked and another equal secondary is read, second-

ary feeding is interrupted and primary feed is im-

pulsed through the transferred side of selector 4. This

moves a primary card past primary read into eject

position. On the next cycle if the cards are again

equal, the primary card is ejected into the stacker

and secondary feeding is resumed.

On the 87, the control input wiring is replaced by

count source c (dotted wiring).

6. Whenever a primary feed occurs, the counters

are reset to zero so that counting can be restarted

when equal secondaries are again fed.

7. When the first secondary card of a new group

is read and compared with the remembered primary

control number, a primary card is moved into eject

position on a low primary.
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This wiring also stacks both excess primaries and

primaries without corresponding secondaries.

8. Excess and unmatched primaries are selected

into pocket 1.

9. Excess and unmatched secondaries are fed and

selected into pocket 4.

10. If a low secondary comparison is detected at

the time 25 cards have been counted, a primary card

(rather than a secondary) is fed. This may occur if

any secondary cards are out of order in the file.

group may contain an odd number of detail cards

(not a multiple of 14), in which case less than 14

details will follow the last set of description cards.

For example, if there are 20 details in a control group,

2 sets of description cards will be fed; the first will

be followed by 14 cards, and the second by 6 cards.

Any excess or unmatched description or detail cards

are selected.

The last card in each description set is X-punched

in column 60.

INSERTING A SET OF CARDS AHEAD OF A
PREDETERMINED NUMBER OF CARDS

WITHIN A CONTROL GROUP

This operation is similar to that in the preceding

example. The only difference is that sets of descrip-

tion cards, rather than single cards, are inserted. Both

the detail and description cards are punched with con-

trol numbers, and the last description card in each set

must be X-punched.

In the illustration (Figure 88) each set of descrip-

tion cards and 14 detail cards for the same control

group are stacked together in pocket 2. A control

Wiring (Figure 88)

1. The control number in the description cards is

compared with that in the detail cards. The X in the

last description card of each set is wired from primary

read to X-selector 2 pu.

On the 87, omit control input wiring.

2. Equal primary cards, except the last in each set,

are stacked by wiring the primary feed switch on
through the normal side of X-selector 2. This wiring,

together with wiring 8, also stacks both excess pri-

mary sets and primary sets without corresponding

secondaries.

The Mss switch is wired off so that the pri switch

will be operative on an equal comparison.

19 20 21 22 25 2C 27 2« 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 J» 5» «0

Figure 88. Inser-Ting a Set of Car.ds ahead of a Pr.edeter.mined Number of Cards within a Contr.ol Group
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3

.

The last primary card of each equal set is ejected

into the stacker, and the control number is remem-

bered for comparison with the secondary cards.

4. The first equal secondary card is stacked along

with the last primary card of each equal set. Addi-

tional secondary cards are compared with the number
remembered from the primary card, and equal sec-

ondaries are fed until 14 have been counted.

5. Each equal secondary card is counted as it is

''ta'^k'^

6. When 14 equal secondary cards have been

stacked and another equal secondary is read, second-

ary feeding is interrupted and primary feed is im-

pulsed. This moves a primary card past primary read

into eject position. On the next cycle if the cards

are again equal, the next primary set is stacked, the

last one being ejected into the stacker, and secondary

feeding is resumed.

On the 87, the control input wiring is replaced by

count source c (dotted wiring).

7. Whenever a primary feed occurs, the counters

are reset to zero so that counting can be restarted

when equal secondaries are again fed.

8. When the first secondary card of a new group

is read and compared with the remembered primary

control number, a primary card is moved into the

eject position on a low primary.

This wiring, together with wiring 2, also stacks

both excess primary sets and primary sets without

corresponding secondaries.

y. xoxcess anu unmatcucu primaries are seiectea

into pocket 1.

10. Excess and unmatched secondaries are fed and

selected into pocket 4.

11. If a low secondary comparison is detected at

the time 14 cards have been counted, a primary card

(rather than a secondary) is fed. This may occur if

any secondary cards are out of order in the file.

MERGING A PREDETERMINED NUMBER OF
PRIMARIES AND SECONDARIES

A PREDETERMINED NUMBER of primary cards can be

merged with a predetermined number of secondaries.

The number of primaries and secondaries can be the

same or different, but neither number can exceed 9

because one counter must be used to count primaries

and the other secondaries. No punching is required

in either primary or secondary cards to control this

feeding.

The last merged group must be checked to insure

that the proper number of cards were merged before

either feed became empty. Extra cards in either feed

are selected on the run-out.

In the illustration (Figure 89), 4 secondaries are

merged behind 2 primaries.

Wiring (Figure 89)

1. Primary cards are fed by wiring plug to c

through the normal sides of selectors 4 and 5 to pri-

mary FEED.

2. As each primary card is stacked, it is counted

in the tens counter.

3. When 2 primary cards have been counted, se-

lector 5 is transferred so that primary feeding is in-

terrupted and a secondary card is fed. Secondary

feeding continues until 4 secondary cards have been

stacked.

On the 87, the control input wiring is replaced by

count source c (dotted wiring).

4. As each secondary card is stacked, it is counted

in the units counter.

5. When 4 secondary cards have been counted, se-

lector 4 is transferred. Secondary feeding is inter-

rupted, and both counters are reset to zero so that

the counts can be restarted.

Figure 89. Merging a Predetermined Number of
Primaries and Secondaries
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On the 87, the control input wiring is replaced by-

count source c (dotted wiring).

6. When either feed becomes empty, the cards in

the other are selected on the run-out. Interlock is

wired on to make the sr and pr hubs active.

CHECKING CONSECUTIVE NUMBERS

A FILE OF CARDS Can be checked to insure that the

cards are numbered consecutively. A blank card is

inserted to indicate each missing number (or group

of numbers) and each number out of order. Two

columns of a number can be checked in one opera-

tion. In most cases this is adequate, even though

consecutive numbers may consist of three or more

digits, because a check on the units and tens positions

detects all discrepancies except missing groups of even

hundreds, thousands, ten thousands, etc.

Duplicate numbers are either left in the file, or

all but the last are selected. If duplicates are selected,

blank cards can be inserted in their place. A missing

group of 99 numbers, for example 156 followed by

256, is recognized as a duplicate condition.

The cards to be checked are placed in the primary

feed, and blank cards are placed in the secondary. A
primary card is compared, on each cycle, with an ac-

cumulated count. The card number is read into the

primary selector entries, and the count is entered in

the secondary selector entries. As long as the cards

are in consecutive-number order, an equal comparison

is detected, the count is increased by 1 on each cycle,

and the cards are fed continuously. "When duplicates

are detected, counting is suspended until the last

duplicate is fed. The sequence unit is used to check

for duplicates.

If any cards are missing, a low secondary compari-

son is detected, primary feeding is stopped, and blank

cards are fed and counted until the count again equals

the primary-card number. One of the blank cards is

inserted in the file to indicate the discrepancy, and

the other blanks are selected. The extra blanks are

fed merely to increase the count until it equals the

primary-card number.

Misfiled cards are indicated by a blank inserted

both before and after the misfiled card, or group of

cards. When a card that is misfiled ahead of where

it belongs (i.e., 1, 2, 3, 10, 4, 5) is read, the checking

operation is the same as for missing cards, because the

numbers in between 4-9 are "missing." After the

misfiled card is fed, a low primary comparison is

detected (count of 11 compared with 4) and the

counters are reset so that counting can be restarted.

Blanks are then fed and counted on a low secondary

comparison, until the count again equals the primary

number. One blank is inserted to indicate the dis-

crepancy, and the others are selected.

If a card is misfiled back of where it belongs (i.e.,

65, 65, 30, 66, 67), the operation is the reverse of

that described in the preceding paragraph.

Wiring (Figure 90)

1. Because the count may exceed 9, the counters

are coupled. The de and total (0-9) hubs are wired

because the total count is to be compared with a

number read from the card.

2. On each cycle, the primary card and the ac-

cumulated count are compared, and the cards in the

primary feed are compared to check for duplicates.

On the 87, wire s restore from ur, instead of

PLUG TO c, and omit primary sequence entry, PS re-

store, and control input wiring.

3. After the run-in, a low secondary comparison

is detected because the first primary number has been

entered but no cards have been counted. Secondary

feeding and counting are started, and continue until

the total count equals the first primary number. Sec-

ondary feeding is caused by wiring an unequal im-

pulse from the normal side of selector 1 to secdy fd.

The first blank card is stacked in pocket 2, and any

others are selected into pocket 3 by wiring an unequal

impulse through cycle delay selector 1 to secondary

SELECT 3. The COUNT SOURCE s impulse, controlled

through the normal sides of selectors 2 and 3, causes

card counting. This wiring for an unequal condition

controls card feeding and counting whenever cards

are missing.

4. At the beginning of the run, as soon as the count

equals the first primary card, the card is fed into the

stacker by wiring an equal impulse from the trans-

ferred side of selector 1 to pri fd. The card is counted

by wiring a count source p impulse through the

normal side of selector 5, the transferred side of selec-

tor 2, and the normal side of selector 3.

5. Duplicates are fed, but only the last one is

counted. To do this, the count source p impulse is

wired through the normal side of selector 5, which is

transferred on an equal sequence condition. All dupli-

cates but the last can be stacked in pocket 1, and a
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Figure 90. Checking Consecutive Numbers

blank card can be inserted in place of the card (or

group of cards) selected (dotted wiring).

6. If a card (or group of cards) is misfiled too

far forward, card feeding is controlled by both wiring

3 and wiring 6. When the misfiled card is read, a low

secondary comparison is detected (wiring 3) : blanks

are fed and counted until the count equals the mis-

filed number, and one blank is inserted, but the others

are selected. When the card following the misfiled

card (or group of cards) is read, a low primary (not

equal) comparison is detected (wiring 6) : the count-

ers are reset so that counting can be restarted, and

a blank card is fed. The blank is fed merely to cause

a machine cycle so that the reset will be operative.

After the counters are reset, a low secondary com-

parison (wiring 3) again controls the feeding of

blanks until the count equals the primary card.

If a card (or group of cards) is misfiled too far

back, card feeding is controlled by wiring 3 and wir-

ing 6, in reverse order. When the misfiled card is

read, a low primary condition is detected (wiring 6) :

the counters are reset, and a blank card is fed. After

the counters are reset, a low secondary comparison

(wiring 3) controls the feeding of blanks until the

count equals the misfiled card. After the misfiled

card (or cards) is fed, a low secondary (wiring 3)

again controls feeding until the count equals the next

primary card.

7. Extra blank cards are fed and selected into

pocket 4 on the run-out. Interlock is wired on to

make sr active.
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Split Selector and Sequence Unit Feature

WHEN THIS SPECIAL FEATURE is installed on
the 85 Collator, each standard 16 -position comparing

unit is split so that two or more fields can be entered

for independent comparison; the results of each com-
parison are then available to control machine opera-

tion. The 16 comparing positions in the selector and

sequence units are split into six independent groups

as follows:

Comparing Positions Number of Positions

1-4 4

5-8 4

9-12 4

13-14 2

15 1

16 1

To test each group of comparing positions inde-

pendently, a control switch and additional control

input and control exit hubs for each comparing unit

(Figure 91) are provided on the panel. When a con-

trol switch (AC-AK, 28) is wired on, the corre-

sponding comparing unit is split into six independent

groups; when a switch is wired off, or not wired, all

1 6 comparing positions of the corresponding unit op-

erate together in the normal manner. All comparing

positions of a split unit are restored at the same time

by wiring restore (W, 23-26).

Because the split selector unit and the split sequence

unit operate in the same manner, only the selector

unit is described in detail. The ls hubs (AC, 29-40)
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are the low secondary control exit hubs for each

group; the eq hubs (AD, 29-40) are the equal con-

trol exit hubs for each group; the lp hubs (AE,

29-40) are the low primary control exit hubs for

each group; and the in hubs (AF, 29-40) are the

control input hubs for each group.

Figure 92 shows the relationship, in the selector

unit, between the groups of comparing entry positions

and the split unit hubs. For example, if two numbers

are read into primary and secondary selector entry

positions 5-8, a control input impulse is wired to the

IN hub for that group, and the impulse is available

from one of the three control exits (lp, eq, or ls)

for that group.

In addition to the split hubs provided when the

device is installed, the standard control input and

control exit hubs can be used for the first and last

groups of comparing positions, respectively. That is,

to test the first group ( 1-4) , the control input impulse

can be wired to either the standard sel hub (U,

24), or to the in hubs (AF, 29-30) for that split

group. The impulse is then available from the split

LS, EQ, or LP hubs for the 1-4 group. When a control

input impulse is wired to the split in hub for the last

group (16), the result of the comparison is available

from either the standard selector control exits (A-C,

23-26), or from the ls, eq, or lp hubs (AC-AE,

39-40) for that split group.

Ftgure 9 1 . Split Selector and Sequence Unit Feature
Figure 92. Relationship between Selector

Entries and Split Selector Unff
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Because the comparison of the last group (16) is

available at the standard selector control exits, it is

also available at the basic setup switches. Therefore, if

these switches are to be used to control feeding in con-

junction with the split unit feature, the control field

should be entered so that the last column to be com-

pared is read into comparing entry position 16. If

this is not done, split group 1 6 must be coupled to the

right of the group used, or, the split hubs for the

group useu must be wired to the corresponding stand-

ard control exit hubs. In either case, position 16 can-

not be used for a separate comparison

the LS hubs of the 9-12 group, via the common ls

hubs of the 13-14 group, and the second group is not

tested. When the first four positions are equal and the

last two are tested (wiring 2), the impulse is available

from the ls hubs of the 13-14 group if a low second-

ary condition is detected in these positions.

5. Similar to the wiring for low secondary, an

impulse is available from the lp hubs of the 13-14

group if a low primary condition is detected in any

of the six positions.

6. The control switch for the selector unit is wired

ox.

COUPLING TWO GROUPS

Even though a control switch is wired ox, a field

larger than 1, 2, or 4 digits can be treated as one field

by coupling two or more of the split groups together.

A group can be coupled to any other group regard-

less of sequence. However, any coupling of groups

that are not adjacent should be removed from the

control panel when the switch is wired off, or not

wired, because the split groups are then internally

coupled in sequence.

Figure 93 shows the 9-12 and 13-14 groups coupled

to compare a 6-digit field wired to selector entry

positions 9 through 14.
Figure 93. Coupling Two Groups

Wiring (Figure 93)

1. A control input impulse is wired to ix of the

9-12 group. This tests the four high-order positions

of the field. If these positions are equal, the impulse is

available from the eq hubs.

2. Eq of the 9-12 group is wired to ix of the 13-

14 group to test the other two positions of the field.

3. If the 13-14 positions are also equal, the impulse

is available from the eq hubs of the 13-14 group.

Thus, an impulse is available to control machine func-

tions only when the entire six positions are equal.

4. If a low secondary condition is detected in any

of the six positions, an impulse is available from the

LS hubs of the 13-14 group to control machine func-

tions. When the low secondary condition is detected in

the first four positions, the impulse is available from

SELECTING CARDS BY ANY ONE OF FOUR

CONTROL NUMBERS

Ix THIS iLLUSTRATiox (Figure 94) cards punched

with any one of four control numbers are selected.

The control numbers are punched in four 4-digit

fields in a finder card. Therefore, 16 comparing entry

positions are required, and the operation can be per-

formed using one comparing unit. The split selector

unit is used, and the cards are fed in the primary feed.

The time required for this operation can be reduced

50% if both feeds are used simultaneously. In this

case the split sequence unit is used to compare the

secondary cards, and the same wiring principles apply.

If all cards are fed in one feed and both split units

are used, cards punched with any one of eight 4-digit

control numbers can be selected in one run of the

cards through the machine.
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Wiring (Figure 94)

1. The four control numbers in the finder card

are read into secondary selector entry from sequence

read on the run-in, and they are remembered through-

out the run, until another run-in occurs. The second-

ary side of the selector unit is restored on the run-in

only, because if any one of the restore hubs is wired

on the control panel, all four sides of the two com-

paring units are restored automatically on the first

two run-in cycles.

2. Each detail card is read into primary selector

entry from primary read and compared with the

four numbers stored in the secondary side of the

selector unit.

3. The control switch for the selector unit is wired

ON to test each group independently, and split groups

13-14, 15, and 16 are coupled to permit field D to

be compared as one 4 -digit number.

4. Control input is wired to the in hubs for each

group to test fields A, B, C, and D respectively. Field

A (1-4 group) could be tested by wiring control input

to SEL (dotted wiring), instead of wiring to the in

hub. In this case, the in hubs of the 1 -4 group would

not be wired, and a control input impulse would be

wired directly to in of the 5-8 group.

5. A detail card is selected if it is equal to field A,

B, C, or D. Cards equal to field D could be selected by

wiring to primary select from the standard equal

hubs (dotted wiring) , instead of the split eq hubs for

group 16.

6. Primary cards are fed continuously.
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Figure 94. Selecting Cae.ds by Any One of Foup» Control Numbers
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MERGING BY MAJOR AND MINOR CONTROL;
SELECTING UNMATCHED MAJORS

Using the split unit feature, two files of cards can be

merged on the combination of a major field and a

minor field, and selected by the major field only. For

example, the cards may be merged by both customer

number (major) and date (minor), but selection is

desired only for those customer numbers in one file

xui wiiiv^ii Liicre are no carus in une otner iue.

In this illustration (Figure 95), card feeding is

controlled by both basic setup switches and functional

wiring. The major and minor fields are entered in the

split units, and the minor field is tested only when
the cards are equal in the major field. In this case, the

cards are merged by the basic setup switches in the

normal manner (with one exception—selection of the

PRi switch). If the cards are unequal in the major

field, card feeding is controlled by functional wiring.

As in any merging-with-selection operation, the

cards are selected on low primary or low secondary;

in this operation, however, the selection is controlled

by the low condition in the major field only.

In some cases, secondary cards would be selected in

error if the cards were permitted to merge in exactly

the normal manner through the basic setup switches.

In the following arrangement of cards, for example,

primary card 1-1 would normally be fed as a low pri-

mary; then secondary cards 1-2 and 1-3 would be

fed and selected as low secondaries in the major field.

Secondary cards 1-2 1-3 2-1

Primary cards 1-1 2-1 2-1

However, cards 1-1, 1-2, and 1-3 are all in the same

major group ( 1 ) , and none should be selected. To pre-

vent this erroneous selection of secondary cards, the

last primary card of an equal major group is always

ejected (never fed) to the stacker so that the first

primary card of the next major group will not be fed

and read. Then any additional secondary cards in the

same major group can be compared, as equals, with

the remembered primary number.

In some cases, primary cards would be selected in

error if low primary in the major field were wired

directly to primary select. For example, cards 1-2 and

1-3 in the following arrangement of cards would be

fed and selected as low secondaries in the major field,

after secondary card 1-1 was fed.

Secondary cards 1-1 2-1

Primary cards 1-2 1-3 2-0

To correct this, primary cards 1-2 and 1-3 in the

eqtial major group are fed as low primaries, but their

selection is prevented by wiring low primary through

the normal side of cycle delay selector 1. The selector

is picked up on an equal condition in the major field

(when secondary card 1-1 and primary card 1-2 are

compared) and dropped out on a change in sequence

in the major field (when primary cards 1-3 and 2-0

are compared).

Wiring (Figure 95)

1. The card fields are checked for blank columns

and entered in the comparing units in the normal

manner for merging. The major field is entered in

positions 1-4, and the minor field is entered in posi-

tions 13-16 so that the basic setup switches can be

used to control card feeding. The split unit control

switches are wired on.

2. Restore is wired normally.

3. Control inputs are wired normally. This tests

the comparisons in the major field. The comparisons

in the minor field are tested only when the major

fields are equal, by wiring eq and es for group 1-4

to the IN hubs for group 13-14.

4. Split groups 13-14, 15, and 16 are coupled to

form one 4-position group.

5. Secondary feeding is required for the following

conditions, and is obtained by wiring 5A, 5B, 5C,

and 5D:

Major Minor Field

Field (if considered)

A. Low Secondary

B. Equal and High

Sequence

C. Equal

D. Equal and

Equal Sequence

Low Secondary

Equal and Unequal

Sequence

6. Primary feeding is required for the following

conditions, and is obtained by wiring 6A, 6B, and 6C:

Major Minor Field

Field (if considered)

A. Low Primary

B. Equal Low Primary

Provided there is not a high

sequence in the major field

C. Equal Equal

Provided there is not a high

sequence in the major field
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Figure 9 5 . Merging by Major and Minor Control; Selecting Unmatched Majors

7. Primary ejection only, without a primary feed,

is required.

Major Minor Field

Field

Equal Low Primary or Equal

When there is a high sequence

in the major field

8. Secondary cards are selected on a low secondary

condition in the major field.

9. Primary cards are selected on a low primary

condition in the major field. Because some equal

primary cards are fed as "low primaries," cycle delay

selector 1 is used to determine whether a low primary

card is an unmatched card that should be selected,

or an additional primary card of an equal major group.

The selector is picked up on an equal condition and

dropped out on a high sequence condition. "When the

selector is normal, a low primary card should be se-

lected; therefore, lp is wired through its normal side

to PRIMARY SELECT.

10. Card feeding is stopped for an error in sequence

in either the major or minor field.

1 1

.

Interlock is wired on to insure proper selection

on the runout.
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Control Panel Summary

EACH SECTION of both control panels (Figures 96

and 97) is assigned a number under which the hubs

are described. The descriptions apply to both control

panels except where identified for the 85 or 87 only.

1. Alphabetic Collating Feature (85 Collator). Spe-

cial device to perform collating operations using

alphabetic data on the 85. For comparison, two entry

positions are required for each letter. Therefore, up

to 8 positions of alphabetic data can be used in any

operation that can be performed with a maximum
of 16 numerical positions, and up to 16 positions in

any operation performed with a maximum of 32 nu-

merical positions. The same comparing positions can-

not be used for both alphabetic and numerical com-
paring if there are zeros in the comparing field. Special

characters cannot be orocessed usin? this devicp.

Secondary Zone Read, Primary Zone Read, Se-

quence Zone Read. Emit impulses corresponding to the

zones punched in the card passing the zone brushes.

Three 16-position zone reading brush stations are in-

stalled; each zone station is associated with the cor-

responding standard reading station. The zones are

read as numerical digits (12-zone as a 6, 11 -zone as

a 7, and 0-zone as an 8) and are normally wired to
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Figure 96. Control Panel Summary— IBM 85
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comparing entries immediately to the left of the cor-

responding numerical portion of each letter.

2. Secondary Read. Emits impulses corresponding

to holes punched in the card passing the secondary

brushes. May be wired to blank column detection

entry, to any selector or sequence entry, or to the

pickup of an X-selector.

3

.

Blank Column Detection Entry One, Blank Col-

umn Detection Entry Two. Entries to check card

columns for blanks. Each unit (one and two) can

be used to check cards in either feed, by wiring bcd

CTRL. When a blank column is detected, card feeding

stops and a signal light (BCD 1 or BCD 2) turns on.

The light can be turned off and card feeding can be

re-started by pressing the reset key and then the start

key. On the 85 Collator, a column punched with an

X or 12 only is detected as blank.

4. Dl (Direct Impulse). Emits an impulse, on all

cycles, that is normally wired to unused blank col-

umn detection entry positions, to prevent an erro-

neous blank-column indication.

5. Secondary Selector Entry. Entries to the second-

ary side of the selector comparing unit. Impulses

received are compared with those entered in the cor-

responding positions in the primary side of the se-

lector unit. The secondary selector entries may be

wired from any reading station; they are normally

wired from secondary read.

6. Primary Read. Emits impulses corresponding to

holes punched in the card passing the primary brushes.

May be wired to blank column detection entry, to

any selector or sequence entry, or to the pickup of

an X-selector.
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7. Primary Selector Entry. Entries to the primary

side of the selector comparing unit. Impulses received

are compared with those entered in the corresponding

positions in the secondary side of the selector unit. The
primary selector entries may be wired from any read-

ing station; they are normally wired from primary

read. On the 87, the primary selector entries are en-

tries to both the primary side of the selector unit and

the primary sequence side of the sequence unit.

8. Primary Sequence Entry (85 Collator). Entries

to the primary sequence side of the sequence compar-

ing unit. Impulses received are compared with those

entered in the corresponding positions in the sequence

side of the sequence unit. The primary sequence en-

tries may be wired from any reading station; they are

normally wired from primary read.

9. Sequence Entry. Entries to the sequence side of

the sequence comparing unit. Impulses received are

compared with those entered in the corresponding

positions in the primary sequence side of the sequence

unit. The sequence entries may be wired from any

reading station; they are normally wired from se-

quence read.

10. Sequence Read. Emits impulses corresponding

to holes punched in the card passing the sequence

brushes. May be wired to blank column detection en-

try, to any selector or sequence entry, or to the

pickup of an X-selector.

ii. Selector Control Exits. Emit an impulse re-

sulting from a comparison in the selector unit when
the SEL control input (item 24) is wired. They are

normally wired to functional entry hubs or to pick up
selectors.

Low Seedy (Low Secondary). Em-its an impulse

when the number in the secondary selector entries is

lower than that in the primary selector entries.

Equal. Emits an impulse when the numbers in the

primary and secondary selector entries are equal.

Low Pri (Low Primary). Emits an impulse when
the number in the primary selector entries is lower

than that in the secondary selector entries.

12. Sequence Control Exits. Emit an impulse re-

sulting from a comparison in the sequence unit when
the SEQ control input (item 24) is wired. They are

normally wired to functional entry hubs or to pick up
selectors.

High Seq (High Sequence) . Emits an impulse when
the number in the sequence entries is higher than that

in the primary sequence entries on the 85 or the pri-

mary selector entries on the 87.

Equal Seq (Equal Sequence). Emits an impulse

when the number in the sequence entries equals that

in the primary sequence entries on the 85 or the pri-

mary selector entries on the 87.

Low Seq (Low Sequence) . Emits an impulse when
the number in the sequence entries is lower than that

in the primary sequence entries on the 85 or the pri-

mary selector entries on the 87. It is normally wired

to ERROR STOP to Stop Card feeding for an error in

primary-card sequence.

13. Selectors: PU (Pickup). Accepts an impulse

to transfer the selector immediately; the selector re-

mains transferred for the duration of the pickup im-

pulse. The pickup is normally wired from a control

exit; it cannot be wired from a reading station.

C (Common) ,N (Normal) , T (Transferred) . When
a selector is not transferred, the c and n hubs are

common internally; when a selector is transferred^

the c and T hubs are common internally. A plug To
c is normally wired through the c, n, and T hubs.

14. Plug to C. Emits an impulse on each cycle. It

is normally wired to a functional entry hub (except

ERROR stop) , directly or through selectors.

feeding, ejection, and selection of cards. They are

normally wired from the control exits or plug to c.

Seedy Sel 3, 4 (Secondary Select) . Causes a second-

ary card to stack in pocket 3 or 4, respectively. When
both 3 and 4 are impulsed, cards are stacked in

pocket 4.

Pri Sel (Primary Select). Causes a primary card

to stack in pocket 1.

Seedy Fd (Secondary Feed). Causes a secondary

feed cycle if cards are in the secondary feed. These

hubs become exits when secondary feeding is con-

trolled through the basic setup sec switch.

Pri Eject (Primary Eject). Causes a primary card

to move from the eject position to the stacker; all

other cards in the primary feed remain stationary.

These hubs become exits whenever a primary feed oc-

curs or when ejection is controlled through the basic

setup ej switch.
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Pri Feed (Primary Feed). Causes a primary feed

cycle if cards are in the primary feed. These hubs be-

come exits when primary feeding is controlled through

the basic setup pri switch.

Error Stop. Causes card feeding to stop and the

error light to turn on. Before card feeding can be re-

started, the error light must be turned off by pressing

the reset key. Error stop must not be wired from

PLUG TO C.

16. Cycle Delay: PU (Pickup). Accepts an im-

pulse to transfer the selector on the following cycle;

the selector remains transferred until dropped out.

The pickup is normally wired from a control exit or

a selected plug to c. However, it cannot be impulsed

by any digit or zone impulse.

C (Common) ,N (Normal) , T (Transferred) . "When

the cycle delay selector is not transferred, the c and

N hubs are common internally; when it is transferred,

the c and t hubs are common internally.

DO (Drop Out). Accepts an impulse to return

the selector to normal. It is normally wired from

PLUG TO c, primary feed, or secondary feed. If both

PU and DO are impulsed on the same cycle, the se-

lector will be transferred on the following cycle and

remain transferred until again impulsed to drop out.

17. X-Selectors. Normally used to control feeding,

ejection, or selection of X- or NX-cards.

Hold, S (Secondary) , P (Primary) . Hold is wired

from s to cause the selector to operate with the sec-

ondary feed, or from p to cause the selector to oper-

ate with the primary feed.

PU (Pickup). Accepts an X-impulse to transfer

the selector. When pu and hold are impulsed, the

selector transfers immediately and remains trans-

ferred until the X-card moves to the next station. A
control-input timed impulse can also be used to pick

up the selector.

C (Common) ,N (Normal) , T (Transferred) . When
the selector is not transferred, c and n are common
internally; when the selector is transferred, c and t

are common internally. A plug to c is normally

wired through these hubs.

18. Collator Counting Feature. Special device to

count up to 99 cards. Two different counting opera-

tions can be performed at the same time, provided

each count will not exceed 9.

UK (Units Restore, S7 Collator) . Emits an impulse

on all card cycles that must be used, instead of plug

to c, to restore comparing units whenever a counting

operation on the 87 requires that a unit be restored

by an all cycles impulse.

CNC (Consecutive Number Checking). Accepts

an impulse on secondary feed cycles only. This hub

provides a means of picking up X-selector 2, as re-

quired in some counting device operations such as

consecutive number checking.

DE (Digit Emitter). Jackplugged when a total

count must be emitted from the counter for compari-

son with another number. Not jackplugged when a

predetermined count is to control feeding and count-

ing.

Count Source: SR, PR, S, P, C, PS (Secondary

Run-out, Primary Run-out, Secondary, Primary,

Common, Primary Sequence). SR and pr emit a

control impulse on each card cycle when the opposite

feed is empty. PR emits when the secondary feed is

empty, and sR emits when the primary feed is empty

provided a primary feed cycle has occurred. Nor-

mally wired to the pickup of selectors to control card

feeding, selection, and counting on the run-out. The

interlock switch must be wired on to make these

hubs operative. These hubs also emit on the run-in.

S, P, c, and PS emit a plug to c impulse on each feed

cycle that cards are in the respective feed stations.

S emits on each cycle that a secondary card is con-

trolled to stack; p on each cycle that a primary card

is controlled to stack; c on the cycle that the first

card is read at primary read and on every machine

cycle thereafter; and ps on each cycle that a primary

card is controlled to pass the primary brushes. These

hubs are normally wired to counter in hubs. On
the 87 Collator, c emits a control time impulse. This

impulse can be used to pick up a selector when a

counter has reached a predetermined total.

In. Accepts an impulse to cause the corresponding

counter to add 1. If counters are coupled, only the

units counter in is wired; the tens counter automati-

cally adds the carry-over from the units counter.

The IN hubs are normally wired from count source

or PLUG TO c.

Total : 0-9, C (Common). The 0-9 hubs for the

units and tens counters represent the totals accumu-

lated in the counters. On each cycle, a path exists be-

tween the c hub and the 0-9 hub corresponding to

the total count. Either hub can be used as an exit or

an entrv. Normallv an imoulse is wired throueh this
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path to pick up a selector to control card feeding and

counting when a predetermined number of cards

has been counted.

When the de hubs are jackplugged, the c hub

of the units counter emits, on each cycle, the total

accumulated in the units counter. The c hub can

be wired to a comparing entry to compare the ac-

cumulated count with another number, usually read

from the card. The 0-9 hubs of the units counter be-

come a digit emitter and emit the digits 0-9, respec-

tively, on each cycle. In order for the c hub of

the tens counter to emit the total accumulated in that

counter, the 0-9 hubs of the units counter must be

wired to the corresponding hubs of the tens counter.

Car (Carry). Jackplugged to accumulate one 2-

position total (up to 99); not jackplugged to ac-

cumulate two separate single-position totals (up to

9 each).

Kes (Restore) . Accepts an impulse to reset the

corresponding counter to zero. Normally impulsed

by a selected plug to c.

19, 21. Basic Setup. These five switches can be used

in place of functional wiring to control card feeding

in a normal merging or matching operation. They

are operative as a result of comparisons in the selector

and sequence units. The first three switches (sec —
secondary feed, ej — primary eject, and pri — pri-

mary feed), when turned on, directly control feed-

ing and ejection as labeled. The other two switches

/ji^cc — multiple secondaries and selection- and pr!

CHG — primary change) condition the sec and pri

switches. On the 87 Collator, the functions of the

PRI CHG switch are performed by internal wiring.

Refer to the Basic Setup Stimmary section for a full

explanation of these five switches.

20 Inlk (Interlock) . Must be wired on if selection

is required in a merging or matching operation, to

insure proper selection on the run-out. It must also

be wired on when the pr or sr hub in the special

collator counting feature is used. This switch may be

wired off or disregarded at all other times.

21. ?ri Chg (Printary Change, 85 Collator). One

of the five basic setup switches. Item 19.

22. Zone (87 Collator). When this switch is wired

ON, the comparing units in the 87 recognize zone

punches (0, 1 1, 12), as well as digit punches. It must

be wired on whenever alphabetic or special charac-

ters are to be compared. When this switch is wired

off, or not wired, the comparing units recognize

only digit punches (1-9). It should be wired off

when selecting zero balances or when comparing a

numerical field that contains X-control punches.

23. BCD Ctrl (Blank-Column-Detection Cofitrol)

.

Assigns the blank-column-detection units to operate

with the primary or secondary feed. Each unit can

operate with either feed, or both units can operate

with the same feed.

24. Ctrl Inp (Control Inpiits, 85 Collator). Test

comparisons in the selector and sequence units to

determine whether two numbers are equal or, if not,

which one is higher (or lower) . As a result of the com-

parison, the impulse is available from one of the sets

of control exit hubs. This function is performed by

internal wiring on the 87 Collator.

Sel (Selector), Seq (Sequence) . Accept impulses to

test the selector and sequence units, respectively.

Normally wired from the three exit hubs directly

below.

Three Common Hubs (Unlabeled) . Exits that emit

an impulse on each machine cycle. Normally wired

to sel and seq entries above.

2 5 . Restore, Causes numbers to be cleared from the

selector and sequence units, and new numbers to be

read in.

S, P, PS, Seq (W, 23-26). Accept impulses to

restore the secondary, primary, primary sequence, and

sequence sides of the comparing units, respectively.

The units may be restored on any feed cycle. S is

normally wired from the single s exit hub directly

below; p, ps, and seq are normally wired from the

three common p exit hubs directly below. The ps hub

is inactive on the 87 Collator.

On the 85, s, p, ps, and seq are common internally

on the first two run-in cycles. Therefore, if any one

of them is wired on the control panel, all four sides of

the comparing units will be restored on the run-in. At

all other times the hubs are separate, and each side is

restored according to its control panel wiring.

On the 87, the comparing units are automatically

restored on the run-out, rather than on the run-in;

on the run-in, they are independent and are restored

separately as wired on the control panel.
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S (Xy 23). Exit that emits an impulse on each

secondary card feed cycle. Normally wired to the s

entry above.

P (X, 24-26). Exits that emit an impulse on each

primary card feed cycle. Normally wired to the p, PS,

and SEQ entries above.

26. Split Selector and Sequence Unit Feature (85

Collator). Special device that spUts each comparing

unit so that two or more fields can be compared inde-

pendently in a unit, to control machine functions.

With a control switch wired on, the corresponding

comparing unit is split into six groups; with a switch

wired off, or not wired, all positions of the corre-

sponding comparing unit operate together in the nor-

mal manner.

LS (Low Secondary) , EQ (Equal), LP (Lou- Prim-

ary), HS (High Sequence), ES (Equal Sequence),

LS (Lotu Sequence) . Control exits for the split groups

of comparing positions. The control exit impulse for

group 16 is also available from the standard control

exit hubs (A-F, 23-26).

In. Accepts control input impulses to test each

split group. Split group 1-4 can also be tested by wir-

ing the standard control input entry hubs (U, 24-25)

.
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85 Collator Timing Chart

THE PURPOSE of a timing chart (Figure 98) is to

show in degrees the approximate time in each cycle

that exit hubs emit impulses and entry hubs receive

them.

A cycle is a period of time required to complete

a given series of events, at the end of which the series

is repeated. There are 360° in a cycle, or 360° from

a given point in one cycle to the same point in the

next cycle. On the 85 Collator the cycle starts at 228°,

the time at which the clutch latches. Each cycle is

divided into 20 equal parts called "points," each point

consisting of 18°.

Digit time (0°-186°) is that time during which

card digits 9-0 and X are read by the reading brushes.

Control time (185°-223°) is that time during which

impulses are emitted and received to control opera-

tions, such as card feeding and selection, for the fol-

T^Tn-i»-i rr •-Ma +t»"c1- T-»'n-t- r\f o r'Trr'lA iir\r>T'r»'^'-

mately 228°-351°, the comparing units are restored

so that they will be clear to read in new numbers from

a card.

The references in the Location column show the

position of the hubs on the control panel, and the

codes in the Notes column refer to the following

pertinent facts:

Notes

1. Active only when cards are in respective feeds.

2. Normally an entry; can be used as an exit for

a low primary condition or an equal with an equal

sequence condition.

3. Digits 9-0 are recognized when checking a

column for blanks, but a column containing only an

X or 12 will be considered blank.

4. Emits impulse wired to sel (U, 24)

.

5. Emits impulse wired to seq (U, 25)

.

6. When pu is impulsed, the selector transfers at

320° of the next machine cycle. It remains transferred

until 236° of the machine cycle following that in

which DO is impulsed.

7. Emits on all machine cycles.

8. Normally an entry to cause respective feed to

operate; becomes an exit when respective feed is

impulsed through the basic setup switches.

9. Normally an entry; becomes an exit when the

basic setup ej switch or primary feed is impulsed.

10. Must be impulsed at the beginning of control

time (185°). Must not be impulsed by plug to c.

11. All are restored automatically on the first two

run-in cycles if any one is wired.

12. Remain transferred for the duration of the

pickup impulse only.

13. Transfer immediately and remain transferred

uiiLii zjo ul Liie ncAL cycic taiien oy Liie assigiicu

feed. Hold must be wired to cause a selector to func-

tion with either the primary or secondary feed. A
control-input timed impulse should not be selected.

14. Zone 12 is read as a 6; zone 11 as a 7; zone

as an 8.

15. C emits on the cycle in which the first card is

read at primary read, and on every machine cycle

thereafter.

1 6. Emit when the opposite feed is empty, with the

exception that a primary feed (not an eject alone)

must occur before the sr hub will emit. They also

emit on the run-in.

17. With DE jackplugged, each digit hub becomes

an emitter; the c hub emits the digit corresponding

to the value in the units counter.

18. A path exists between the c hub and the digit

hub corresponding to the value in the counter. Either

can be used as an exit or entry.

19. Accepts on a secondary feed cycle only.

no



85 COLLATOR TIMING CHART

NORMAL
OTHER

2 28° 0"

1 - Digit Time
186°
^ 1

2: 8°

ENTRIES
yf'^^^'^^yy^yy-'^^''''^^

8 36 54 72 90 108 126 144 1<

185°
-T°it°' 223

1* '1

Control Panel Hubs Location Notes
234 252 270 288 306 324 342 1

1 1

)2 180 198 216

BASIC SETUP SWITCHES i i
: • . '

!

1 !

Sec, Ej, Pri (center) L-N,24 1 r '"kv-v^v^vvi

Sec, Ej, Pri On L-N, 25
1

MSSOff P,23 /

MSS (center) P,24 2

PriChgOff R,23 ^Pri Chg (center) R,24

PriChgOn R,25 ^^
BLANK COLUMN DETECTION 3

BCD Entry One G-H, 1-16
1

9, 8 7, j^, J. 4 }. ?, 1 SL

BCD Entry Two Y-Z,l-16
1

\

BCD Ctrl 1,2 S-T, 23-24
1

J
' . '

BCD Ctrl S,P S-T, 25
1 1

1 1 .

1 1 ' 1

COMPARING ENTRIES ^

'

\

Secondary Selector Entry J, 1-16
'1

I
! i

'

Primary Selector Entry AA-AB, 1-16
1

i
1 ^^^^^- ^r—^,r~^A^~^^r—^

Primary Sequence Entry AC, 1-16
i

Sequence Entry AD, 1-16

CONTROL EXITS

Low Seedy A, 23-26 4

Equal B, 23-26 4 .

Low Pri C, 23-26 4 ^^
High Seq D, 23-26 5

^^
Equal Seq E, 23-26 5

'

Low Seq F, 23-26 5 J .

CONTROL INPUTS
] 1

Sel U,24

Seq U,25

(exits) V, 23-25 ^^_
CYCLE DELAY 6 \

!

PU F, 27-28, 33-34
i

1

DO F,32,38 1

\

C F,29,35 -J ! 1 1

N F, 30, 36
-^

1
1 i

' '"1

T F,31,37
1 -s 1 1 I < i i 1^^^

Dl G-H, Y-Z, 20 7
,

,
, , ^^

FUNCTIONAL ENTRIES !

SecdySel4,3 A, 41 -44

Pri Sel B,41-44
i

; 1 f^^
Seedy Fd C,41-44 1,8

Pri Eject D,41-44 1,9 -

Pri Feed E,41-44 1,8

;

:
\ \ \

j [

Error Stop F,41-44 10 '.

1
: j : , .

]

INTERLOCK SWITCH

(center) Q,24 4 ]

On Q,25 ^ ;

PLUG TO C A-E, 29 \

READ

Secondary Read C-F, 1-20

Primary Read U-X, 1-20 ^ 4 1^ ^ ^ A ^ 1 ii 1 & 1

Sequence Read AE-AH, 1-20

RESTORE

S,P,PS,Seq W, 23-26 11

S,P (exits) X, 23-26

SELECTORS 12

PU A-E, 27-28 i
\

'
' 1 1

C A-E, 30 1
1 1 1 1 i i 1 1 1 1 i 1

!'

'"

1 1 1 1

'''^^'''''''^

N A-E, 31
1 1 1

'

!'
1

"! 1 1
1

T A-E, 32

X SELECTORS 13

PU G-H, 32-33, 40-41 i

C G-H, 34-42
1

1 ;

N G-H, 35, 43
! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

T G-H, 36, 44
~

1 i

1 :

Hold G-H, 29-30, 37-38 4,
S,P G-H, 31, 39 ^ 1

^^^^^^^^^r-^^^^^^^^^^^^^m

SPECIAL FEATURES

ALPHABETIC COLLATING FEATURE 14 1

1 '

Secondary Zone Read A, 1-16

Primary Zone Read S, 1-16 A U
fSequence Zone Read AJ, 1-16

COLLATOR COUNTING FEATURE

Car (exit) J, 43 ^^m^^ B
Car (entry) K,43 b
DE(exit) J, 27

• & ^ I k k i A ^ jl 1 4
DE (entry) K,27 5^ TPi ^ 551 7pi 551 551 7X 553

Res J-K.44 U^
In J-K,31

-'
\

•'

1 r x"

Count Source S, C, P, PS J-K, 29-30 1,15
'

SR.PR J-K,28 16 ^^
Total Units 0-9, C J, 32-42 17 DE Jackp ugged I i_^ k k 4 i ^ 1

Units 0-9, C J, 32-42 18 DE not jaclcplugged

Tens 0-9, C K, 32-42 18
i

1
1 I i 1 1 1 1

CNC K,26 19 111
1 VAVy'y'yM\ 1

|234 252 270 288 306 324 342 1

228°

8 36 54 7 2 9 108 1: 6 1^ 4 1 52 ISO 198 216

2; 8°

Figure 98. Timing Chart— IBM 85
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87 Collator Timing Chart

THE PURPOSE of a timing chart (Figure 99) is to

show in degrees the approximate time in each cycle

that exit hubs emit imoulses and entrv hubs receive

them.

A cycle is a period of time required to complete a

given series of events, at the end of which the series

is repeated. There are 360° in a cycle, or 360° from a

given point in one cycle to the same point in the next

cycle. On the 87 Collator the cycle starts at 262°,

the time at which the clutch latches. Each cycle is

divided into 20 equal parts called "points," each point

consisting of 18°.

Digit time (0°-204°) is that time during which

card digits 9-0, 11, and 12 are read by the reading

brushes. Control time (230°-259°) is that time dur-

ing which impulses are emitted and received to con-

trol o'^erations such as card feedin*' and selection for

the following cycle.

The references in the Location column show the

position of the hubs on the control panel, and the

codes in the Notes column refer to the following

pertinent facts.

Notes

1. Active only when cards are in respective feeds.

2. Normally an entry; can be used as an exit for a

low primary condition or an equal with an equal

sequence condition.

3. Digits 9-0, 11, and 12 are recognized when
checking a column for blanks.

4. When pu is impulsed, the selector transfers at

310° of the next machine cycle. It remains transferred

until 260° of the cycle in which do is imnulsed=

5. Emits on all machine cycles.

6. Normally an entry to cause respective feed to

operate; becomes an exit when respective feed is

impulsed through the basic setup switches.

7. Normally an entry; becomes an exit when the

basic setup ej switch or primary feed is impulsed.

8. Must not be impulsed by plug to c.

9. Restored automatically on run-out; at other

times restored as wired on the control panel.

10. If selected, must be controlled through an X-
selector.

11. Remain transferred for the duration of pickup

impulse only.

12. Transfer immediately and remain transferred

until 3 58° of the next cycle taken by the assigned

feed. Hold must be wired to cause a selector to func-

tion with either the primary or secondary feed.

13. C emits on the cycle in which the first card is

read at primary read, and on every machine cycle

thereafter.

14. Emit when the opposite feed is empty, with

the exception that a primary feed (not on eject alone)

must occur before the sr hub will emit. They also emit

on the run-in.

15. With DE jackplugged, each digit hub becomes

an emitter; the c hub emits the digit corresponding

to the value in the units counter.

16. A path exists between the c hub and the digit

hub corresponding to the value in the counter. Either

can be xised as an exit or entry.

1 7. Emits on each card feed cycle.

1 8. Accepts on a secondary feed cycle only.
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87 COLLATOR TIMING CHART

^^^^^^ NORMAt

Control Panel Hubs Location | Notes

BASIC SETUP SWITCHES

Sec, Ej, Pri (center) L-N, 24
i 1

Sec, Ej,PriOn L-N,25
i

MSSOff P,23
i

MSS (center) P,24 2

BLANK COLUMN DETECTION 3

BCD Entry One G-H, 1-19
1

BCD Entry Two Y-Z,l-19
1

BCD Ctrl 1,2 S-T, 23-24

BCD Ctrl S,P S-T,25

COMPARING ENTRIES

Secondary Selector Entry j,i-i9

:

Primary Selector Entry AA-AB, 1-19

Sequence Entry AD, 1-19
1

CONTROL EXITS

Low Seedy A, 23-26

Equal 8,23-26

Low Pri C, 23-26
>

HighSeq D, 23-26

Equal Seq E, 23-26

LowSeq F, 23-26

CYCLE DELAY 4

PU F, 27-28, 33-34
1

DO F,32,38
i

C F,29,35

N F,30,36

T F,31,37

Dl G-H,Y-Z,20 5

FUNCTIONAL ENTRIES

SecdySeU,3 A, 41-44

PriSel 8,41-44

Seedy Fd C,41-44 1,

Pri Eject D,41-44 1,7

Pri Feed E, 41-44 1,6

Error Stop F,41-44 8

INTERLOCK SWITCH

(center) Q,24

On Q,25

PLUG TO C A-E, 29

READ

Secondary Read C-F, 1-20
1

Primary Read U-X,l-20

Sequence Read AE-AH, 1-20
1

RESTORE

S,P,Seq W, 23-24, 26 9

S,P (exits) X, 23-26 10

SELECTORS 11

PU A-E, 27-28

C A-E, 30

N A-E, 31

T A-E, 32

X SELECTORS 12

PU G-H, 32-33, 40-41

C G-H, 34, 42

N G-H, 35, 43

T G-H, 36, 44

Hold G-H, 29-30, 37-38

S,P G-H, 31, 39

ZONE
(center) R,24

On R,25

SPECIAL FEATURE

270 288 306 324 342

Digit Time

90 108 126 144 162 180 198

262

Control 1

230' Time 25?'

216 1234 252

^^s^^aBmmmmimms

ifcsi

:sz3z:

Vj>>f'^^M'>MVM^MVj'j:>ir>!ri

ssiitzszis:

l^ES&

^mm^

^^S

^^s

K/t^ij^<t^tW'^v.*^^t|^i<<.td<^'i<.i'tW'>t'a

S^^^\

rMiyiv/^^

Tj^^AfM//P!^

:-?{?:'?{^:':wi'f{{f;<':^{Wt^^:w{4:^

t/>^»^^>wyiw^w^tV>w^>v>>^^tv^^ VAWiVM

M^^y^^yM

iwyyyy^TPTs,

v>^v>^>^>VA/>v>>v>^v>'>>'>v>v.,^^.^^^

>>VVV-V>>'>U^</>'>4'yV>VV>'>>^V>V><>y'>V^^ V^W^Mlk

COLLATOR COUNTING FEATURE
Car (exit) J, 43

Car (entry) K,43

DE(exit) J, 27

DE (entry) K,27

Res J-K,44

In J-K,31

Count Source S, P, PS J, 29; K, 29-30 1

C J, 30 13

SR, PR J-K,28 14

Total Units 0-9, C J, 32-42 15

Units 0-9, C J, 32-42 16

Tens 0-9, C K, 32-42 16

UR J, 26 17

CNC K,26 IS

^/•>/^^y^W^yAy////M

DE Jackplugged

TT^ DE not Jackplugged

^ ^ ^ SI

4^£
<^i;;;i :

»::i I'^x:::';^ wi~3:. gtt^fssms '

-a 7!t

i_i iHi

£Z:6_ii

VXV^yyVJ'M

270 288 306 324 342 126 144 162 180 198 216 234 252

Figure 99. Timing Chart— IBM 87
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Index

Alphabetic Collating Feature 84, 104

Alternate Cards, Selecting 52

Analysis Chart 9

Basic Setup, Plan 1

Basic Setup, Plan 2

Basic Setup, Plan 3

Basic Setup Summary

Basic Setup Sw^itches -

BCD Ctrl

BCD 1, BCD 2 (Lights)

Blank Column Detection Entry One, Two
Blank-Column Detection

. 36

39

46

47

12, 36, 40, 46, 47, 49, 108

17, 108

6

17, 105

6, 13, 17

5

74

64

19

Card Selection

Card-for-Card Matching

Cards behind Specific Groups, Inserting .

Cards in Ascending Order, Checking Sequence

Cards in Descending Order, Checking Sequence 24

Carry 87, 108

Checking Consecutive Numbers 97

Checking Master-and-Detail Groups 62

Checking Sequence J, IS

Checking Sequence— Both Feeds 66

Checking Sequence, Cards in Ascending Order 19

Checking Sequence, Cards in Descending Order 24

Checking Sequence, Inserting Indicator Cards 24

Checking Sequence— More than 16 Columns 71

Checking Sequence, Selecting All Low Cards 65

Checking that an X-Card Is Last in a Group 63

CNC (Consecutive Number Checking) 107

Collator Counting Feature 86, 107

Comparing Entries 9, 11, 20, 30, 105, 106

Comparing Two Fields in the Same Card— Primary Feed 53

Comparing Two Fields in the Same Card— Secondary Feed 54

Consecutive-Number Checking . 97

Control Change 24

Control Exits 11, 22, 51, 99, 106, 109

Control Groups, Recognizing a Change Between 24

Control Inputs 12, 21, 31, 99, 108, 109

Control Number, Selecting Cards by 5 5, 56, 58, 59, 60, 100

Control Panel 12, 13

Control Panel Summary 104

Count Source 86, 107

Counting Feature 86, 107

Coupling Two Split Groups 100

Ctrl Inp 12, 21, 30, 108

Cycle Delay

DE (Digit Emitter)

Descending Order, Sequence-Checking Cards in

DI (Direct Impulse)

27, 107

89, 107

24

17, 105

Ej (Switch)

Equal

Equal Sequence

Error Light

Error Stop

46, 49

31, 99, 106, 109

22, 99, 106, 109

6

11, 22, 107

Features

First Card of a Group, Selecting

Functional Entries

27, 68

11, 14. 15, 16, 22, 44, 106

High Sequence

Hoppers

22, 99, 106, 109

6

In (Counting Feature) 86, 107

In (Split Selector and Sequence Unit Feature) 99, 109

Indicator Cards, Inserting . 24, 26

Inlk (Switch) 40, 108

Inserting a Predetermined Number of Cards ahead of Each
ivictsLci v^<iiu _ ao

Inserting a Predetermined Number of Cards behind Each
Master Card 88

Inserting a Set of Cards ahead of a Predetermined Number
of Cards within a Control Group 95

Inserting a Single Card ahead of a Predetermined Number of

Cards within a Control Group 93

Inserting a Variable Number of Cards ahead of Each Master Card 89

Inserting a Variable Number of Cards behind Each Master Card 90

Inserting Cards behind Specific Groups 64

Inserting Indicator Cards 24, 26

Inserting up to 199 Cards behind Each Master Card 92

Interlock (Switch) 40, 108

Introduction 5

Keys and Lights

Last Card of a Group, Selecting _ 24, 26

Lights _. 6

Low Cards, Selecting 65

Low Primary 31, 99, 106, 109

Low Secondary 31, 99, 106, 109

Low Sequence - 22, 99, 106, 109

Machine Features

Main Line Switch

Master-and-Detail Groups, Checking

Matching _

6

6

_ 62

6, 50

_ 81

- 74

Matching by a Range of Numbers

Matching Card-for-Card

Merging 6, 32

Merging a Predetermined Number of Primaries and Secondaries 96

Merging by Major and Minor Control; Selecting Unmatched Majors 102

Merging, Feeding from Both Feeds Simultaneously 37

Merging, Feeding from One Feed at a Time 34

Merging, Mixed 73

Merging— More than 16 Columns 72

Merging or Matching by a Range of Numbers 81

Merging Primaries behind Secondaries 77

Merging, Selecting Single Unmatched Primaries 79

Merging Small Groups of Cards 76

Merging Two Groups of Unpunched Cards 13

Merging with Selection 6, 40

Merging with Selection, Multiple Secondaries 43

Merging with Selection, Single Secondaries 40

Mixed Merging 73

MSS (Multiple Secondaries and Selection Switch) 36, 46, 49

Multiple-Card Groups, Selecting 29

199 Cards behind Each Master Card, Inserting up to

Operating Keys and Lights

Operating Principles

Operating Speed

Operations

92

6

8

7

J
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13, 30, 108

_.. 14, 106

7

P Restore

Plug to C
Pockets

Predetermined Number of Cards ahead of Each Master Card,

Inserting a 86

Predetermined Number of Cards behind Each Master Card,

Inserting a 8 8

Predetermined Number of Primaries and Secondaries, Merging a 96

Pri (Switch) 36, 46, 49

Pri Chg (Switch) 40, 47, 49

Primaries behind Secondaries, Merging 77

Primary Change (Switch) 40, 47, 49

Primary Eject 44, 106

Primary Eject (Switch) 46, 49

Primary Feed 8, 14, 107

Primary Feed (Switch)

Primary Read

Primary Select

36, 46, 49

11, 14, 105

-___ IS, 106

Primary Selector Entry 9, 11, 30, 106

Primary Sequence Entry 9, 11, 20, 106

Primary Zone Read 84, 104

Principles of Control Panel Wiring 1

1

PS Restore _ 13, 20, 108

Range of Numbers, Merging or Matching by -. 81

Read -- 11, 14, 16, 20, 84, 104, 105, 106

Ready Light - 6

Recognizing a Change between Control Groups 24

Reset Key - _ 6

Restore - 13, 20, 30, 108

Restore (Counting Feature) - 87, 108

Run-in Feeding 1

Run-Out Key 6

S Restore —
Schematic Diagram of Card Feeds

Schematic of Basic Setup Switch Operation

Sec (Switch)

Seedy Fd

13, 30, 108

Seedy Sel 3-4

Secondary Feed

Secondary Feed (Switch)

Secondary Read

Secondary Select 3-4

Secondary Selector Entry

Secondary Zone Read —
Sel Control Input

Selecting All Low Cards

Selecting Alternate Cards

Selecting Cards between Two Control Numbers

Selecting Cards by a Control Number

48

36, 40, 49

14, 106

16, 106

9, 14, 106

36, 40, 49

11, 16, 105

16, 106

9, 11, 30, 105

84, 104

12, 31, 108

65

52

60

55

Selecting Cards by a Control Number, Interspersed Finder Cards—
Secondary Feed 58

Selecting Cards by a Control Number, Interspersed X-Finder

Cards— Primary Feed 56

Selecting Cards by Any One of Four Control Numbers 100

Selecting Cards by Either of Two Control Numbers 59

Selecting Multiple-Card Groups 29

Selecting Single Unmatched Primaries 79

•Both Feeds

Selecting Single-Card Groups

Selecting the First Card of a Group

Selecting the First Card of a Group •

Selecting the Last Card of a Group

Selecting the Last Card of a Group if an X-Card

Selecting Unmatched Majors
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